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SECTION A

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Project Goals / Focus / Recruitment Criteria

The primary purpose of this project is to provide Maddak Inc. with design and functional features needed for 
the development of a new foldable wheelchair wheel. Parameters of the project discussed and agreed upon with 
members of Maddak and the RERC on Wheeled Mobility were as follows:

	 •	We	targeted	recruiting	a	total	of	42	people	to	participate	in	three	focus	groups	(11-14	people	per	group)		
  on the Foldable Wheelchair Wheel concept. All focus group participants were to be over the age of 18 with
  no specific gender requirements. Recruitment was to be a cross section of individuals from a broad 
  spectrum of manual wheelchair users as well as clinicians recruited from organizations that specifically 
	 	 work	(prescribing	and	developing	systems)	with	people	using	manual	wheelchairs.	We	targeted	both	active	
  manual wheelchair users with quick release wheels, less active users of manual wheelchairs, caregivers 
	 	 of	people	using	manual	wheelchairs	(who	assist	in	storing	wheelchair	in	vehicles,	etc.),	and	clinicians	and	
	 	 prescribers	(who	recommend	manual	wheelchairs	and	components	for	purchase).

	 •	The	key	screening	/	recruiting	questions	for	the	participants	were:	
	 	 1) Do you use a manual wheelchair?
	 	 2)	 Does your wheelchair have quick release wheels?
	 	 3)	 Which statement best describes how you transfer out of your wheelchair and into and out of vehicles?
    m Completely by myself, with a little assistance, with quite a lot of assistance, or with total assistance?

In order for a person to be considered for participation in these focus groups, they must use a manual wheelchair. 
Clinicians that attended must assess then prescribe or recommend manual wheelchairs for their clients. 

Participants were also asked demographic information including: gender, age, ethnicity, marital status, vocation, 
household size and annual household income. Participant 31’s data was not utilized due to her lack of discussion 
and understanding.

Participants were video and audio recorded during the focus groups. DVD copies of the focus group recordings 
were provided to Maddak prior to submission of this report. 

Report Description

This report quantifies and summarizes the results of three consumer focus groups that were held to identify the 
key design and functional features for a new foldable wheelchair wheel. Focus group attendees were asked to 
participate	in	an	open	forum	discussion	led	by	a	focus	group	moderator.	Information	was	collected	on:	(1)	The	
background	and	current	status	of	participants	in	regards	to	their	own	wheelchair	wheels;	(2)	Identification	of	
the	strengths	and	weaknesses	of	the	participant’s	current	wheelchair	wheels;	(3)	Identification	of	key	design	and	
functional	features	of	the	ideal	foldable	wheelchair	wheel;	(4)	Identification	of	the	strengths	and	weaknesses	of	
the	prototype	foldable	wheelchair	wheel	demonstrated;	and	(5)	General	market	information.

Product Demonstration Description

As part of the project, the KT4TT and Maddak staged a demonstration of a prototype Maddak foldable 
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wheelchair wheel. The purpose of the product demonstration was to introduce participants to the concept of 
a foldable wheel for wheelchairs and to have the focus group participants evaluate the functions and features, 
strengths, and weakness of the current alpha prototype. Feedback provided by the focus group participants will 
thereby provide Maddak product designers with an evaluation of the alpha prototype and the identification of key 
functions and features that need to be incorporated into the final consumer product. Please refer to the product 
demonstration DVD’s for this information.    

Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Evaluation

Focus Group Participants were asked to identify key design functions and features for the ideal foldable wheelchair 
wheel.

The following is a subset listing of those KEY	functions	and	features	(in	no	specific	order).	Please	refer	to	Section	
C for a more in depth listing of function and features and to Sections E2, E3, and E4, Focus group Notes, for a 
complete listing of all feature and functions identified during the three focus groups. 

	 •	Locks	in	shape	when	unfolded	
 •	Easy	to	do	yourself	(only	1-2	steps	to	fold	down)
	 •	Shock	absorbent	tires	and	wheels	–	rides	well
	 •	Can	pay	for	with	insurance
	 •	Quick	release	–	one	hand	operation	with	button	that	is	easy	to	press
	 •	Weighs	less	than	2	lbs
	 •	Axle	should	be	tethered	to	wheel	–	prevents	it	from	rolling	away
	 •	Needs	secure	locking	mechanism	for	both	quick	release	and	folding	(color	coded)
	 •	No	pinch	points
	 •	Maintenance	free
	 •	Tires	have	good	gripping	surface	for	ice	and	snow	–	possible	different	tread	designs

Alpha (Maddak) Prototype Evaluation 

Maddak demonstrated to focus group participants an Alpha Prototype of the foldable wheelchair wheel concept. 
Participants were asked to evaluate both the strengths and the weaknesses of specific components of the prototype 
(wheel,	tire,	and	push	rims).	Overall,	the	participants	in	the	three	focus	groups	were	satisfied	with	all	aspects	of	the	
foldable wheelchair wheel prototype, other than its indicated purchase price. Here, please find a brief overview of the 
strengths and weaknesses of the prototypes as indicated by participants and refer to Section D of this report for more 
detailed information regarding the prototype evaluation. 

Strengths
	 •	Like	the	shape	it	folds	to
 •	Like	the	locking	mechanism
	 •	Smaller	size	means	it	can	fit	into	a	bag
	 •	Can	now	get	wheelchair	wheels	into	car	trunk	or	overhead	compartment	on	an	aircraft

Weaknesses
	 •	Requires	too	much	dexterity	and	too	many	steps	to	fold	and	unfold		
 •	Convoluted	nature	of	steps	to	fold	and	unfold
	 •	Concern	of	tire	deformation	in	shape	over	time
	 •	Concern	of	gravel	or	dirt	binding	mechanisms
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	 •	Concern	on	hinge	failure	
	 •	Concern	in	ice	and	snow	(cold	weather)	–	that	it	will	freeze	in	position	and	not	be	able	to	be	folded

Marketing Opportunities 
	 •	Being	able	to	travel	easily	by	airplane,	car,	train,	etc	–	for	example	stows	in	bag	in	aircraft	overhead		 	 	
	 	 compartment	-	don’t	have	to	worry	about	baggage	handler	/	storage	damage	
 •	No	need	for	an	accessible	vehicle	–	can	travel	with	friends	in	their	vehicles
	 •	Sell	as	singles	instead	of	a	set	-	spare	wheel	for	travel	or	breakdown	–	easily	carried	or	stored
	 •	Composite	plastic	selling	point	–	washes	off	easily	and	you	don’t	have	to	worry	about	corrosion
	 •	 In	advertising	–	show	pictures	of	summer	sun	/	heat,	winter	/	snow,	rain	and	being	used	indoors	–	show			 	
  environments and travel
	 •	Would	like	to	fit	in	a	bag	-	inclement	weather	–	tires	and	wheels	get	dirty	–	place	in	bag	and	can	now	have		 	
	 	 wheels	in	the	front	passenger	seat	of	the	car	alongside	you	–	won’t	have	to	reach	as	much	–	don’t	have	to	worry		
  about getting upholstery dirty

Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Purchase Decisions

In addition to the design information gathered during the focus group discussion, purchase intent and price point 
information was obtained. Participants were asked to indicate how much they would be willing to pay for both the 
ideal and prototype foldable wheelchair wheels. They were then asked if they would purchase each for the price they 
had	indicated.	Participants	were	also	asked	if	they	would	purchase	them	for	specified	amount	(price	specified	by	
Maddak)	and	if	they	would	like	to	receive	either	as	a	gift.	

Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel

Participants from all three focus groups combined indicated that the mean price for the ideal foldable wheelchair 
wheel	should	be	approximately	$304,	the	median	price	indicated	was	$200	and	the	mode	price	indicated	was	
$100.	For	the	participant’s	indicated	price,	36%	definitely	would	consider	purchasing	the	ideal	foldable	wheelchair	
wheel	for	that	price	and	50%	probably	would.	Overall,	86%	of	participants	would	consider	purchasing	the	foldable	
wheelchair	wheel	for	their	indicated	prices.	At	the	manufacturer’s	suggested	price	of	$900	for	the	ideal	foldable	
wheelchair	wheel,	no	participants	indicated	they	definitely	would	consider	purchasing	it	and	only	25%	probably	
would	consider	purchasing	it.	42%	of	participants	probably	would	not	consider	purchasing	it,	and	33%	definitely	
would	not	purchase	it.	However,	72%	of	the	participants	would	like	to	receive	the	ideal	foldable	wheelchair	wheel	as	
a gift. This indicates that participants liked the foldable wheelchair wheel; however, the majority of participants felt 
that the manufacturer’s suggested price point was too high. 

Participants made individual notes on the questionnaires that indicated that they felt insurance should cover the cost 
of the wheel, and a few participants mentioned that the wheels should be sold individually or replacement wheels 
should be available. We also asked participants about their preference for certain types of tires, how many sets of 
tires	they	have,	and	how	often	and	for	what	purpose	they	change	tires.	There	was	approximately	a	50/50	split	on	
preference for pneumatic or solid tires and most participants who use wheelchairs only have one set of wheels. For 
those that indicated that they have more than one set of wheels, they do not change them very often; however, when 
they do they are doing so mostly for maintenance purposes. For a more detailed analysis of this data, please refer to 
Section C of this report.

Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Prototype

There were two purchase intent / pricing questionnaires given to participants. The first purchase intent / pricing 
questionnaire	was	provided	directly	after	discussion,	explanation,	and	demonstration	of	the	foldable	wheelchair	
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prototype to gather initial impressions. The second purchase intent / pricing questionnaire was provided after further 
participant discussion and evaluation regarding strengths and weaknesses of the foldable wheelchair wheel prototype.

Participants responses in the first purchase intent / pricing questionnaire identified a mean price for the foldable 
wheelchair	wheel	prototype	of	$427,	a	median	price	indicated	was	$400	and	the	mode	price	indicated	were	$200.	For	
the	participant’s	indicated	price,	51%	definitely	would	consider	purchasing	the	prototype	foldable	wheelchair	wheel	
for	that	price	and	29%	probably	would.	Overall,	80%	would	consider	purchasing	it	for	their	indicated	price.	At	the	
manufacturer’s	suggested	price	of	$900,	14%	of	participants	indicated	they	definitely	would	consider	purchasing	it	
and	17%	probably	would	purchase	it	at	that	price.	Overall,	31%	of	participants	would	consider	purchasing	it	for	
$900.	81%	of	the	participants	would	like	to	receive	the	prototype	foldable	wheelchair	wheel	as	a	gift.

Participants responses in the second purchase intent / pricing questionnaire identified a mean price for the foldable 
wheelchair	wheel	prototype	of	$458,	a	median	price	indicated	was	$400	and	the	mode	price	indicated	were	$200.	
For	the	participant’s	indicated	price,	35%	definitely	would	consider	purchasing	the	prototype	foldable	wheelchair	
wheel	for	that	price	and	41%	probably	would.	Overall,	76%	would	consider	purchasing	it	for	their	indicated	
price.	At	the	manufacturer’s	suggested	price	of	$900,	6%	of	participants	indicated	they	definitely	would	consider	
purchasing	it	and	19%	probably	would	purchase	it	at	that	price.	78%	of	the	participants	would	like	to	receive	the	
prototype foldable wheelchair wheel as a gift. Again, this indicates that participants liked the foldable wheelchair 
wheel. We also asked participants about the acceptability of solid tires, and how often they would transfer out 
their	everyday	wheels	for	a	foldable	wheelchair	wheel.	89%	of	participants	indicated	that	a	solid	tire	is	acceptable,	
and	66%	of	participants	would	transfer	current	everyday	wheels	out	for	a	foldable	wheel	with	solid	tires.	On	this	
questionnaire one participant mentioned that the wheels should be sold individually or replacement wheels should 
be available. For a more detailed analysis of this data, please refer to Section D of this report.
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SECTION B

BACKGROUND / CURRENT SITUATION

Dates & Times of the Groups

From	approximately	6	pm	to	8:30	pm	on	June	28th,	29th,	and	30th	the	Center	on	Knowledge	Translation	Tech-
nology	Transfer	(KT4TT)	held	consumer	focus	groups	to	identify	the	key	design	and	functional	features	for	a	new	
foldable wheelchair wheel. Focus group attendees were asked to participate in an open forum discussion led by a 
focus	group	moderator.	Information	was	collected	on:	(1)	The	background	and	current	status	of	participants	in	
regards	to	their	own	wheelchair	wheels;	(2)	Identification	of	the	strengths	and	weaknesses	of	the	participant’s	current	
wheelchair	wheels;	(3)	Identification	of	key	design	and	functional	features	of	the	ideal	foldable	wheelchair	wheel;	
(4)	Identification	of	the	strengths	and	weaknesses	of	the	prototype	foldable	wheelchair	wheel	demonstrated;	and	(5)	
General market information.

Participant Recruitment Information / Criteria

Parameters of the project discussed and agreed upon by members of Maddak were as follows:

The primary purpose of this project is to provide Maddak Inc. with design and functional features needed for the de-
velopment of a new foldable wheelchair wheel. Parameters of the project discussed and agreed upon with members 
of Maddak and the RERC on Wheeled Mobility were as follows:

	 •	We	targeted	recruiting	a	total	of	42	people	to	participate	in	three	focus	groups	(11-14	people	per	group)	on		 	
  the Foldable Wheelchair Wheel concept. All focus group participants were to be over the age of 18 with no   
  specific gender requirements. Recruitment was to be a cross section of individuals from a broad spectrum of 
	 	 manual	wheelchair	users	as	well	as	clinicians	recruited	from	organizations	that	specifically	work	(prescribing	
	 	 and	developing	systems)	with	people	using	manual	wheelchairs.	We	targeted	both	active	manual	wheelchair	
  users with quick release wheels, less active users of manual wheelchairs, caregivers of people using manual 
	 	 wheelchairs	(who	assist	in	storing	wheelchair	in	vehicles,	etc.),	and	clinicians	and	prescribers	(who	recommend	
	 	 manual	wheelchairs	and	components	for	purchase).

	 •	The	key	screening	/	recruiting	questions	for	the	participants	were:	
	 	 1)	 Do you use a manual wheelchair?
	 	 2)	 Does your wheelchair have quick release wheels?
	 	 3)	 Which statement best describes how you transfer out of your wheelchair and into and out of vehicles?
    m Completely by myself, with a little assistance, with quite a lot of assistance, or with total assistance?

In order for a person to be considered for participation in these focus groups, they must use a manual wheelchair. 
Clinicians that attended must assess then prescribe or recommend manual wheelchairs for their clients.  

Participants were also asked demographic information including: gender, age, ethnicity, marital status, vocation, 
household size and annual household income. Participant 31’s data was not utilized due to her lack of discussion and 
understanding.

Participants were video and audio recorded during the focus groups. DVD copies of the focus group recordings were 
provided to Maddak prior to submission of this report. 
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Current Status 

At the beginning of the focus groups held on this topic, participants were asked to respond to introductory questions 
regarding wheelchairs and wheelchair wheels and their characteristics. The following are questions and brief open 
responses	from	participants	(not	in	any	particular	order).	Please	refer	to	Appendices	E2,	E3,	and	E4,	Focus	Group	
Notes, for more detailed descriptions of current statuses identified during the three focus groups.

Current Status: 

	 •	What	type	of	chair	do	you	use	when	you	travel	and	why?
  m	Quickie	(most),	Invacare	(2),	Pride	Stylus,	TiLite,	Breezy,	Ambicare	(Apguard	Medical)

	 •	What	issues	confront	you	when	you	are	traveling	and	you	need	to	stow	or	store	your	wheelchair?
  m Fitting it into a car trunk / storage / airplane cabins
  m Total weight of chair is too heavy
  m	 Falls	apart	and	requires	tune-ups	and	repairs	after	opening	and	closing	multiple	times
  m Wheelchair becomes scratched / damaged
  m	 Parts	pop	off	the	wheels	and	spokes	are	bent,	loosen,	or	broken

	 •	What	problems	do	you	experience	when	removing	the	large	wheels	from	your	wheelchair?
  m Hands become dirty
  m Bearings seize up or fall apart
  m Buttons do not release / stick
  m	Takes	a	lot	of	time	and	effort	to	take	off	and	put	back	on
  m Requires balance and strength
  m *Most do not remove their wheels

	 •	What	are	the	environments	that	you	find	yourself	in	when	you	are	confronted	with	this	particular	problem?
  m	Need	to	put	the	chair	in	a	small	space	(car,	train,	cartop	carrier)
  m Poor weather conditions
  m Park
  m Home
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SECTION C

DESCRIPTION OF IDEAL FOLDABLE WHEELCHAIR WHEEL

Synopsis of Focus Group’s Identified Design Functions and Features 

Focus Group Participants were asked to identify key design functions and features for the ideal foldable 
wheelchair wheel.

KEY Features of the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel

The following is a subset listing of those KEY	functions	and	features	(in	no	specific	order).	Please	refer	to	Section	
C for a more in depth listing of function and features and to Sections E2, E3, and E4, Focus group Notes, for a 
complete listing of all feature and functions identified during the three focus groups. 

	 •	Locks	in	shape	when	unfolded
	 •	Easy	to	do	yourself	
	 •	Shock	absorbent	tires	and	wheel	–	rides	well
	 •	No	cracks	or	grooves	or	seams	that	things	could	get	stuck	in	
	 •	Can	pay	for	it	with	insurance
	 •	1-	2	steps	to	fold	it	down	
	 •	When	unfolded	–	it’s	truly	round	–	no	square	wheels’
	 •	Need	to	have	W/C	fold	too
	 •	Weather	resistant	
	 •	Long	bearing	life
	 •	Non	marking	tires
	 •	None	of	the	parts	rust
	 •	Quick	release	–	one	hand	operation
	 •	Quick	release	button	–	be	able	to	be	pushed	by	hand	
	 •	Non	grease	axel	–	Teflon	coating	instead
	 •	Weighs	less	than	2	lbs
	 •	Axle	should	be	tethered	–	prevents	it	from	rolling	underneath	a	car	or	other	object
	 •	Needs	secure	locking	mechanism
	 •	No	pinch	points
	 •	Has	color	switch	/	locking	mechanism	–	green	locked	red	unlocked	(white	and	black	for	color	blind	people)
	 •	Maintenance	free	
	 •	Tires	provide	pneumatic	ride	
	 •	Wheel	folds	in	half
	 •	20	seconds	to	unfold
	 •	Snaps	into	place	
	 •	Tires	have	good	gripping	surface	for	ice	and	snow	–	possible	different	tread	designs
	 •	 If	solid	tire	–	should	be	shock	absorbent
	 •	Secure	lock	in	both	quick	release	and	folding
	 •	Pull	handle	for	quick	release	for	those	that	can’t	push
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	 •	 	Ability	to	be	tied	down	for	when	wheelchair	occupant	and	wheelchair	are	being	transported	by	ParaTransit	  
(consumer	is	in	wheelchair)	

	 •	Texture	on	push	rim	–	not	slippery	when	wet	but	doesn’t	collect	dirt	easily
	 •	Push	rim	farther	away	from	wheel

Purchase Intent / Pricing Questionnaire for the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Design

In addition to the design information gathered during the focus group discussion, participants were asked to 
indicate how much they would be willing to pay for the foldable wheelchair wheel and if they would purchase it 
for	that	price,	as	well	as	if	they	would	pay	a	specified	amount	(price	specified	by	Maddak),	and	if	they	would	like	to	
receive it as a gift. For group 3, only 11 of the 12 participants data was utilized. Participant 31’s data was not utilized 
due to her lack of discussion and understanding during the focus group.

Participants from all three focus groups combined indicated that the mean price for the ideal foldable wheelchair 
wheel	should	be	approximately	$304,	the	median	price	indicated	was	$200	and	the	mode	price	indicated	was	
$100.	For	the	participant’s	indicated	price,	36%	definitely	would	consider	purchasing	the	ideal	foldable	wheelchair	
wheel	for	that	price	and	50%	probably	would.	Overall,	86%	of	participants	would	consider	purchasing	the	foldable	
wheelchair	wheel	for	their	indicated	prices.	At	the	manufacturer’s	suggested	price	of	$900	for	the	ideal	foldable	
wheelchair	wheel,	no	participants	indicated	they	definitely	would	consider	purchasing	it	and	only	25%	probably	
would	consider	purchasing	it.	42%	of	participants	probably	would	not	consider	purchasing	it,	and	33%	definitely	
would	not	purchase	it.	However,	72%	of	the	participants	would	like	to	receive	the	ideal	foldable	wheelchair	wheel	as	
a gift. This indicates that participants liked the foldable wheelchair wheel; however, the majority of participants felt 
that the manufacturer’s suggested price point was too high. 

Participants made individual notes on the questionnaires that  indicated that they felt insurance should cover the 
cost of the wheel, and a few participants mentioned that the wheels should be sold individually or replacement 
wheels should be available. We also asked participants about their preference for certain types of tires, how many sets 
of	tires	they	have,	and	how	often	and	for	what	purpose	they	change	tires.	There	was	approximately	a	50/50	split	on	
preference for pneumatic or solid tires and most participants who use wheelchairs only have one set of wheels. For 
those that indicated that they have more than one set of wheels, they do not change them very often; however, when 
they do they are doing so mostly for maintenance purposes. For a more detailed analysis of this data, please refer to 
Section C of this report.

Questions asked of focus group participants and their responses are as follows:

Question 1:  If the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel conceptualized by the group was available as a set 
(includes: 2 wheels, 2 tires, & 2 push rims) for purchase what do you think the price of this set should be?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 	 	 $60

	 	 	 $100	(2)

	 	 	 $150

	 	 	 $199

	 	 	 $200

	 	 	 $300-400
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	 	 	 $350	(2)

	 	 	 $500

   Insurance

Mean: $236

  Group 2 (14 participants):

	 	 	 $50

	 	 	 $100	(4*)

	 	 	 $180

	 	 	 $199

	 	 	 $200

	 	 	 $300

	 	 	 $395

	 	 	 $500	(3)

	 	 	 $1000

	 	 *One	participant	indicated	that	extra	wheel	should	be	included	with	the	original	wheelchair	purchase.

Mean: $302

  Group 3 (11 participants):

   $100

	 	 	 $125

	 	 	 $200	(2)

	 	 	 $250

	 	 	 $300

	 	 	 $350

	 	 	 $500	(2)

	 	 	 $525

	 	 	 $1000

Mean: $368
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Question 2:  If the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel was available as a set (includes: 2 wheels, 2 tires, & 2 
push rims) at the price you stated in question #1, how likely is it that you would purchase it or recommend its 
purchase?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 4	 36%

	 	Probably	Would	 4	 36%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 1	 9%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 2	 19%

 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 5	 36%

	 	Probably	Would	 9	 64%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 0	 0%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 0	 0%

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 4	 36%

	 	Probably	Would	 5	 45%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 2	 19%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 0	 0%

 All three groups combined:

	 	Definitely	Would	 13	 36%

	 	Probably	Would	 18	 50%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 3	 8%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 2	 6%
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Question 3:  If the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel was available as a set (includes: 2 wheels, 2 tires, & 2 push 
rims) for a purchase price of $900.00 how likely is it you would purchase it?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 0	 0%

	 	Probably	Would	 2	 18%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 4	 36%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 5	 46%

 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 	 0	 0%

	 	Probably	Would	 	 5	 36%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 5	 36%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 4	 28%

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 	 0	 0%

	 	Probably	Would	 	 2	 18%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 6	 55%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 3	 27%

 All three groups combined:

	 	Definitely	Would	 	 0	 0%

	 	Probably	Would	 	 9	 25%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 15	 42%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 12	 33%

Question 4:  Is the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel set (includes: 2 wheels, 2 tires, & 2 push rims) something 
you would like to receive as a gift from a friend or relative?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 Yes	 7	 64%

	 No	 4	 36%
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 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 Yes	 14	 100%

	 No	 0	 0%

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 Yes	 5	 45%

	 No	 6	 55%

 All three groups combined:

	 Yes	 26	 72%

	 No	 10	 28%

Question 5:  Do you prefer pneumatic or solid wheelchair tires?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 	Pneumatic	 5	 45%

	 	Solid	 6	 55%

 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 	Pneumatic	 8	 57%

	 	Solid	 6	 43%

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 	Pneumatic	 6	 55%

	 	Solid	 5	 45%

 All three groups combined:

	 	Pneumatic	 19	 53%

	 	Solid	 17	 47%
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Question 6:  How many different types of sets of wheels do you have?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 	1	(5)

  2

  3

	 	Blank	/	N/A	(4)

 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 	1	(9)

	 	2	(1)

	 	Blank	/	N/A	(4)

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 	1	(6)

	 	2	(2)

	 	Blank	/	N/A	(3)

 All three groups combined:

	 	1	(5)

  2

  3

	 	Blank	/	N/A	(4)

6a. If you have more than one set of wheels, how often do you switch your sets of wheels?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

  Weekly

	 	Blank	/	N/A		(10)

 Group 2 (14 participants):

  Not often

	 	Never	(3)

	 	Blank	/	N/A	(10) 13



 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 	Every	6	months	(2)

	 	Blank	/	N/A	(9)

 All three groups combined:

  Weekly

	 	Every	6	months	(2)

  Not often

	 	Never	(3)

	 	Blank	/	N/A	(29)

6b. If you switch your sets of wheels, for what reasons do you switch them?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 	 Maintenance	 6	 54%

	 	 Specific	Activity	 0	 0%

  *4 participants left this question blank and 1 participant indicated that they switch wheels for
	 	 “different	terrain”

 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 	 Maintenance	 2	 14%

	 	 Specific	Activity	 0	 0%

  *12 participants left this question blank

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 	 Maintenance	 2	 18%

	 	 Specific	Activity	 1	 9%

  *8 participants left this question blank

 All three groups combined:

	 	 Maintenance	 10	 91%

	 	 Specific	Activity	 1	 9%
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SECTION D

EVALUATION OF THE FOLDABLE WHEELCHAIR WHEEL PROTOTYPE

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Prototype

Maddak demonstrated to focus group participants an Alpha Prototype of the foldable wheelchair wheel concept. 
Participants were asked to evaluate both the strengths and the weaknesses of specific components of the prototype 
(wheel,	tire,	and	push	rims).	Overall,	the	participants	in	the	three	focus	groups	were	satisfied	with	all	aspects	of	the	
foldable wheelchair wheel prototype, other than its indicated purchase price. Here, please find a brief overview of the 
strengths and weaknesses of the prototypes as indicated by participants and refer to Section D of this report for more 
detailed information regarding the prototype evaluation. 

Strengths
	 •	Like	the	shape	it	folds	to
	 •	Like	the	locking	mechanism
	 •	Smaller	size	means	it	can	fit	into	a	bag
	 •	Can	now	get	wheelchair	wheels	into	car	trunk	or	overhead	compartment	on	an	aircraft
	 •	Looks	cool
	 •	Tire	easy	to	replace

Weaknesses
	 •	Requires	too	much	dexterity	and	too	many	steps	to	fold	and	unfold		
	 •	Convoluted	nature	of	steps
	 •	Concern	of	tire	deformation	in	shape	over	time
	 •	Concern	of	gravel	or	dirt	binding	mechanisms
	 •	Too	much	strength	and	dexterity	required	to	fold	and	unfold	the	wheels	as	demonstrated
	 •	Concern	on	hinge	failure	
	 •	Can	now	get	wheelchair	wheels	in	car	trunk,	overhead	compartment	on	aircraft	
	 •	Concern	in	ice	and	snow	(cold	weather)	–	that	it	will	freeze	in	position	and	not	be	able	to	be	folded
	 •	Edges	at	folding	points	–	if	you	drop	it	–	will	it	hurt	you
	 •	Concerned	it	won’t	hold	up	bouncing	someone	down	the	stairs
	 •	Concern	of	gravel	or	dirt	binding	mechanisms
	 •	Concern	of	tires	stretching	over	time	–	increasing	the	frequency	of	tire	roll-offs
	 •	Needs	wider	tires

Marketing Opportunities 
	 •	Being	able	to	travel	easily	by	airplane,	car,	train,	etc	–	for	example	stows	in	bag	in	aircraft	overhead
	 	 compartment	–	don’t	have	to	worry	about	baggage	handler	/	storage	damage	
	 •	No	need	for	an	accessible	vehicle	–	can	travel	with	friends	in	their	vehicles
	 •	Sell	as	singles	instead	of	a	set	–	spare	wheel	for	travel	or	breakdown	–	easily	carried	or	stored
	 •	Composite	plastic	selling	point	–	washes	off	easily	and	you	don’t	have	to	worry	about	corrosion
	 •	 In	advertising	–	show	pictures	of	summer	sun	/	heat,	winter	/	snow,	rain	and	being	used	indoors	–	show
  environments and travel
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	 •	Would	like	to	fit	in	a	bag-	inclement	weather	–	tires	and	wheels	get	dirty	–	place	in	bag	and	can	now	have		 	
	 	 wheels	in	the	front	passenger	seat	of	the	car	alongside	you	–	won’t	have	to	reach	as	much	–	don’t	have	to	worry		
  about getting upholstery dirty

First Purchase Intent / Pricing Questionnaire for Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Prototype Design

In addition to the design information gathered during the focus group discussion, purchase intent and price point 
information was obtained. This data is from the first purchase intent / pricing questionnaire which was provided di-
rectly	after	discussion,	explanation,	and	demonstration	of	the	foldable	wheelchair	prototype	to	gather	initial	impres-
sions. Participants were asked to indicate how much they would be willing to pay for both the ideal and prototype 
foldable wheelchair wheels. They were then asked if they would purchase each for the price they had indicated. 
Participants	were	also	asked	if	they	would	purchase	them	for	specified	amount	(price	specified	by	Maddak)	and	if	
they would like to receive either as a gift. Participants responses in the first purchase intent/pricing questionnaire 
identified	a	mean	price	for	the	foldable	wheelchair	wheel	prototype	of	$427,	a	median	price	indicated	was	$400	and	
the	mode	price	indicated	were	$200.	For	the	participant’s	indicated	price,	51%	definitely	would	consider	purchas-
ing	the	prototype	foldable	wheelchair	wheel	for	that	price	and	29%	probably	would.	Overall,	80%	would	consider	
purchasing	it	for	their	indicated	price.	At	the	manufacturer’s	suggested	price	of	$900,	14%	of	participants	indicated	
they	definitely	would	consider	purchasing	it	and	17%	probably	would	purchase	it	at	that	price.	Overall,	31%	of	par-
ticipants	would	consider	purchasing	it	for	$900.	81%	of	the	participants	would	like	to	receive	the	prototype	foldable	
wheelchair wheel as a gift.

Questions asked of focus group participants and their responses are as follows:

Question 1:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype shown to the group was available for purchase what do 
you think the price of it should be?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 	 $100	(2)

	 	 $150

	 	 $350

	 	 $400	(2)

	 	 $500	(3)

	 	 $600

	 	 $1,200

 Mean: $445

Question 2:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype was available at the price you stated in question #1, 
how likely is it that you would purchase it or recommend its purchase?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 6	 55%

	 	Probably	Would	 4	 36%
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	 	Probably	Would	Not	 0	 0%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 1	 9%

 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 10	 72%

	 	Probably	Would	 3	 21%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 1	 7%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 0	 0%

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 2	 18%

	 	Probably	Would	 3	 27%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 5	 45%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 0	 0%

  *1 participant left this question blank

 All three groups combined:

	 	Definitely	Would	 18	 51%

	 	Probably	Would	 10	 29%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 6	 17%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 1	 3%

Question 3:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype was available for a purchase price of $900.00 how 
likely is it you would purchase it?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 3	 27%

	 	Probably	Would	 2	 19%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 3	 27%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 3	 27%

 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 2	 14%

	 	Probably	Would	 4	 29%
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	 	Probably	Would	Not	 6	 43%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 2	 14%

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 0	 0%

	 	Probably	Would	 0	 0%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 7	 64%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 4	 36%

 All three groups combined:

	 	Definitely	Would	 5	 14%

	 	Probably	Would	 6	 17%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 16	 44%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 9	 25%

Question 4:  Is the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype something you would like to receive as a gift from a 
friend or relative?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 Yes	 9	 82%

	 No	 2	 18%

 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 Yes	 14	 100%

	 No	 0	 0%

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 Yes	 6	 55%

	 No	 5	 45%

 All three groups combined:

	 Yes	 29	 81%

	 No	 7	 19%
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Second Purchase Intent / Pricing Questionnaire for Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype Design

This data is from the second purchase intent / pricing questionnaire which was provided after further participant dis-
cussion and evaluation regarding strengths and weaknesses of the foldable wheelchair wheel prototype. Participants 
were asked to indicate how much they would be willing to pay for both the ideal and prototype foldable wheelchair 
wheels. They were then asked if they would purchase each for the price they had indicated. Participants were also 
asked	if	they	would	purchase	them	for	specified	amount	(price	specified	by	Maddak)	and	if	they	would	like	to	re-
ceive either as a gift. 

Participants	responses	identified	a	mean	price	for	the	foldable	wheelchair	wheel	prototype	of	$458,	a	median	price	
indicated	was	$400	and	the	mode	price	indicated	were	$200.	For	the	participant’s	indicated	price,	35%	definitely	
would	consider	purchasing	the	prototype	foldable	wheelchair	wheel	for	that	price	and	41%	probably	would.	Over-
all,	76%	would	consider	purchasing	it	for	their	indicated	price.	At	the	manufacturer’s	suggested	price	of	$900,	6%	
of	participants	indicated	they	definitely	would	consider	purchasing	it	and	19%	probably	would	purchase	it	at	that	
price.	78%	of	the	participants	would	like	to	receive	the	prototype	foldable	wheelchair	wheel	as	a	gift.	Again,	this	
indicates that participants liked the foldable wheelchair wheel. We also asked participants about the acceptability 
of	solid	tires,	and	how	often	they	would	transfer	out	their	everyday	wheels	for	a	foldable	wheelchair	wheel.	89%	of	
participants	indicated	that	a	solid	tire	is	acceptable,	and	66%	of	participants	would	transfer	current	everyday	wheels	
out	for	a	foldable	wheel	with	solid	tires.	On	this	questionnaire	one	participant	mentioned	that	the	wheels	should	be	
sold individually or replacement wheels should be available. For a more detailed analysis of this data, please refer to 
Section D of this report.

Questions asked of focus group participants and their responses are as follows:

Question 1:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype shown to the group was available for purchase what do 
you think the price of it should be?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 $100

	 $200

	 $299

	 $400	(2)

	 $500

	 $500-600

	 $600

	 $800

	 $1,200

 *1 participant left this question blank

 Mean: $505
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 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 $79

	 $100-500

	 $150

	 $200	(4)

	 $300	(2)

	 $500	(2)

	 $795

	 $1,000

	 $1,500

 Mean: $445

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 $200	(3)

	 $300

	 $400	(3)

	 $500

	 $550

	 $600

	 $1,000

 Mean: $432

Question 2:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype was available at the price you stated in question #1, 
how likely is it that you would purchase it or recommend its purchase?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 4	 36%

	 	Probably	Would	 5	 45%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 0	 0%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 1	 9%

 *1 participant indicated that they would only purchase if driving and needed to pull into vehicle independently   
 and was easy to handle.
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 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 6	 43%

	 	Probably	Would	 5	 36%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 3	 21%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 0	 0%

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 2	 18%

	 	Probably	Would	 4	 36%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 4	 36%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 0	 0%

 *1 participant left this question blank

 All three groups combined:

	 	Definitely	Would	 12	 35%

	 	Probably	Would	 14	 41%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 7	 21%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 1	 3%

Question 3:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype was available for a purchase price of $900.00 how 
likely is it you would purchase it?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 2	 18%

	 	Probably	Would	 2	 18%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 5	 46%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 2	 18%
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 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 0	 0%

	 	Probably	Would	 5	 36%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 7	 50%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 2	 14%

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 	Definitely	Would	 0	 0%

	 	Probably	Would	 0	 0%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 7	 67%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 4	 36%

 All three groups combined:

	 	Definitely	Would	 2	 6%

	 	Probably	Would	 7	 19%

	 	Probably	Would	Not	 19	 53%

	 	Definitely	Would	Not	 8	 22%

Question 4:  Is the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype something you would like to receive as a gift from a 
friend or relative?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 Yes	 8	 73%

	 No	 3	 27%

 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 Yes	 13	 93%

	 No	 1	 7%

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 Yes	 7	 64%

	 No	 4	 36%
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 All three groups combined:

	 Yes	 28	 78%

	 No	 8	 22%

Question 5:  If using a foldable wheel, is a solid tire acceptable?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 Yes	 10	 91%

	 No	 1	 9%

 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 Yes	 12	 86%

	 No	 2	 14%

 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 Yes	 9	 82%

	 No	 2	 18%

 All three groups combined:

	 Yes	 31	 89%

	 No	 5	 11%

Question 6:  Would you transfer your current everyday wheels out for a foldable wheel with solid tires?

 Group 1 (11 participants):

	 Yes	 9	 82%

	 No	 2	 8%

 Group 2 (14 participants):

	 Yes	 10	 77%

	 No	 3	 23%

 *1 participant did not answer the question and indicated that it depends on the ride
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 Group 3 (11 participants):

	 Yes	 4	 36%

	 No	 7	 64%

 All three groups combined:

	 Yes	 23	 66%

	 No	 12	 34%
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APPENDIX E1 Demographic Profile of Participants by Group & Combined Chart 1: Focus Group A, 6/28/2011
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1 3 3 3 Widowed 1 Masters Full Time $30,000 -  
$39,999

Spinal Cord 
Injury

Consumer –  
Assistance Yes

2 3 3 3 Married 2 Some 
College Full Time $100,000 + None Prescriber N/A

3 3 3 3 Single 3 Some 
College Full Time $40,000 - 

$49,999 None Insurance 
Adjustments N/A

4 3 3 3 Divorced 1 Some 
College Unemployed $10,000 - 

$19,999 - Caregiver No

5 3 3 3 Single 1 Masters Part Time/ 
SSI

$10,000 - 
$19,999

Multiple 
Sclerosis

Consumer – 
Assistance Yes

6 3 3 3 Divorced 1 Some 
College Full time $30,000 - 

$39,999
Cerebral 

Palsy
Consumer – 
Assistance Yes

7 3 3 3 Married 2 Some 
College SSI $60,000 - 

$69,999
Multiple 

Sclerosis
Consumer – 
Independent No

8 3 3 3 Widowed 2 Bachelors Part Time $20,000 - 
$29,999

Multiple 
Sclerosis

Consumer – 
Independent Yes

9 3 3 3 Divorced 4 Bachelors SSI $30,000 - 
$39,999 Paraplegic Consumer – 

Independent Yes

10 3 3 3 Married 4 Bachelors SSI $50,000 - 
$59,999

Multiple 
Sclerosis, 

Back injury, 
Stroke, 

Heart attack, 
Blurred vision

Consumer –
Assistance No

11 3 3 3 Married 4 High 
School Full Time $80,000 - 

$89,999 None Prescriber N/A

TOTAL 0 0 4 6 1 0 4 7 1 10 - - - - - - - -



Chart 2: Focus Group B, 6/29/2011
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12 3 3 3 Single 1 Doctorate Retired $10,000 -  
$19,999 None Caregiver No

13 3 3 3 Married 2 Bachelors Full Time $60,000 - 
$69,999 None Prescriber N/A

14 3 3 3 Married 4 Bachelors Full Time $80,000 - 
$89,999 None Prescriber N/A

15 3 3 3 Married 3 High 
School Full Time $20,000 - 

$29,999
Multiple 

Sclerosis
Consumer – 
Assistance No

16 3 3 3 Single 3 Associates SSI $10,000 - 
$19,999

Multiple 
Sclerosis

Consumer – 
Independent Yes

17 3 3 3 Married 2 Bachelors SSI $50,000 - 
$59,999

Artificial 
knees, hip, 
shoulder

Caregiver No

18 3 3 3 Single 1 Some 
College Unemployed $10,000 - 

$19,999 Diabetic Caregiver Yes

19 3 3 3 Single 1 Associates SSI $10,000 - 
$19,999 Stroke Consumer – 

Assistance No

20 3 3 3 Single 1 High 
School SSI $10,000 - 

$19,999

Traumatic 
Brain Injury, 

Fibromyalgia, 
Diabetes/

Neuropathy

Consumer – 
Assistance Yes

21 3 3 3 Single 1 High 
School SSI $10,000 - 

$19,999
Shattered 

knee 
Consumer –
Assistance No

22 3 3 3 Single 5 <High 
School SSI  - Paraplegic Consumer – 

Assistance Yes

23 3 3 3 Divorced 1 High 
School SSI $10,000 -  

$19,999
Multiple 

Sclerosis
Consumer – 
Independent No

24 3 3 3 Married 2 Some 
College SSI $50,000 - 

$59,999
Spinal Cord 

Injury
Consumer – 
Independent Yes

25 3 3 3 Married 5 Some 
College Part Time $20,000 - 

$29,999 None Caregiver No

TOTAL 1 1 3 5 3 1 9 5 2 12 - - - - - - - -



Chart 3: Focus Group C, 6/30/2011
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26 3 3 3 Divorced 5 Some
College Part Time $20,000 -  

$29,999 None Caregiver No

27 3 3 3 Single 1 Some
College Retired $30,000 - 

$39,999 Arthritis Caregiver No

28 3 3 3 Widowed 1 Some
College Full Time $20,000 - 

$29,999

Deaf in left 
ear (hearing 

aid) 
Caregiver Yes

29 3 3 3 Married 4 High 
School Full Time $100,000 + None Prescriber N/A

30 3 3 3 Married 4 Associates Homemaker $80,000 - 
$89,999 None Consumer – 

Assistance Yes

31* 3 3 3 Single 4 High 
School SSI Spina Bifida Consumer – 

Assistance Yes

32 3 3 3 Divorced 1 High 
School Part Time $10,000 - 

$19,999 Paraplegic Consumer – 
Assistance Yes

33 3 3 3 Married 2 High 
School SSI $70,000 - 

$79,999
Spinal Cord 

Injury  
Consumer – 
Assistance Yes

34 3 3 3 Single 1 Bachelors Full Time $80,000 - 
$89,999

Post-polio 
Paraplegic 

Consumer – 
Independent Yes

35 3 3 3 Married 2 Some 
College Part Time $30,000 - 

$39,999
Bilateral 
Amputee 

Consumer – 
Independent No

36 3 3 3 Divorced 1 Bachelors SSI $30,000 - 
$39,999 Paraplegic Consumer – 

Independent Yes

37 3 3 3 Married 3 Doctorate Full Time $80,000 - 
$89,999

Paraplegic/
Spinal Cord 

Injury 

Consumer – 
Independent Yes

TOTAL 1 1 4 3 3 0 4 8 1 11 - - - - - - - -

* Participant 31’s data was not utilized due to her lack of discussion and understanding of the focus group topic area.



Chart 4: All Participants Combined
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Age 2 2 11 14 7 1

Sex 17 20  

Ethnicity 4 33

Disabilities

Spinal cord injury (4), Multiple Sclerosis (7), Cerebral Palsy, Para-
plegic (6), Back injury, Stroke (2), Heart Attack, Blurred Vision, Ar-
tificial body parts, Diabetic, Traumatic brain injury, Fibromyalgia, 
Shattered knee, Arthritis, Deaf, Spina Bifida, Bilateral Amputee 
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with Quick 

Release Wheels 
19
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APPENDIX E2

Abbreviated Transcript of June 28, 2011 Focus Group*
*(Superfluous comments removed for clarity)

I. Introduction: Purpose of the Group 

	 •	 Introduce	the	paperwork	and	review
	 •	Confidentiality
	 •	 Image	Release
	 •	Social	Security
	 •	Human	Subject
	 •	Process	
	 •	Tell	them	they	are	being	recorded	on	both	audio	and	video
	 •	Have	the	participants	introduce	themselves	

II. Current Status

	 •	What	type	of	chair	do	you	use	when	you	travel,	and	why?
  m	Quickie	–	folding	or	otherwise	for	almost	everyone
  m Invacare for one person, using a Quickie on a loan right now
	 •	What	kind	of	push	wheels	do	you	have?
  m Push rims are metal, spokes plastic
  m Tires are pneumatic
  m Wire spokes, plastic wheel
  m	Plastic	rims,	solid	tires	at	store	–	fewer	pneumatics
  m Use more Guardian chairs / wheels
	 •	What	issues	confront	you	when	you	are	traveling	and	you	need	to	stow	or	store	your	wheelchair?
  m Getting it to fit in a car trunk
  m Getting used to fitting it into a van storage well without falling over
  m	On	planes,	they	put	it	in	a	small	spot	in	the	cabin	when	traveling	standby	–	sometimes	doesn’t	fit
  m Total weight of the chair can be too heavy for some
	 •	What	problems	do	you	experience	when	removing	the	large	wheels	from	your	wheelchair?
  m	Rarely	takes	wheels	off,	but	when	you	do	you	get	really	dirty
  m Bearings seize up, sometimes don’t work well
  m	Not	something	you	want	to	do	routinely	–	takes	too	much	time
	 •	What	are	the	environments	that	you	find	yourself	in	when	you	are	confronted	with	this	particular	problem?
  m Needing to put the chair in a small space
	 	 	 n Car
	 	 	 n In between seats in a car
	 	 	 n Upper shelf in an Amtrak train
  m Throw pieces into a car if cartop carrier doesn’t work or if you don’t have one
	 •	What	are	the	safety	issues	you	deal	with	when	removing	your	wheels?
  m	If	bearings	don’t	work,	you	can	bend	the	frame	or	wheels	can	fall	off



  m If you can’t get them back on, then it’s a safety hazard
  m	Spokes	have	“exploded”	on	wheels	before	–	shot	spokes	everywhere
	 •	Are	there	any	security	issues	that	you	have	when	removing	and	storing	your	wheelchair	wheels?
  m	Not	too	many	–	more	concerned	about	security	of	the	entire	chair
  m Can accidentally leave wheels outside of the car and drive away
	 	 	 n	 Similar	with	leaving	pieces	of	chair	(cushion)	on	a	plane	–	could	leave	wheels
	 •	How	many	of	you	have	24"	wheels?
  m All 6 participants with wheelchairs had 24 inch wheels 
	 •	How	many	of	you	have	25"	wheels?
  m 0
	 •	How	many	of	you	have	26"	wheels?
  m 0
	 •	What	type	of	wheels	have	you	tried	before?	(Make	a	list	of	the	different	wheels	and	ask	the	following	for	each		 	
	 	 type	of	wheel)
	 •	Brand	/	type	is	whatever	comes	standard	on	the	Quickie
  m Some are plastic, some have spokes 
  m	Some	are	different	sizes
	 •	What	did	you	like	about	these	wheels?
  m	Wider	grip	–	better	handle	on	the	push	rim
  m	Foam-filled	–	nice,	there’s	no	air	in	it
  m Durable
  m Easy to clean
  m Rigid
  m Insurance pays for them
	 •	What	are	the	limitations	of	these	wheels?
  m	Some	don’t	like	foam-filled	–	not	enough	cushion
  m When tread goes down, the brakes don’t work and need to be adjusted
  m	Not	always	appropriate	for	different	types	of	terrain
	 	 	 n Sand
	 •	What	are	the	bad	aspects	of	these	wheels?
  m Heat up pretty quickly if you’re going downhill
	 •	Why	did	you	change	from	that	wheelchair?	Wheels?

III. Ideal Product (Concept Definition)

Now	we	are	going	to	design	a	ideal	quick-release,	foldable	manual	wheelchair	wheel;	which	includes	the	hub,	spokes,	
rim, push rim, and solid tired.  
 
	 •	So	if	you	had	the	ability	to	design	the	perfect	foldable	quick-release	manual	wheelchair	wheel,	what	does	the		 	
	 	 device	need	to	have	for	you	to	consider	it	effective?
  m	Lock	in	place
  m Have to be easy enough to fold yourself
  m If solid tire, should be shock absorbent
  m The wheels should stay smooth
  m	Be	covered	by	insurance	–	low	enough	price	to	be	covered



	 •	 In	what	activities	do	you	see	a	need	for	a	foldable	quick-release	wheel?
  m	Getting	in	and	out	of	car	more	easily	–	create	other	opportunities	that	aren’t	currently	considered
	 	 	 n Shopping
	 	 	 n	 Recreation	–	play	tennis
  m	Don’t	have	to	worry	about	accessible	vehicle	–	can	hang	with	friends	who	may	not	have	an	accessible	chair
  m	In	a	car	–	can	move	it	around	in	confined	spaces	more	easily
  m Can transport chair more easily when person is not sitting in the chair
	 •	 In	what	environments	do	you	see	a	need	for	a	foldable	quick-release	manual	wheelchair	wheel?
  m	On	an	airplane
	 	 	 n	 Keep	wheels	–	let	them	take	the	frame
	 	 	 n Have a pouch or storage case for foldable wheels
	 •	What	does	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	need	to	do?
  m	Lighter	or	the	same	weight	as	standard	wheels
  m Have tire / tread options
  m	Fold	with	one	or	two	steps	–	not	multiple	steps	to	fold	it	down
  m Be foldable with limited strength
  m Needs to stay round when unfolded
  m Would like to have the frame / backrest fold up to go along with the wheels
  m Secure lock in both quick release and folding
	 •	What	disabilities	or	functional	limitations	can	a	person	have	and	still	be	expected	to	work	with	or	use	the
	 	 foldable	quick-release	manual	wheelchair	wheel?
  m Arthritic hands
  m	Neurological	disabilities	that	cause	rigidity	in	hands	/	fingers	–	something	you	might	not	need	fine	motor		 	
   skills for.
	 •	How	would	you	define	a	quick-release	wheel?
  m	Push-button	–	one	hand
  m Would like the quick release to not be so greasy
	 •	How	would	you	define	a	foldable	wheelchair	wheel?
  m Wouldn’t want to have a seam that things could get stuck in
	 •	What	should	the	wheel	look	like?
  m Fold in half
  m Could be like twisting or collapsing a garden hose
  m Fold into quarters
  m Seamless
	 •	What	other	functions	other	than	quick-release	and	easy	to	store	does	the	wheel	need	to	be	able	to	do?
  m Could ride in sand
  m	Push	/	Pull	–	Backwards	/	Forwards
  m	Different	size	push	rims	/	Option	for	a	push	rim	altogether	for	different	users
	 •	What	would	make	this	wheel	reliable?
  m	Not	affected	by	weather
  m	Long	tread	life
  m Folding is easy
  m	Long	bearing	life	–	10	year
  m Falls within insurance coverage range
	 •	What	would	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	need	to	do	for	you	to	consider	it	dependable	under	daily	use?



  m	Very	sturdy	–	on	wheelchair	and	being	tossed	around	in	storage
	 	 	 n	 Tire	isn’t	loose	or	floppy	–	don’t	want	to	trade	sturdiness	for	foldability
  m	Non-marking	tires
  m Have to work at least a year without issue
	 •	What	would	a	foldable	quick-release	we’ll	have	to	be	able	to	do	for	you	to	consider	it	predictable	and	consistent?
  m	Adaptable	to	different	environments	/	where	you	go
  m All tire functions work for 10 years
	 	 	 n Bang into metal elevators
	 	 	 n Get caught on thresholds
	 	 	 n Ride on sidewalks
	 	 	 n Store easily in an airplane
	 •	How	would	you	judge	durability	of	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel?
  m Fall down stairs and not break
  m	Can	exchange	for	another	wheel	if	it	wears	out
	 	 	 n Significant wear shouldn’t be visible for 6 months
	 •	How	do	you	see	the	wheel	being	quick-release?
  m	One-hand	operation
  m	Wheelchair	“kickstand”	or	other	device	to	hold	the	wheelchair	stable	while	you	are	releasing	the	wheel
	 •	How	would	you	do	that?
  m	Push	a	button	–	one-button	operation
	 	 	 n Finger
	 	 	 n Thumb
	 	 	 n Center / palm of your hand
	 	 	 n Elbow
	 •	What	size	should	the	wheel	be	for	you	to	consider	it	foldable?
  m	Collapse	24"	to	16"
  m	Foldable	“in	half ”	–	down	to	12"
	 •	Where	would	you	want	to	store	the	wheel?
  m	On	the	back	of	the	chair	frame
  m Be able to put it in the back seat / on the floor in the back
  m In a HUGE purse
	 •	How	much	should	the	wheel	weigh?
  m Around 5 pounds
  m No less than 3 pounds
  m	15	pounds	max
	 •	How	would	the	wheel	be	transported	when	not	on	the	wheelchair?
  m The person using the chair
  m Caregiver
  m Whoever is putting the chair in the trunk
	 •	What	would	make	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	secure?
  m	Locking	device	on	the	wheelchair
	 •	When	off	the	wheelchair?
	 •	When	off	the	wheelchair?
  m	Safety	lock	–	audible	or	otherwise	to	tell	you	when	it’s	back	on	the	wheelchair	properly
	 •	What	needs	to	happen	with	securability	to	provide	a	level	of	safety?



  m Has to be compatible with a locking system
	 	 	 n Transit
	 	 	 n Ambulance / Medical vehicle
  m Compatible with all brakes
	 •	Should	there	be	anything	to	provide	limited	access	to	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	for	only	the	user	or	the		 	
	 	 assistant?
  m	Some	say	no	–	a	lock	might	be	an	extra	step	that	you	have	to	take	care	of
  m	Kids	might	tamper	or	pull	quick-release,	but	not	sure	what	to	do	about	it	other	than	add	another	locking		 	
   mechanism
	 •	What	parts	of	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	need	to	be	physically	comfortable?
  m Tire
  m Push rim
  m No pinch points when folding
  m No sharp edges
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	seen	easily?
  m Quick release
  m How and where to fold it
  m Any release buttons
  m Where the wheel fits onto the chair
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	touched	easily?
  m Folding mechanism
  m Push rims
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	reached	easily?
  m Quick release / quick release button
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	grabbed	easily?
  m Push rims
  m	Frame	of	the	chair	when	wheels	are	off	the	chair
  m	Edge	of	the	wheel	when	folded	down	–	for	storage
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	grasped	easily?
  m	Tire	–	when	folded	and	off	the	chair
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	held	easily?
  m The folded wheel
	 •	What	needs	to	be	pulled	easily?
  m	Wheels	off	the	quick	release	–	make	it	lightweight	so	it	can	be	pulled	easily
	 •	What	needs	to	be	pushed	easily?
  m Quick release
  m Pushing the tire back on the chair
	 •	What	needs	to	be	lifted	easily?
  m	Lifting	the	wheelchair	to	put	the	wheel	back	on
	 •	What	needs	to	be	turned	easily?
  m	Axle
  m	If	it’s	a	twistable	fold	(like	a	garden	hose),	then	the	wheel	should	be	turned	easily
	 •	What	should	be	done	to	make	the	foldable	quick-release	wheelchair	easy	to	learn	how	to	use?
  m Instruction manual
	 	 	 n	 Only	a	few	steps



  m Should be intuitive
  m DVD
	 	 	 n Many think a DVD would mean it’s too complicated
  m Dealer network to show you how to use it
	 •	Who	should	do	the	training?
  m Vendor / Dealer
	 •	What	materials	(resources)	are	needed?
  m	Online	support
  m Hotline
  m	“Cheat	sheet”	to	go	with	the	chair
	 •	How	much	training	should	be	needed	to	provide	the	user	the	ability	to	use	the	device	properly?
  m 10 or 15 minutes
  m	Less	than	an	hour	with	full	hands-on	training
	 •	How	should	the	wheel	be	maintained?
  m Serviced by the dealer
  m No maintenance needed
  m Cleaning only
	 •	How	should	you	have	to	clean	the	wheel?
  m Garden hose
  m Typical household cleaning methods
  m	Wheelchair	washing	machines	–	be	able	to	tolerate	the	chemicals	and	hot	water	used
	 •	Should	the	device	be	a	repairable	or	replaceable	product?
  m Both
	 	 	 n	 Repair	should	be	first	option	–	if	it	can’t	be	repaired,	then	it	should	be	replaced
	 •	Who	(user,	caregiver,	technician)	will	repair	the	device?
  m Dealer
	 •	 (If	replaceable)	Who	should	replace	the	wheel?
  m Manufacturer
	 •	Should	there	be	after	sales	service	of	the	device	by	either	the	distributor	or	manufacturer?
  m Warranty
	 	 	 n More than 1 year
	 	 	 n	 3-5	years	(majority	in	this	range)
	 	 	 n 10 years or more 
  m	Some	would	be	OK	purchasing	an	extended	warranty
	 •	What	type	of	after	sales	service	do	you	expect?
  m Manufacturer should call and follow up to see if consumer likes the product
  m	Air	cushion	replacement	within	a	few	days	(no	vendor	involvement)
	 •	How	much	are	you	willing	to	pay	for	this	service?
  m Insurance should pay / cover the repair
  m	Nothing	(most)

Now we ask you to fill out the GREEN pricing questionnaire without discussion with anyone.



IV. Show and demonstrate the prototype

After the demonstration of the prototype and participants have finished asking clarification questions pass out the 
Blue questionnaire to get the immediate reaction:

	 •	Let’s	now	talk	about	the	device.	What	are	your	general	and	initial	impressions	of	what	you	have	seen?	
  m	Impressed	(several)
  m Good possibilities
  m	Potential	(several)
  m Too much work, and they didn’t collapse enough to make it worthwhile
  m Thought more was going to come of it
  m	Think	it	might	be	expensive	–	might	be	a	luxury	item

V. Strengths & Weaknesses

Now that you’ve seen the device and how it works, how would you judge its ability against the ideal criteria we pre-
viously	discussed?	Let’s	look	at	the	device	from	two	perspectives;	first	from	its	weaknesses,	then	from	its	strengths.	

What are the weaknesses:
	 •	What	are	the	weaknesses	of	this	wheel	that	prevent	it	from	being	the	foldable	quick-release	wheelchair	wheel		 	
	 	 that	you	were	picturing	in	our	Ideal	product	discussion?
  m Insurance might not cover it
  m	Colored	dots	might	wear	off
  m How does the foldability work in the winter / snow
  m	If	you	drop	the	axle	when	it	comes	out,	wouldn’t	be	able	to	pick	it	up
	 	 	 n Would like it to be tethered
  m	Folding	process	isn’t	as	simple	as	it	appears	–	more	difficult/complicated	than	the	ideal	product	developed
	 	 	 n Too many steps
	 •	Some	people	thought	the	steps	added	some	safety
  m	Have	to	complete	step	A	before	step	B	–	if	you	don’t	do	it	in	order,	it	doesn’t	work
	 	 	 n	 Would	like	more	flexibility	in	the	folding	process
	 •	What	prevents	this	prototype	from	being	an	effective	foldable	quick-release	wheelchair	wheel?	
  m	Tire	looks	like	it	might	come	off	easily
	 •	What	doesn’t	appear	to	be	reliable	about	this	wheel?
  m	Axle
  m	Lever	would	wear	out	very	fast	if	you	keep	having	to	move	it	back	and	forth	all	the	time
  m	Rubber	–	unless	it’s	strong	material,	it	may	not	keep	its	shape
  m No tread on the tire
  m Tire doesn’t look wide enough
	 •	What	don’t	you	like	about	the	portability	of	the	wheel?
  m Not as collapsible as a couple people would want it
	 •	What	doesn’t	seem	to	be	very	durable?
  m No tread
  m Rubber tire isn’t wide enough
	 •	What	parts	of	the	wheel	might	chip,	crack?
  m	Lever



  m	Axle
  m Rims
  m	Part	where	the	separation	of	the	wheel	is	(covered	by	the	wheel	so	won’t	even	be	able	to	see)
	 •	What	parts	of	the	wheel	might	rust,	fade,	where	it	is	being	used?
  m If plastic, should be ok
  m Rim might rust
  m In folded state, things might jam get caught in joints
	 •	Where	might	the	wheel	wear	after	long	term	use?	
  m Pivot points
  m Tire itself
	 •	What	isn’t	very	safe	about	the	wheel?
  m Tires being thin
  m Might pinch a finger in the lever or pivot
  m If hand rims are removed for preference, is the wheel still stable / safe
  m If you drop it, it might hurt you
	 •	What	is	it	that	prevents	this	wheel	from	being	easy	to	learn	how	to	use	it?
  m Multiple steps
	 	 	 n Will take some practice
  m Must do steps in particular order
	 •	What	aspect	of	learning	to	operate	the	wheel	appears	to	be	difficult?	
  m	Dealers	might	need	special	tools	to	repair	the	tires	–	learning	new	tools
  m	When	are	you	going	to	use	the	lever?	–	not	clear	
	 •	What	parts	of	the	device	do	not	look	acceptable?	
  m No
	 •	What	is	it	about	the	wheel	that	isn’t	acceptable	to	others?
  m No 
	 •	What	aspects	of	the	device	seem	unpleasant?	
  m No
	 •	Does	any	aspects	of	the	wheel	seem	embarrassing	to	you?	
  m No
	 •	What	aspects	of	the	device	could	lead	to	user	fatigue?
  m	Picking	up	dropped	axle
  m Repetitive motions of folding
	 •	What	aspects	of	the	device	could	cause	it	to	operate	unreliably?
  m	Dropping/loss	of	axle
	 •	What	is	not	easy	to	repair	and	/	or	maintain?
  m	Retreading	of	the	tire	–	putting	a	new	tire	onto	this	device
	 •	What	environments	won’t	the	wheel	function	in?	
  m	Cold	weather	and	moisture	–	will	it	freeze	in	that	position?
	 •	What	interactions	between	the	wheel	and	environment	might	damage	the	environment?
  m	No,	but	environment	might	affect	the	wheel
	 •	What	interactions	between	the	wheel	and	environment	might	injure	a	person?
  m Pinch points
	 	 	 n Pivots
	 	 	 n Gap between tire and rim when folded



What are the strengths:
	 •	What	makes	this	wheel	appear	to	be	effective?
  m Wheel can go anywhere
	 	 	 n Easy to pick up, hold, and carry
	 •	What	appears	to	be	reliable	about	the	wheel?
  m Folds down well
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	durability	of	the	wheel?
  m	Looks	durable	–	can	bang	it	on	the	floor	to	fold	it
  m Can chuck it in the car
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	wheel	that	provides	you	a	sense	of	security?
  m	Locks
	 	 	 n There are a number of locking steps
	 	 	 n Doesn’t freely fold and unfold even when unlocked
	 •	What	appears	to	be	safe	about	the	wheel?
  m	Yes	–	although	complicated,	the	process	helps	ensure	safety
	 •	What	is	easy	to	learn?
  m It’s very easy to learn for most people
	 	 	 n For some it’s just a question of if you want to do it all the time
	 •	What	seems	to	be	comfortable	about	the	wheel?	
  m Weight
  m Shape
	 	 	 n Easy to manipulate and maneuver, especially in closed spaces
	 	 	 n Would like it to fit into a bag
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	looks	of	the	wheel?
  m	Looks	cool
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	operations	of	the	wheel?
  m Smooth folding 
  m	Lightweight
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	wheel	that	seems	to	be	easy	to	repair	and/or	maintain?
  m Tire seems relatively easy to replace
	 	 	 n	 Other	stuff	seems	more	difficult	to	repair
	 •	What	environments	would	you	use	the	wheel	in?
  m	Office
  m Home
  m Planes, Trains, Automobiles, Ferry
	 	 	 n	 Concern	–	for	some	public	transit,	fewer	spokes	would	put	more	stress	on	those	points	when	you	secure		 	
    the chair
	 •	What	environments	would	the	wheel	best	perform	in?
  m Shopping
  m Community
  m	Daily	Living
  m	Anything	except	beach	/	rougher	terrain



VI. Prototype Evaluation questionnaire

Now	we	ask	you	to	fill	out	the	YELLOW	questionnaire	and	again	please	no	discussion.
 
VII. Marketing:
 
	 •	What	are	the	likely	environments	that	this	wheel	would	be	used	in?
  m Using it by myself if I needed it, only time worth it
  m	Traveling	on	an	airplane	–	no	one	will	take	your	wheelchair	without	your	wheels
	 	 	 n Can take wheels with you easily on the plane
  m For younger, more active people
	 •	After	reviewing	this	wheel	what	other	individuals	or	disabling	conditions	or	functional	limitations	could
	 	 benefit	from	this	wheel?
  m MS
  m CP
  m Spinal cord injury
	 •	What	level	of	functional	abilities	would	a	person	need	(physical,	cognitive,	sensory)
  m Need to understand process to fold / unfold
  m Need enough upper body strength to lift / handle 4 pounds
	 	 	 n	 If	you	are	self-propelling	or	able	to	remove	your	hubs,	you	probably	have	this	strength
	 •	What	functional	limitations	(physical,	cognitive,	sensory)	would	a	person	need	to	preclude	them	from	using		 	
	 	 the	wheel?
  m	You	need	fine	motor	skills	to	insert	pin	/	axle
	 •	What	other	activities	of	daily	living	could	this	wheel’s	technology	be	used	for?
  m Easy access getting into the shower/tub
  m Daily living
	 •	Where	would	you	expect	to	see	this	wheel	in	use?
  m	Everywhere	except	rough	terrain
	 •	Where	would	you	expect	to	obtain	information	on	this	wheel?
  m Dealer
  m Manufacturer
  m Therapist
  m Internet
  m Advertising
  m Retailer
  m Disability Magazines
	 •	Where	would	you	expect	to	purchase	the	wheel?	
  m	Local	vendor	(Sheridan	Surgical)
  m Internet purchase
	 	 	 n	 Maybe	even	as	an	after-market	product
	 •	Where	would	you	like	to	see	this	wheel	sold?	
  m	Local	vendor	(Sheridan	Surgical)
  m Not in a pharmacy or other standard store
	 •	Who	do	you	believe	would	purchase	this	kind	of	wheel?
  m People who are active or who would like to be more active than they currently are
  m Caregivers who struggle with storing / transporting current wheels



  m	Someone	who	would	rather	have	this	wheel	than	an	expensive	car	topper
	 •	Who	would	prescribe	this	kind	of	wheel?
  m Would like the ability to purchase yourself, unless you might need a doctor / therapist to recommend
	 •	How	would	you	finance	the	purchase	of	this	device?
  m Insurance
  m Personal
	 •	Who	influences	your	purchase	decisions?
  m Therapist
  m Friends / family / caregivers
	 •	Are	there	any	issues	or	concerns	that	we	may	have	missed?
  m	Temperature	extremes
	 	 	 n	 Does	heat	warp	tire	/	wheel?
	 	 	 n	 Does	cold	cause	joints	/	pivots	to	freeze?
	 •	Are	there	any	issues	that	you	would	like	to	comment	about	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	itself?
  m Don’t forget the carry bag 
  m Would like to see multiple colors
	 •	 If	this	wheel	were	to	be	sold	to	you,	what	comments	would	you	like	to	make	to	the	manufacturer	so	they		 	
	 	 could	address	your	issues	before	the	product	is	finished?
  m Easier / less complicated / Quicker to fold / put on chair
  m Treads are important for tire
  m	Would	like	purchase	options	–	not	just	after	market
  m Wider tires
  m	Like	to	see	it	to	be	less	expensive
  m	Would	like	separation	points	to	stand	out	less	(white	on	gray)
  m	Tether	for	the	axle	so	you	can’t	drop	it	and	have	it	roll	away	from	you	or	roll	under	the	car
  m Dealer training 
  m Serviceable at dealer level to keep time to repair down

Thank	you	for	taking	the	time	to	work	with	us	on	this	exciting	new	product.	Your	comments	will	be	written	into	a	
final report and given to the manufacturer.  
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*(Superfluous comments removed for clarity)

I. Introduction: Purpose of the Group 

	 •	 Introduce	the	paperwork	and	review
	 •	Confidentiality
	 •	 Image	Release
	 •	Social	Security
	 •	Human	Subject
	 •	Process	
	 •	Tell	them	they	are	being	recorded	on	both	audio	and	video
	 •	Have	the	participants	introduce	themselves	

II. Current Status

	 •	What	type	of	chair	do	you	use	when	you	travel,	and	why?
  m	Pride	Stylus,	folding	wheelchair,	bring	in	out	of	truck	by	himself	Getting	a	TiLite
  m Quickie, helps me move with my feet and not use the wheel
  m Quickie, fold up with quick release wheels, best could get at the time
  m Breezy, first one, likes it
  m Invacare, 
  m Quickie, too big for him, hard for him to get it into a the car and break it down
	 •	What	kind	of	push	wheels	do	you	have?
  m Pneumatic tires, mag wheels, airless inserts
  m Spoke wheels 
	 •	What	issues	confront	you	when	you	are	traveling	and	you	need	to	stow	or	store	your	wheelchair?
  m Doesn’t fit in every vehicle’s trunk
  m Fold up chair is stowed
  m	Easy	wheelchair	to	get	into	a	vehicle	(Quickie),	but	it	falls	apart	and	requires	tune-ups	and	repairs	every	time		
   its opened and closed, not very durable
	 •	What	problems	do	you	experience	when	removing	the	large	wheels	from	your	wheelchair?
  m	Mine	don’t	come	off	(most	people	agreed	they	don’t	take	them	off)
  m Cumbersome, requires balance and strength
	 •	What	are	the	environments	that	you	find	yourself	in	when	you	are	confronted	with	this	particular	problem?
  m Stick with poor weather conditions
  m	If	don’t	take	them	off	all	the	time	they	gets	stuck
	 •	What	are	the	safety	issues	you	deal	with	when	removing	your	wheels?
  m	Have	to	sit	in	a	different	chair	to	get	them	off
  m Most have never removed them
	 •	Are	there	any	security	issues	that	you	have	when	removing	and	storing	your	wheelchair	wheels?
  m Does not lock in properly when it is put back on



	 •	How	many	of	you	have	24"	wheels?
  m	1	(many	did	not	know	the	size	of	their	wheels)
	 •	How	many	of	you	have	25"	wheels?
  m None
	 •	How	many	of	you	have	26"	wheels?
  m 1
	 •	How	many	of	you	have	another	size	wheel?
  m None but 6 did not know the size of their wheels
	 •	What	type	of	wheels	have	you	tried	before?	(Make	a	list	of	the	different	wheels	and	ask	the	following	for	each		 	
	 	 type	of	wheel)
  m Never tried another type / size of wheel
  m	I	didn’t	know	they	had	different	types	of	wheels	I	could	choose	from
	 •	What	did	you	like	/	good	aspects	about	these	wheels?
  m Pneumatic tires
  m Don’t get flats, no air in tires
	 •	What	are	the	limitations	/	bad	aspects	of	these	wheels?
  m	Difficult	to	push
  m Heavier because not air
  m	Difficult	to	get	through	doorways	(too	narrow)
  m No treads
  m Air tires wear if you don’t keep pressure up on them
  m Spin when wet

III. Ideal Product (Concept Definition)

Now	we	are	going	to	design	a	ideal	quick-release,	foldable	manual	wheelchair	wheel;	which	includes	the	hub,	spokes,	
rim, push rim, and solid tired.   

	 •	So	if	you	had	the	ability	to	design	the	perfect	foldable	quick-release	manual	wheelchair	wheel,	what	does	the		 	
	 	 device	need	to	have	for	you	to	consider	it	effective?
  m Push button quick release
  m	Lightweight	(2	lbs)
  m Release easily for someone who doesn’t have fine motor control in fingers
  m When you put it on it stays on
  m Customized wheel to injury
  m Wheel fold right in half
  m	Customized	based	on	dexterity	of	user
  m	Long	lasting,	not	easily	damaged	for	5	years
  m	Security	locking	mechanism	so	wheels	can’t	be	stolen	(voice	activated)
	 •	 In	what	activities	do	you	see	a	need	for	a	foldable	quick-release	wheel?
  m Getting / fitting it into a car
  m Easy to put in the trunk of a car/fit into car
	 •	 In	what	environments	do	you	see	a	need	for	a	foldable	quick-release	manual	wheelchair	wheel?
  m Woods/wilderness
  m Use as a spare tire
  m Airplanes



	 •	What	does	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	need	to	do?
  m Quick release
  m	Durable	(5	years)
  m Work like wheels now / last
  m	Lightweight
  m	Maintenance	free	(no	flat	tires)
  m	Get	through	bad	weather	conditions	(snow,	ice,	rain)	and	avoid	slipping,	skidding,	breaking	issues,	stuck	in		 	
   the mud and snow
  m	All-terrain	wheel
  m	Easily	cleanable	(hose	it	off)
	 •	What	disabilities	or	functional	limitations	can	a	person	have	and	still	be	expected	to	work	with	or	use	the 
	 	 foldable	quick-release	manual	wheelchair	wheel?
  m Stroke individual
  m Car accident victim
  m Spinal cord injury
  m Anyone who needs / wants to use a wheelchair
  m Use hands
  m Multiple sclerosis
	 •	How	would	you	define	a	quick-release	wheel?
  m	Comes	off	the	body	quickly	and	easily	without	not	a	lot	of	strength	involved,	and	no	one	having	to	teach	it
  m No use of wrenches / tools
	 •	How	would	you	define	a	foldable	wheelchair	wheel?
  m	Button	you	press	that	it	pops	off	the	body	and	folds	the	wheel	in	half	like	a	book
	 •	What	should	the	wheel	look	like?
  m Fold in half like a book
  m	“Can’t	picture	how	it	will	fold”
  m Should have hand rims
  m	“All-terrain	wheels”	that	are	light	with	a	lot	of	thread
  m Secure frame that doesn’t collapse 
	 •	What	other	functions	other	than	quick-release	and	easy	to	store	does	the	wheel	need	to	be	able	to	do?
  m	Would	have	to	take	abuse	/	rough	use	(removal	/	storage	/	replacement)
  m Should withstand pressure from being slammed on the ground
  m	Should	withstand	weather	/	extreme	temperature	(no	rust)
	 •	What	would	make	this	wheel	reliable?
  m	Warranty	(5	years)
  m	Put	through	series	of	tests	(Climate	/	pressure)
  m Give to individuals to test
  m Doesn’t collapse / fold / come apart when I don’t want it to
  m Can kick it
  m Endorsed by reliable agency etc.
  m Tested by handicapped association
  m	Safe	(stable	wheel	to	handle	repeated	folding)
  m No pinch points when folding
	 •	What	would	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	need	to	do	for	you	to	consider	it	dependable	under	daily	use?
  m Doesn’t fall apart or collapse



  m	I	can	fold	it	up	4-5	times	a	day
  m	Stranger	comes	up	to	help	/	you	try	and	take	the	wheel	off,	easy	to	put	together	/	not	complicated
  m	Keep	It	Simple	Stupid	(KISS)
	 •	What	would	the	wheel	have	to	do	for	you	to	consider	it	to	be	foldable?
  m Same size I have now
  m	24"	down	to	12"
	 •	Where	would	you	want	to	store	the	wheel?
  m Back seat
  m Small trunk
  m Front seat
  m Under the seat
  m In a bag
	 •	How	much	should	the	wheel	weigh?
  m 2 lbs per wheel
	 •	How	would	the	wheel	be	transported	when	not	on	the	wheelchair?
  m In a bag
  m Front / back / trunk of car
	 •	 In	what	kind	of	environments	would	the	wheel	have	to	fit	into	when	not	on	the	chair?
  m Airplane overhead compartment
  m Boat
  m Train
  m	House	(I	transfer	to	an	electric	chair	in	the	house)
	 •	When	off	the	wheelchair?
  m	Locking	system
	 •	What	needs	to	happen	with	securability	to	provide	a	level	of	safety?
  m Color switch
  m Noise / audio cue
	 •	Should	there	be	anything	to	provide	limited	access	to	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	for	only	the	user	or	the		 	
	 	 assistant?
  m Key lock
  m Computerized lock
  m Thumbprint
  m Code you can set yourself
	 •	What	parts	of	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	need	to	be	physically	comfortable?
  m No pinch
  m Rubber grip
  m Interchangeable hand grips
  m	Texture	on	push	rim	so	not	slippery	when	wet	but	doesn’t	collect	dirt	etc.	easily
  m Push rim further away from wheel
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	seen	easily?
  m Reflector to be seen at night
  m Folding mechanism
  m Release mechanism
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	touched	easily?
  m Quick release section



  m Foldable release point
  m Push rims
  m Unlocking / locking mechanism
  m Tires
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	grabbed	easily?
  m Quick release
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	grasped	easily?
  m Break
	 •	What	needs	to	be	pulled	easily?
  m Quick release
  m Wheel
	 •	What	needs	to	be	pushed	easily?
  m	Quick	release	(both	push	and	pull	options)
	 •	What	needs	to	be	turned	easily?
  m Wheel itself
	 •	What	should	be	done	to	make	the	foldable	quick-release	wheelchair	easy	to	learn	how	to	use?
  m Diagram
  m Video on YouTube
  m Someone show me
  m Audio tape
  m Train sellers
	 •	Who	should	do	the	training?
  m	Dealers	who	sell	them	to	me	(multiple	agree)
  m Manufacturer representative
  m Therapist
  m Video / diagram on the wheel or wheelchair
	 •	What	materials	(resources)	are	needed?
  m Video
  m Numbered steps
	 •	How	much	training	should	be	needed	to	provide	the	user	the	ability	to	use	the	device	properly?
  m	Minimal	(5	minutes,	15	minutes);	More	than	that	it	won’t	be	worth	it
	 •	How	should	the	wheel	be	maintained?
  m	Easily	lubricated	(oil)
  m Maintenance free
	 •	How	should	you	have	to	clean	the	wheel?
  m Hose it down
  m Damp cloth
  m Motorcycle wheel cleaner
	 •	Should	the	device	be	a	repairable	or	replaceable	product?
  m Repairable
  m Both
	 •	Who	(user,	caregiver,	technician)	will	repair	the	device?
  m Manufacturer
  m	Locally
	 •	 (If	replaceable)	Who	should	replace	the	wheel?



  m Dealer
  m	Fix	on	own
	 •	Should	there	be	after	sales	service	of	the	device	by	either	the	distributor	or	manufacturer?	If	so,	what?
  m Scheduled maintenance
  m	Forever	replaceable	at	no	expense
  m Attainable parts
	 •	How	much	are	you	willing	to	pay	for	this	service?
  m No, should be included in price of the chair

Now we ask you to fill out the GREEN pricing questionnaire without discussion with anyone.

IV. Show and demonstrate the prototype

After the demonstration of the prototype and participants have finished asking clarification questions pass out the 
Blue questionnaire to get the immediate reaction:

	 •	Let’s	now	talk	about	the	device.	What	are	your	general	and	initial	impressions	of	what	you	have	seen?	
  m	Too	much	dexterity	and	strength	required
  m Too many steps
  m Too many steps
  m	Too	much	dexterity	and	too	many	steps
  m Can be very promising
  m Very promising
  m Awesome
  m Too many steps
  m Too many steps
  m	Concerns	about	losing	axle
  m Good
  m Collapsible not foldable
  m	As	a	one	handed	person,	not	effective	for	me

V. Strengths & Weaknesses

Now that you’ve seen the device and how it works, how would you judge its ability against the ideal criteria we pre-
viously	discussed?	Let’s	look	at	the	device	from	two	perspectives;	first	from	its	weaknesses,	then	from	its	strengths.	

What are the weaknesses:
	 •	What	are	the	weaknesses	of	this	wheel	that	prevent	it	from	being	the	foldable	quick-release	wheelchair	wheel		 	
	 	 that	you	were	picturing	in	our	Ideal	product	discussion?

	 •	What	prevents	this	prototype	from	being	an	effective	foldable	quick-release	wheelchair	wheel?	
  m Too many steps, too intricate
  m	Unable	to	use	it	if	have	poor	eyesight	or	dexterity	
  m Would not be able to use with one hand
  m	Lose	axle	
  m	Weather	(if	cold)
  m	Lack	of	a	break



  m Worried about separation of tire from rim
	 •	What	doesn’t	appear	to	be	reliable	about	this	wheel?
  m	Seems	more	difficult	than	the	wheelchair	now
  m	Couldn’t	get	axle	out	consistently
  m	Freezing	rain	may	make	axle	stick
	 •	What	don’t	you	like	about	the	portability	of	the	wheel?
  m	Shape	changed	but	still	cumbersome	as	an	“oval”
	 •	What	doesn’t	seem	to	be	very	durable?
  m	Locking	mechanism
  m Can lose a part
  m	Hasn’t	been	tested	in	freezing	weather	conditions	(metal	might	not	bend)
  m Too many moving points
	 •	What	parts	of	the	wheel	might	chip,	crack?
  m Wheel itself if not made out of metal
  m	Joints	that	flex
	 •	What	parts	of	the	wheel	might	rust,	fade,	where	it	is	being	used?
  m Not if made out of plastic
  m	Axle	/	pin	
	 •	Where	might	the	wheel	wear	after	long	term	use?	
  m Weaken from folding
  m	The	axle	removal
  m	Locking	mechanism	flipping	up	and	down;	joint	may	wear
	 •	What	isn’t	very	secure	about	the	wheel?
  m Rubber part of the wheel itself and metal has air between it
  m	How	much	weight	can	it	handle?	Can’t	handle	a	lot,	too	thin
  m No locking mechanism to prevent theft
	 •	What	isn’t	very	safe	about	the	wheel?
  m	Difficult	for	end	user	to	put	in	and	out	of	the	car
  m	Axle	looks	like	it	can	break	
	 •	What	is	it	that	prevents	this	wheel	from	being	easy	to	learn	how	to	use	it?
  m	Difficult	because	so	many	steps
  m	Locking
  m Balance challenge
	 •	What	isn’t	very	comfortable	about	the	wheel?	
  m Don’t like the tire
  m Drop / lose the pin
  m	Tread	is	small	(bad	for	snow	/	icey	conditions)
	 •	What	parts	of	the	device	do	not	look	acceptable?	
  m	Looks	like	only	a	summer	chair
	 •	What	is	it	about	the	wheel	that	isn’t	acceptable	to	others?
  m No
	 •	What	aspects	of	the	device	seem	unpleasant?	
  m No
  m Steps required / process
  m	Extra	weight	



	 •	What	specific	action(s)	are	most	difficult	to	perform?
  m Relocking
  m Folding of the wheel itself
	 •	What	aspects	of	the	device	could	lead	to	user	fatigue?
  m Folding the wheel if don’t have balance, strength and eyesight
	 •	What	aspects	of	the	device	could	cause	it	to	operate	unreliably?
  m	The	axle
  m If it unfolds
  m Separation of wheel from rim
  m Things could get stuck in the wheel
	 •	What	is	not	easy	to	repair	and	/	or	maintain?
  m Moving parts
  m	Removal	of	the	axle	pin
	 •	What	don’t	you	like	about	the	wheel’s	aesthetics?
  m No
	 •	What	environments	won’t	the	wheel	function	in?	
  m Mud, rain, snow, ice
	 •	What	interactions	between	the	wheel	and	environment	might	damage	the	device?
  m Snow and ice
  m Gravel or curbs
	 •	What	interactions	between	the	wheel	and	environment	might	damage	the	environment?
  m No
	 •	What	interactions	between	the	wheel	and	environment	might	injure	a	person?
  m No

What are the strengths:
	 •	What	makes	this	wheel	appear	to	be	effective?
  m Size and shape it collapses to
  m Aesthetics
  m How it collapses
  m	Lightweight
	 •	What	appears	to	be	reliable	about	the	wheel?
  m	Extra	locking	lever	
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	portability	of	the	wheel?
  m Smaller size
  m Could just throw it in a bag
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	durability	of	the	wheel?
  m	Looks	durable
  m Doesn’t rust
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	wheel	that	provides	you	a	sense	of	safety	/	security?
  m	Locks	up	well,	makes	me	feel	secure
	 •	What	is	easy	to	learn?
  m As long as have balance
  m	Came	off	the	chair	easily
	 •	What	seems	to	be	comfortable	about	the	wheel?	



  m More space between wheel and push rim
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	looks	of	the	wheel?
  m	Looks	like	a	normal	wheel	if	didn’t	see	it	collapse
  m	Like	how	it	looks
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	operations	of	the	wheel?
  m	Likes	shape	it	collapses	into
  m	I	like	how	she	took	it	off	the	chair
  m	Like	how	it	locks	into	place
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	wheel	that	seems	to	be	easy	to	repair	and/or	maintain?
  m	Appeared	wheel	was	self	sufficient,	require	little	maintenance	
  m Easier to change wheel in collapsed wheel
	 •	What	environments	would	you	use	the	wheel	in?
  m Dry, indoor, even surface
  m Competition/sports 

VI. Prototype Evaluation questionnaire

Now	we	ask	you	to	fill	out	the	YELLOW	questionnaire	and	again	please	no	discussion.
 
VII. Marketing:
 
	 •	What	are	the	likely	environments	that	this	wheel	would	be	used	in?
  m Indoors
  m	Outdoors
  m Summer environment
  m Clear / easy / smooth
  m Competitive / sport wheel for racing
	 •	After	reviewing	this	wheel	what	other	individuals	or	disabling	conditions	or	functional	limitations	could
	 	 benefit	from	this	wheel?
  m	Low	level	paraplegic	
	 •	What	level	of	functional	abilities	would	a	person	need	(physical,	cognitive,	sensory)	necessary	to	use	the	wheel
  m	Dexterity
  m Eyesight
  m Memory/memorize
  m Mental capabilities
	 •	What	functional	limitations	(physical,	cognitive,	sensory)	would	a	person	need	to	preclude	them	from	using		 	
	 	 the	wheel?
  m	Limited	hearing,	eyesight
	 •	Where	would	you	expect	to	see	this	wheel	in	use?
  m Cities
  m Indoors
  m Apartment
  m Community
  m Nursing homes
  m Rehabilitation centers



	 •	Where	would	you	expect	to	obtain	information	on	this	wheel?
  m Wheelchair dealers
  m Internet
  m TV Commercials
  m Physical therapists
  m Primary physicians 
	 •	Where	would	you	expect	to	purchase	the	wheel?	
  m	Buffalo	Wheelchair
  m Dove Medical
  m	Online	(most	economical	but	can’t	go	through	insurance
	 •	Where	would	you	like	to	see	this	wheel	sold?	
  m Dealers
  m	Retailers	(Walmart)
  m Anywhere you can buy a bicycle 
	 •	Who	do	you	believe	would	purchase	this	kind	of	wheel?
  m Travelers
  m Those without accessible vans
	 •	Who	would	prescribe	this	kind	of	wheel?
  m Neurologist
  m Family physician
  m Rehab doctor
  m Physical therapist
	 •	How	would	you	finance	the	purchase	of	this	device?
  m	Insurance	(Should	but	probably	wouldn’t	qualify)
  m Credit Card
	 •	Who	influences	your	purchase	decisions?
  m Commercials
  m Physicians
  m Medicare
  m Family
  m Nursing Home Administration
  m Price
	 •	 If	this	wheel	were	to	be	sold	to	you,	what	comments	would	you	like	to	make	to	the	manufacturer	so	they		 	
	 	 could	address	your	issues	before	the	product	is	finished?
  m	I	would	like	a	pocket	on	the	wheel	for	the	axle	so	it	doesn’t	get	lost
  m	Wheel	design	to	fold	into	the	wheelchair	rather	than	be	removed	(collapse	completely)
  m	Chain	attached	to	the	axle	pin
  m More lightweight
  m	Keep	axle	pin	in	there	and	bend	it	down
  m	“Let	me	test	it	for	a	few	months”
  m	Love	the	concept	of	the	wheel
  m People should be given a trial to see if it is usable
  m Wouldn’t hold up bouncing someone down the stairs in it

Thank	you	for	taking	the	time	to	work	with	us	on	this	exciting	new	product.	Your	comments	will	be	written	into	a	
final report and given to the manufacturer.  
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I. Introduction: Purpose of the Group 

	 •	 Introduce	the	paperwork	and	review
	 •	Confidentiality
	 •	 Image	Release
	 •	Social	Security
	 •	Human	Subject
	 •	Process	
	 •	Tell	them	they	are	being	recorded	on	both	audio	and	video
	 •	Have	the	participants	introduce	themselves	

II. Current Status

	 •	What	type	of	chair	do	you	use	when	you	travel,	and	why?
  m	Light	and	compact,	travel
  m	Older-transport	wheelchair	with	companion
  m	Young-independent
  m	Regular	manual	wheelchair	–	Ambicare
  m	TiLite	–	Rigid	frame	with	quick	release	wheels
  m	Regular	–	Quickie,	with	quick	release	wheel
  m Quickie
  m Quickie
	 •	What	kind	of	push	wheels	do	you	have?
  m Spinergy 
  m Quickie Wheel
	 •	What	issues	confront	you	when	you	are	traveling	and	you	need	to	stow	or	store	your	wheelchair?
  m Gets scratches on the wheelchair
  m	Parts	are	popping	off	small	front	wheels
  m	Large	wheel	spokes	are	bent,	loosen,	or	broken
  m Stowage in the bottom of the plane damages
	 •	What	problems	do	you	experience	when	removing	the	large	wheels	from	your	wheelchair?
  m Bearing falls apart
  m	Difficult	to	get	back	on
  m Buttons don’t release; get stuck
  m	Doesn’t	lock	when	put	it	back	on	and	wheel	falls	off
	 •	What	are	the	environments	that	you	find	yourself	in	when	you	are	confronted	with	this	particular	problem?
  m Park
  m Home
  m	Car	(physically	draining,	slows	me	down/makes	me	late)



	 •	What	are	the	safety	issues	you	deal	with	when	removing	your	wheels?
  m Almost fall out of car trying to get wheels on
  m Balance issue
  m	If	the	wheel	doesn’t	lock	into	place	it	gets	wobbly	and	almost	falls	off
	 •	Are	there	any	security	issues	that	you	have	when	removing	and	storing	your	wheelchair	wheels?
  m Takes a long time and dangerous in dark parking lots
	 •	How	many	of	you	have	24"	wheels?
  m 2
	 •	How	many	of	you	have	25"	wheels?
  m 1
	 •	How	many	of	you	have	26"	wheels?
  m 0
	 •	How	many	of	you	have	another	size	wheel?
  m None but 4 did not know the size of their wheels
	 •	What	type	of	wheels	have	you	tried	before?	(Make	a	list	of	the	different	wheels	and	ask	the	following	for	each		 	
	 	 type	of	wheel)
  m Wire spoke wheels versus plastic
	 •	What	did	you	like	about	these	wheels?
  m Wire doesn’t collect as much snow
  m Wire doesn’t get as dirty
	 •	What	are	the	good	aspects	of	these	wheels?
  m Not as heavy
  m	Aesthetically	pleasing	(plastic	is	clunky)
	 •	What	are	the	limitations	/	bad	aspects	of	these	wheels?
  m	Likes	plastic	better	as	far	as	functionality	–	easier	to	grab
  m Nuisance, spokes come out and bend / break
  m Can’t reach through to pick something up if plastic

III. Ideal Product (Concept Definition)

Now	we	are	going	to	design	a	ideal	quick-release,	foldable	manual	wheelchair	wheel;	which	includes	the	hub,	spokes,	
rim, push rim, and solid tired.   

	 •	So	if	you	had	the	ability	to	design	the	perfect	foldable	quick-release	manual	wheelchair	wheel,	what	does	the		 	
	 	 device	need	to	have	for	you	to	consider	it	effective?
  m	Lightweight	(1-2	lb,	or	at	least	comparable	to	current	wheel)
  m Durable, function the same all the time rather than corrodes / malfunctions
  m	Heavy	duty,	withstand	different	surfaces/in	and	out	of	cars
  m Don’t fold up when rolling
  m	Quick	to	set	up	(1-1.5	minutes)
  m	One	piece,	not	more	than	that
  m Good gripping surface on tire for use in ice / snow, good treads
  m Be able to stay in chair when removing wheels, hold chair in place
	 •	 In	what	activities	do	you	see	a	need	for	a	foldable	quick-release	wheel?
  m Weather conditions
  m Up and down curbs



  m Potholes
  m Sidewalks with cracks in them
  m Ramps that require traction
  m	Withstand	“speed	bumps”	/	”lips”
	 •	 In	what	environments	do	you	see	a	need	for	a	foldable	quick-release	manual	wheelchair	wheel?
  m Everyday functioning
  m	Easier	to	fit	into	a	car	or	trunk	(two-door)
	 •	What	does	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	need	to	do?
  m	Lock	firmly	in	the	locked	position
  m	Get	on	and	off	as	easily	and	quickly	as	you	can	(minute	or	less)
  m	Affordable
  m Accommodate the tire
  m Interchangeable tires
  m Easily foldable
  m Stays folded
	 •	What	disabilities	or	functional	limitations	can	a	person	have	and	still	be	expected	to	work	with	or	use	the 
	 	 foldable	quick-release	manual	wheelchair	wheel?
  m	Limited	dexterity	and	upper	body	strength
	 •	How	would	you	define	a	quick-release	wheel?
  m	One	handed	release,	one	motion
	 •	How	would	you	define	a	foldable	wheelchair	wheel?	What	would	it	look	like?
  m Folds in half like a book / clam
  m	“I	don’t	know”	Many	agreed
  m Collapses down into folded position
  m	Like	an	umbrella
	 •	What	other	functions	other	than	quick-release	and	easy	to	store	does	the	wheel	need	to	be	able	to	do?
  m Interchangeable based on season
  m	Solid	hand	rim	(depending	on	grip,	bigger	or	smaller),	coating	that	doesn’t	chip	/	break
  m	Lightweight
	 •	What	would	make	this	wheel	reliable?
  m Materials, lightweight and sturdy
  m Minimal repairs necessary
  m	Reliable,	don’t	need	to	do	much	to	tires	other	than	fill	with	air	and	oil	axle,	low	maintenance	
  m Solid rubber not filled with air
  m Pneumatic tire is smoother
  m Don’t want rubber to stretch and wear out
  m If folds more than once needs to be sturdy when unfolds
  m Pops right back into shape
	 •	What	would	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	need	to	do	for	you	to	consider	it	dependable	under	daily	use?
  m Wheel doesn’t collapse
  m Wheel doesn’t pop
  m Doesn’t want spoke to break
	 •	How	do	you	see	the	wheel	being	quick-release?	How	would	you	do	it?
  m Requires one hand
  m	Pull	(can’t	press	to	release)



  m	Come	off	quick	and	easily	with	push	button	and	/	or	handle	to	pull
  m Put button on the inside of the wheel for security
  m	Locking	mechanism
	 •	What	size	should	the	wheel	be	for	you	to	consider	it	foldable?
  m Half the size of the wheel
  m Shorter of a regular wheel
  m Fold in thirds
  m Fold in quarters
	 •	Where	would	you	want	to	store	the	wheel?
  m Cubby’s on the side of the car door
  m Trunk
  m Backseat
	 •	How	would	the	wheel	be	transported	when	not	on	the	wheelchair?
  m Container
  m Carrying case
  m A little purse
  m Snaps on wheelchair
	 •	 In	what	kind	of	environments	would	the	wheel	have	to	fit	into	when	not	on	the	chair?
  m In the trunk of a vehicle
  m Storage in bus or train
	 •	Who	should	be	responsible	for	transporting	the	wheel	when	not	on	the	wheelchair?
  m Not the wheelchair user
  m Whoever is storing it
	 •	What	would	make	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	secured?
  m	Locking	mechanism	so	the	wheel	doesn’t	collapse
  m Good brakes so wheels don’t move
  m Folding process would not include folding plastic or metal spokes
	 •	What	needs	to	happen	with	securability	to	provide	a	level	of	safety?
  m No pinch or sharp points
	 •	Should	there	be	anything	to	provide	limited	access	to	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	for	only	the	user	or
	 	 the	assistant?
  m Combination locking mechanism that others don’t know
  m Padlock
  m	Unique	axle
	 •	What	if	any	parts	of	the	wheel	needs	to	be	secured	to	provide	the	user	or	the	assistant	maximum	use?
  m Folding points when open must be secure
  m	Locking	mechanism
	 •	What	parts	of	the	foldable	quick-release	wheel	need	to	be	physically	comfortable?
  m	Hand	rims	(unanimous	response)
	 	 	 n Aluminum, gets damaged and gouges hands
	 	 	 n No pinch points
	 	 	 n	 Material	doesn’t	get	cold	(heated	/	cooling	hand	rims)
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	seen	easily?
  m	Locking	mechanism	(multiple	agree)
  m	Pop-off	mechanism



  m Air hole for filling
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	touched	easily?
  m	Locking	mechanism
  m Hand grip
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	reached	easily?
  m Air hole for filling tires
  m Hand rims
  m	Locking	mechanism
	 •	What	on	the	wheel	needs	to	be	grabbed	easily?
  m Hand rims
  m Breaks
	 •	What	needs	to	be	pulled	easily?
  m Mechanism that operates folding process
  m Release
	 •	What	needs	to	be	pushed	easily?
  m Wheel
  m	Push	button	releasing	wheel	(but	not	too	easily	pressed)
	 •	What	needs	to	be	lifted	easily?
  m Wheels themselves
	 •	What	needs	to	be	turned	easily?
  m Wheel must roll
  m Bearings
	 •	What	should	be	done	to	make	the	foldable	quick-release	wheelchair	easy	to	learn	how	to	use?
  m	Demonstrations	(video,	CD,	live)
  m Three or less steps
  m Manual
	 •	Who	should	do	the	training?
  m People that sell the wheelchair
	 •	What	materials	(resources)	are	needed?
  m	Online	video
  m Instruction booklet and video
	 •	How	much	training	should	be	needed	to	provide	the	user	the	ability	to	use	the	device	properly?
  m	Very	little	(5-10	minutes)
  m Needs to be obvious / intuitive 
	 •	How	should	the	wheel	be	maintained	/	cleaned?
  m Soap and water
  m Simply
  m	Low	maintenance	(rinse	/	hose	it	down)
  m Fit in the dishwasher
	 •	Should	the	device	be	a	repairable	or	replaceable	product?
  m Repairable
	 •	Who	(user,	caregiver,	technician)	will	repair	the	device?
  m Handy consumer can do it
  m	Vendor	(should	provide	spare	tire)
	 •	Should	there	be	after	sales	service	of	the	device	by	either	the	distributor	or	manufacturer?



  m Yes, vendor and manufacturer
	 •	What	type	of	after	sales	service	do	you	expect?
  m 5 year warranty
  m Yearly inspections
  m Anything above normal wear and tear
	 •	How	much	are	you	willing	to	pay	for	this	service?
  m	Only	issues	that	aren’t	normal	wear	and	tear

Now we ask you to fill out the GREEN pricing questionnaire without discussion with anyone. 

IV. Show and demonstrate the prototype

After the demonstration of the prototype and participants have finished asking clarification questions pass out the 
Blue questionnaire to get the immediate reaction:

	 •	Let’s	now	talk	about	the	device.	What	are	your	general	and	initial	impressions	of	what	you	have	seen?	
  m Quite unique, I liked it
  m It was great
  m I thought it was amazing
  m Modern technology is great
  m I found them quite interesting
  m Unique
  m	Completely	different	than	I	was	thinking	about	a	foldable	wheel
  m Innovative
  m I’m not sure how I feel about it
  m Pretty clever
  m Not sure of its advantage
  m Very interesting concept

V. Strengths & Weaknesses

Now that you’ve seen the device and how it works, how would you judge its ability against the ideal criteria we pre-
viously	discussed?	Let’s	look	at	the	device	from	two	perspectives;	first	from	its	weaknesses,	then	from	its	strengths.	

What are the weaknesses:
	 •	What	are	the	weaknesses	of	this	wheel	that	prevent	it	from	being	the	foldable	quick-release	wheelchair	wheel		 	
	 	 that	you	were	picturing	in	our	Ideal	product	discussion?
  m It is a collapsible wheel not folding
	 •	What	prevents	this	prototype	from	being	an	effective	foldable	quick-release	wheelchair	wheel?	
  m Too many steps
  m Too heavy
  m Took too long
  m	Didn’t	like	how	the	axle	popped	out,	it	wasn’t	attached
  m	Afraid	of	losing	the	axle
  m Freezing in bad weather
  m	Lose	balance	popping	it



  m	Difficult	for	able	bodied	person	to	fold	it,	seems	like	a	daunting	task
  m Doesn’t like rubber tire on outside, it will stretch
  m Special occasion tire
	 •	What	doesn’t	appear	to	be	reliable	about	this	wheel?
  m	Trouble	with	axle	
	 •	What	don’t	you	like	about	the	portability	of	the	wheel?
  m I don’t think it will save that much space
  m Weighs too much
	 •	What	doesn’t	seem	to	be	very	durable?
  m Hinges might clog with something
	 •	What	parts	of	the	wheel	might	rust,	fade,	where	it	is	being	used?
  m It’s plastic, nothing
  m	Extra	lever	piece	
	 •	Where	might	the	wheel	wear	after	long	term	use?	
  m	Folds	(corners)
  m Wheel rubber might crack in poor weather
	 •	What	isn’t	very	secure	about	the	wheel?
  m If forget locking mechanism 
  m	Losing	the	axle
	 •	What	isn’t	very	safe	about	the	wheel?
  m Could get fingers stuck in folding portions / pinch
  m Hit to the floor
  m	Worry	tire	might	fall	off	wheel
	 •	What	is	it	that	prevents	this	wheel	from	being	easy	to	learn	how	to	use	it?
  m Not an easy process
  m Have to hit it hard to close
  m If had to instruct new person every time it would be time consuming
	 •	What	aspect	of	learning	to	operate	the	wheel	appears	to	be	difficult?	
  m	Exact	place	to	put	hands	to	fold	it
	 •	What	isn’t	very	comfortable	about	the	wheel?	
  m	Process	of	taking	it	off	collapsing
  m Requires upper body strength
  m	Axle	rolling	away
  m Folding / pinching 
	 •	What	parts	of	the	device	do	not	look	acceptable?	
  m None
	 •	What	is	it	about	the	wheel	that	isn’t	acceptable	to	others?
  m None
	 •	What	aspects	of	the	device	seem	unpleasant?	
  m	Get	hands	dirty	on	the	axle
	 •	Does	any	aspects	of	the	wheel	seem	embarrassing	to	you?	
  m No
	 •	What	isn’t	easy	to	operate	/	actions	most	difficult	to	perform?
  m	Pulling	axle	out	/	putting	it	back	in	(many	agree)
  m	Actual	folding	process	and	unfolding	process	(many	agree)



	 •	What	aspects	of	the	device	could	lead	to	user	fatigue?
  m Collapsing it every time in and out of the car, multiple times during the day
  m Upper body fatigue, pulling, pushing
	 •	What	aspects	of	the	device	could	cause	it	to	operate	unreliably?
  m	Axle	is	not	consistent	in	removal	and	insertion
	 •	What	is	not	easy	to	repair	and	/	or	maintain?
  m Getting dirt and grime out of nooks and crannies
  m Couldn’t change tire by yourself, would need maintenance
  m	Can’t	use	different	types	of	tires
	 •	What	environments	won’t	the	wheel	function	in?	
  m Snow, ice, slush, cold weather
	 •	What	interactions	between	the	wheel	and	environment	might	damage	the	device?
  m Bad weather, salt
	 •	What	interactions	between	the	wheel	and	environment	might	damage	the	environment?
  m None
	 •	What	interactions	between	the	wheel	and	environment	might	injure	a	person?
  m Possible pinch points if don’t hold wheel correctly
  m Dots might fade and don’t know where to collapse points are

What are the strengths:
	 •	What	makes	this	wheel	appear	to	be	effective?
  m Get it into the trunk
  m Put in overhead compartment of plane
  m Can probably attach to the wheelchair
  m Fit into smaller places
  m Can close trunk lid
	 •	What	appears	to	be	reliable	about	the	wheel?
  m Stay true / round with level engaged
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	portability	of	the	wheel?
  m More choices / options to transport
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	durability	of	the	wheel?
  m Not proven yet, hard to gauge 
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	wheel	that	provides	you	a	sense	of	security?
  m Can’t collapse when on chair
  m	You	have	control	when	you	have	the	axle
	 •	What	appears	to	be	safe	about	the	wheel?
  m Even if don’t press lever down, wheel will still hold it’s shape
  m Won’t have to deal with flats
	 •	What	is	easy	to	learn?
  m Process, just depends on physical ability
	 •	What	seems	to	be	comfortable	about	the	wheel?	
  m Hand rims
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	looks	of	the	wheel?
  m Aesthetically pleasing
  m Cool looking



  m Shiny
  m Easy to carry
  m Modern
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	operations	of	the	wheel?
  m Versatility
  m Amazing design but…
	 •	What	do	you	like	about	the	wheel	that	seems	to	be	easy	to	repair	and/or	maintain?
  m Easier to change the tire if in the folded position
  m Can’t repair on my own, would need to take it into vendor
	 •	What	environments	would	you	use	the	wheel	in?
  m Sidewalks
  m	Travel	(multiple	agree)
	 	 	 n Train, plane, bus, car, motorcycle
	 •	What	environments	would	the	wheel	best	perform	in?
  m Warm weather

VI. Prototype Evaluation questionnaire

Now	we	ask	you	to	fill	out	the	YELLOW	questionnaire	and	again	please	no	discussion.
 
VII. Marketing:
 
	 •	What	are	the	likely	environments	that	this	wheel	would	be	used	in?
  m Travel
  m Warm weather
  m Smooth surfaces
  m	Overpacked	vehicles
	 •	After	reviewing	this	wheel	what	other	individuals	or	disabling	conditions	or	functional	limitations	could
	 	 benefit	from	this	wheel?
  m Someone with a caregiver who can collapse
	 •	What	level	of	functional	abilities	would	a	person	need	(physical,	cognitive,	sensory)
  m Upper body strength required
	 •	What	functional	limitations	(physical,	cognitive,	sensory)	would	a	person	need	to	preclude	them	from	using		 	
	 	 the	wheel?
  m Upper body weakness
	 •	What	other	activities	of	daily	living	could	this	wheel’s	technology	be	used	for?
  m Spare tires
	 •	Where	would	you	expect	to	see	this	wheel	in	use?
  m Airports
  m With a collapsing chair
	 •	Where	would	you	expect	to	obtain	information	on	this	wheel?
  m	Internet	(Google)
  m Hospitals
  m Vendor
  m Medical goods supplier
  m Physical Therapist



	 •	Where	would	you	expect	to	purchase	the	wheel?	
  m Medical supply store
  m Durable medical equipment suppliers
  m	Depends	on	if	insurance	covers	it	or	not	(limited)
	 •	Where	would	you	like	to	see	this	wheel	sold?	
  m Sears, Home Depot, Walmart
  m Bicycle stores
	 •	Who	do	you	believe	would	purchase	this	kind	of	wheel?
  m Someone who travels a lot
  m Young people
  m Someone who wants cutting edge everything
	 •	Who	would	prescribe	this	kind	of	wheel?
  m Doctor
  m Physical Therapist
  m Physicians assistant
	 •	How	would	you	finance	the	purchase	of	this	device?
  m Get a friend to purchase it for you
  m Cash, credit card
  m	Insurance	(depends	on	wording	of	justification,	if	priced	appropriately)
	 •	Who	influences	your	purchase	decisions?
  m My son
  m	Other	wheelchair	users
  m Someone who had one and let them use it
  m I would make the decision
  m TV ads
	 •	 If	this	wheel	were	to	be	sold	to	you,	what	comments	would	you	like	to	make	to	the	manufacturer	so	they		 	
	 	 could	address	your	issues	before	the	product	is	finished?
  m	Innovative	idea,	if	whole	wheelchair	collapsed	it	would	be	great	(multiple	participants	agreed)
  m I wouldn’t use it every day but it would be nice to have
  m Ability to rent would be nice
  m	$900	is	too	much

Thank	you	for	taking	the	time	to	work	with	us	on	this	exciting	new	product.	Your	comments	will	be	written	into	a	
final report and given to the manufacturer.  
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Consumer Focus Group Process Description

Step 1: Consumer Recruitment

The	KT4TT	places	a	strong	emphasis	on	consumer	input.	To	ensure	our	market	research	addresses	the	mass-market	
customers	for	new	products,	the	KT4TT	recruits	people	comprising	a	“representative	sample”	of	the	United	States	
population.	Recruitment	from	the	general	population	is	done	primarily	through	mass	media	advertising	(television	
and	newspaper	ads).	Recruitment	of	people	with	low	vision	and	the	elderly	is	accomplished	by	utilizing	the	Western	
New	York	Independent	Living	Project’s	database	of	consumers,	prescribers,	and	caregivers	which	allows	us	to	recruit	
the device appropriate participants with disabilities. 

Focus	Group	participants	for	the	Maddak	groups	received	remuneration	in	the	amount	of	$75	for	their	time. 
Participants	also	received	light	refreshments	(sandwiches,	soda,	snacks,	etc)	at	the	sessions.	

The key screening / recruiting questions for the participants were: 
 1) Do you use a manual wheelchair?
 2) Does your wheelchair have quick release wheels?
 3) Which statement best describes how you transfer out of your wheelchair and into and out of vehicles?

 In order for a person to be considered for these focus groups, they must use a manual wheelchair. Clinicians that  
 attended must assess then prescribe or recommend manual wheelchairs.  

 Participants were also asked demographic information including: gender, birth date, ethnicity, marital status,   
 vocation, household size and annual household income.

Step 2: Alpha Focus Groups (June 2011)

Focus groups are used in research to generate hypotheses, gather information, or to compliment more quantitative 
analyses. Alpha focus groups are the first groups conducted for a particular product or topic, while Beta focus groups 
are conducted later in the process. Alpha focus groups involve consumers in defining product requirements and set-
ting priorities for product design. Three or four Alpha focus groups, each consisting of twelve to fifteen participants, 
are	necessary	to	identify	product	requirements.	These	groups	use	mixed	rather	than	uniform	samples,	so	that	all	par-
ticipants	are	exposed	to	various	relevant	perspectives.	The	parameters	of	using	at	least	forty	participants,	using	mixed	
samples, running three focus groups, meets minimum industry standards for validity and reliability. The KT4TT 
follows	these	parameters	as	being	optimally	efficient	and	effective.		

From our Alpha or Concept Definition Focus Groups, we provide the manufacturer with primary market research. 
Participants	in	these	groups	are	asked	to	participate	in	an	open	forum	discussion	led	by	an	experienced	focus	group	
moderator.	The	three	primary	topic	areas	include	(1)	the	current	status	of	the	technology	area	being	discussed	from	
the	participants’	perspective.	In	other	words,	how	do	consumers	currently	address	the	need	being	discussed,	(2)	the	
description	of	what	their	ideal	product	to	perform	that	function	would	be,	and	(3)	an	evaluation	of	product	concept	
designs. To determine the current status and consumer satisfaction levels with their product function techniques and 
devices, the participants are asked to provide background information on a variety of topics involving the product. 
On	the	topic	of	ideal	product,	participants	in	the	focus	groups	are	asked	to	provide	the	attributes	of	what	they	per-
ceived to be the ideal device to perform the function. 



The focus group participants undertake an evaluation of product concept models prepared in advance for the 
groups. A brief description of each model is read to each group. Each model is presented separately and discussed. 
Lastly,	purchase	intent	and	price	point	questions	will	be	asked	of	the	participants	for	both	the	Conceptualized	Ideal	
Product and for the concept models shown. Upon completion of the groups, we analyze the information gathered 
from the groups and formulate a report for the manufacturer. The report will include all the information that was 
collected in the focus groups, but it will center on a listing of specific design and functional features identified by 
our consumer focus group participants. The manufacturer, to the best of their ability, incorporates these features into 
their Beta prototype, which they provide to us for further refinement.

Step 3: Beta Focus Group (To Be Determined)

Beta focus groups primarily allow the refinement of a product’s appearance through a critique of key design features 
of a prototype. They also provide an opportunity to rank a product’s function and design features previously identi-
fied in concept definition focus groups. Beta focus group participants are a representative sample of the Alpha focus 
group	participants.	Two	Beta	groups	of	twelve	participants	each	are	usually	sufficient.

Beta groups provide the ability to obtain quantitative data on the previously collected qualitative information and 
allows that data to be applied to the prototype being evaluated. Basically they answer the question as to whether or 
not a prototype addresses the top function and design features a product must have to be deemed desirable by the 
consumer.	Beta	groups	provide	us	with	the	ability	to	score	how	well	a	prototype	meets	consumer	expectations	and	
gauge	consumer	interest	in	the	product	along	with	their	desire	or	intent	to	purchase	the	product.	Our	Beta	group	
participants rank, in order of importance, the previously identified function and design features of the product 
concept, an evaluation of how the viewed prototype met those required function and design features, a ranking of 
consumer preference on any additional product models shown, a ranking of consumer preference on specific design 
features, and provide comments regarding their usage of the beta prototype. 

The Beta group activity is captured, analyzed, and relayed to the manufacturing company in a concise and timely 
report.	In	effect	our	Beta	focus	groups	choose	the	final	overall	design	and	functionality	of	the	device.
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	EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

	Project Goals / Focus / Recruitment Criteria
	The primary purpose of this project is to provide Maddak Inc. with design and functional features needed for the development of a new foldable wheelchair wheel. Parameters of the project discussed and agreed upon with members of Maddak and the RERC on Wheeled Mobility were as follows:
	.•.We.targeted.recruiting.a.total.of.42.people.to.participate.in.three.focus.groups.(11-14.people.per.group)..  on the Foldable Wheelchair Wheel concept. All focus group participants were to be over the age of 18 with
	  no specific gender requirements. Recruitment was to be a cross section of individuals from a broad 
	  spectrum of manual wheelchair users as well as clinicians recruited from organizations that specifically 
	..work.(prescribing.and.developing.systems).with.people.using.manual.wheelchairs..We.targeted.both.active.
	  manual wheelchair users with quick release wheels, less active users of manual wheelchairs, caregivers 
	..of.people.using.manual.wheelchairs.(who.assist.in.storing.wheelchair.in.vehicles,.etc.),.and.clinicians.and.
	..prescribers.(who.recommend.manual.wheelchairs.and.components.for.purchase).
	.•.The.key.screening./.recruiting.questions.for.the.participants.were:.
	..1) Do you use a manual wheelchair?
	..2).Does your wheelchair have quick release wheels?
	..3).Which statement best describes how you transfer out of your wheelchair and into and out of vehicles?
	     Completely by myself, with a little assistance, with quite a lot of assistance, or with total assistance?
	m

	In order for a person to be considered for participation in these focus groups, they must use a manual wheelchair. Clinicians that attended must assess then prescribe or recommend manual wheelchairs for their clients. 
	Participants were also asked demographic information including: gender, age, ethnicity, marital status, vocation, household size and annual household income. Participant 31’s data was not utilized due to her lack of discussion and understanding.
	Participants were video and audio recorded during the focus groups. DVD copies of the focus group recordings were provided to Maddak prior to submission of this report. 
	Report Description
	This report quantifies and summarizes the results of three consumer focus groups that were held to identify the key design and functional features for a new foldable wheelchair wheel. Focus group attendees were asked to participate.in.an.open.forum.discussion.led.by.a.focus.group.moderator..Information.was.collected.on:.(1).The.background.and.current.status.of.participants.in.regards.to.their.own.wheelchair.wheels;.(2).Identification.of.the.strengths.and.weaknesses.of.the.participant’s.current.wheelchair.wh
	Product Demonstration Description
	As part of the project, the KT4TT and Maddak staged a demonstration of a prototype Maddak foldable wheelchair wheel. The purpose of the product demonstration was to introduce participants to the concept of a foldable wheel for wheelchairs and to have the focus group participants evaluate the functions and features, strengths, and weakness of the current alpha prototype. Feedback provided by the focus group participants will thereby provide Maddak product designers with an evaluation of the alpha prototype a
	Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Evaluation
	Focus Group Participants were asked to identify key design functions and features for the ideal foldable wheelchair wheel.
	The following is a subset listing of those KEY.functions.and.features.(in.no.specific.order)..Please.refer.to.Section.C for a more in depth listing of function and features and to Sections E2, E3, and E4, Focus group Notes, for a complete listing of all feature and functions identified during the three focus groups. 
	.•.Locks.in.shape.when.unfolded.
	 •.Easy.to.do.yourself.(only.1-2.steps.to.fold.down)
	.•.Shock.absorbent.tires.and.wheels.–.rides.well
	.•.Can.pay.for.with.insurance
	.•.Quick.release.–.one.hand.operation.with.button.that.is.easy.to.press
	.•.Weighs.less.than.2.lbs
	.•.Axle.should.be.tethered.to.wheel.–.prevents.it.from.rolling.away
	.•.Needs.secure.locking.mechanism.for.both.quick.release.and.folding.(color.coded)
	.•.No.pinch.points
	.•.Maintenance.free
	.•.Tires.have.good.gripping.surface.for.ice.and.snow.–.possible.different.tread.designs
	Alpha (Maddak) Prototype Evaluation 
	Maddak demonstrated to focus group participants an Alpha Prototype of the foldable wheelchair wheel concept. Participants were asked to evaluate both the strengths and the weaknesses of specific components of the prototype (wheel,.tire,.and.push.rims)..Overall,.the.participants.in.the.three.focus.groups.were.satisfied.with.all.aspects.of.the.foldable wheelchair wheel prototype, other than its indicated purchase price. Here, please find a brief overview of the strengths and weaknesses of the prototypes as in
	Strengths
	.•.Like.the.shape.it.folds.to
	 •.Like.the.locking.mechanism
	.•.Smaller.size.means.it.can.fit.into.a.bag
	.•.Can.now.get.wheelchair.wheels.into.car.trunk.or.overhead.compartment.on.an.aircraft
	Weaknesses
	.•.Requires.too.much.dexterity.and.too.many.steps.to.fold.and.unfold..
	 •.Convoluted.nature.of.steps.to.fold.and.unfold
	.•.Concern.of.tire.deformation.in.shape.over.time
	.•.Concern.of.gravel.or.dirt.binding.mechanisms
	.•.Concern.on.hinge.failure.
	.•.Concern.in.ice.and.snow.(cold.weather).–.that.it.will.freeze.in.position.and.not.be.able.to.be.folded
	Marketing Opportunities 
	.•.Being.able.to.travel.easily.by.airplane,.car,.train,.etc.–.for.example.stows.in.bag.in.aircraft.overhead......compartment.-.don’t.have.to.worry.about.baggage.handler./.storage.damage.
	 •.No.need.for.an.accessible.vehicle.–.can.travel.with.friends.in.their.vehicles
	.•.Sell.as.singles.instead.of.a.set.-.spare.wheel.for.travel.or.breakdown.–.easily.carried.or.stored
	.•.Composite.plastic.selling.point.–.washes.off.easily.and.you.don’t.have.to.worry.about.corrosion
	.•.In.advertising.–.show.pictures.of.summer.sun./.heat,.winter./.snow,.rain.and.being.used.indoors.–.show....  environments and travel
	.•.Would.like.to.fit.in.a.bag.-.inclement.weather.–.tires.and.wheels.get.dirty.–.place.in.bag.and.can.now.have.....wheels.in.the.front.passenger.seat.of.the.car.alongside.you.–.won’t.have.to.reach.as.much.–.don’t.have.to.worry..  about getting upholstery dirty
	Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Purchase Decisions
	In addition to the design information gathered during the focus group discussion, purchase intent and price point information was obtained. Participants were asked to indicate how much they would be willing to pay for both the ideal and prototype foldable wheelchair wheels. They were then asked if they would purchase each for the price they had.indicated..Participants.were.also.asked.if.they.would.purchase.them.for.specified.amount.(price.specified.by.Maddak).and.if.they.would.like.to.receive.either.as.a.gi
	Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel
	Participants from all three focus groups combined indicated that the mean price for the ideal foldable wheelchair wheel.should.be.approximately.$304,.the.median.price.indicated.was.$200.and.the.mode.price.indicated.was.$100..For.the.participant’s.indicated.price,.36%.definitely.would.consider.purchasing.the.ideal.foldable.wheelchair.wheel.for.that.price.and.50%.probably.would..Overall,.86%.of.participants.would.consider.purchasing.the.foldable.wheelchair.wheel.for.their.indicated.prices..At.the.manufacturer
	Participants made individual notes on the questionnaires that indicated that they felt insurance should cover the cost of the wheel, and a few participants mentioned that the wheels should be sold individually or replacement wheels should be available. We also asked participants about their preference for certain types of tires, how many sets of tires.they.have,.and.how.often.and.for.what.purpose.they.change.tires..There.was.approximately.a.50/50.split.on.preference for pneumatic or solid tires and most par
	Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Prototype
	There were two purchase intent / pricing questionnaires given to participants. The first purchase intent / pricing questionnaire.was.provided.directly.after.discussion,.explanation,.and.demonstration.of.the.foldable.wheelchair.prototype to gather initial impressions. The second purchase intent / pricing questionnaire was provided after further participant discussion and evaluation regarding strengths and weaknesses of the foldable wheelchair wheel prototype.
	Participants responses in the first purchase intent / pricing questionnaire identified a mean price for the foldable wheelchair.wheel.prototype.of.$427,.a.median.price.indicated.was.$400.and.the.mode.price.indicated.were.$200..For.the.participant’s.indicated.price,.51%.definitely.would.consider.purchasing.the.prototype.foldable.wheelchair.wheel.for.that.price.and.29%.probably.would..Overall,.80%.would.consider.purchasing.it.for.their.indicated.price..At.the.manufacturer’s.suggested.price.of.$900,.14%.of.par
	Participants responses in the second purchase intent / pricing questionnaire identified a mean price for the foldable wheelchair.wheel.prototype.of.$458,.a.median.price.indicated.was.$400.and.the.mode.price.indicated.were.$200..For.the.participant’s.indicated.price,.35%.definitely.would.consider.purchasing.the.prototype.foldable.wheelchair.wheel.for.that.price.and.41%.probably.would..Overall,.76%.would.consider.purchasing.it.for.their.indicated.price..At.the.manufacturer’s.suggested.price.of.$900,.6%.of.par
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	Dates & Times of the Groups
	From.approximately.6.pm.to.8:30.pm.on.June.28th,.29th,.and.30th.the.Center.on.Knowledge.Translation.Technology.Transfer.(KT4TT).held.consumer.focus.groups.to.identify.the.key.design.and.functional.features.for.a.new.foldable wheelchair wheel. Focus group attendees were asked to participate in an open forum discussion led by a focus.group.moderator..Information.was.collected.on:.(1).The.background.and.current.status.of.participants.in.regards.to.their.own.wheelchair.wheels;.(2).Identification.of.the.strength
	-

	Participant Recruitment Information / Criteria
	Parameters of the project discussed and agreed upon by members of Maddak were as follows:
	The primary purpose of this project is to provide Maddak Inc. with design and functional features needed for the development of a new foldable wheelchair wheel. Parameters of the project discussed and agreed upon with members of Maddak and the RERC on Wheeled Mobility were as follows:
	-

	.•.We.targeted.recruiting.a.total.of.42.people.to.participate.in.three.focus.groups.(11-14.people.per.group).on...  the Foldable Wheelchair Wheel concept. All focus group participants were to be over the age of 18 with no     specific gender requirements. Recruitment was to be a cross section of individuals from a broad spectrum of 
	..manual.wheelchair.users.as.well.as.clinicians.recruited.from.organizations.that.specifically.work.(prescribing.
	..and.developing.systems).with.people.using.manual.wheelchairs..We.targeted.both.active.manual.wheelchair.
	  users with quick release wheels, less active users of manual wheelchairs, caregivers of people using manual 
	..wheelchairs.(who.assist.in.storing.wheelchair.in.vehicles,.etc.),.and.clinicians.and.prescribers.(who.recommend.
	..manual.wheelchairs.and.components.for.purchase).
	.•.The.key.screening./.recruiting.questions.for.the.participants.were:.
	..1).Do you use a manual wheelchair?
	..2).Does your wheelchair have quick release wheels?
	..3).Which statement best describes how you transfer out of your wheelchair and into and out of vehicles?
	     Completely by myself, with a little assistance, with quite a lot of assistance, or with total assistance?
	m

	In order for a person to be considered for participation in these focus groups, they must use a manual wheelchair. Clinicians that attended must assess then prescribe or recommend manual wheelchairs for their clients.  
	Participants were also asked demographic information including: gender, age, ethnicity, marital status, vocation, household size and annual household income. Participant 31’s data was not utilized due to her lack of discussion and understanding.
	Participants were video and audio recorded during the focus groups. DVD copies of the focus group recordings were provided to Maddak prior to submission of this report. 
	Current Status 
	At the beginning of the focus groups held on this topic, participants were asked to respond to introductory questions regarding wheelchairs and wheelchair wheels and their characteristics. The following are questions and brief open responses.from.participants.(not.in.any.particular.order)..Please.refer.to.Appendices.E2,.E3,.and.E4,.Focus.Group.Notes, for more detailed descriptions of current statuses identified during the three focus groups.
	Current Status: 
	.•.What.type.of.chair.do.you.use.when.you.travel.and.why?
	  .Quickie.(most),.Invacare.(2),.Pride.Stylus,.TiLite,.Breezy,.Ambicare.(Apguard.Medical)
	m

	.•.What.issues.confront.you.when.you.are.traveling.and.you.need.to.stow.or.store.your.wheelchair?
	   Fitting it into a car trunk / storage / airplane cabins
	m

	   Total weight of chair is too heavy
	m

	  .Falls.apart.and.requires.tune-ups.and.repairs.after.opening.and.closing.multiple.times
	m

	   Wheelchair becomes scratched / damaged
	m

	  .Parts.pop.off.the.wheels.and.spokes.are.bent,.loosen,.or.broken
	m

	.•.What.problems.do.you.experience.when.removing.the.large.wheels.from.your.wheelchair?
	   Hands become dirty
	m

	   Bearings seize up or fall apart
	m

	   Buttons do not release / stick
	m

	  .Takes.a.lot.of.time.and.effort.to.take.off.and.put.back.on
	m

	   Requires balance and strength
	m

	   *Most do not remove their wheels
	m

	.•.What.are.the.environments.that.you.find.yourself.in.when.you.are.confronted.with.this.particular.problem?
	  .Need.to.put.the.chair.in.a.small.space.(car,.train,.cartop.carrier)
	m

	   Poor weather conditions
	m

	   Park
	m

	   Home
	m
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	DESCRIPTION OF IDEAL FOLDABLE WHEELCHAIR WHEEL

	Synopsis of Focus Group’s Identified Design Functions and Features 
	Focus Group Participants were asked to identify key design functions and features for the ideal foldable wheelchair wheel.
	 Features of the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel
	KEY

	The following is a subset listing of those KEY.functions.and.features.(in.no.specific.order)..Please.refer.to.Section.C for a more in depth listing of function and features and to Sections E2, E3, and E4, Focus group Notes, for a complete listing of all feature and functions identified during the three focus groups. 
	.•.Locks.in.shape.when.unfolded
	.•.Easy.to.do.yourself.
	.•.Shock.absorbent.tires.and.wheel.–.rides.well
	.•.No.cracks.or.grooves.or.seams.that.things.could.get.stuck.in.
	.•.Can.pay.for.it.with.insurance
	.•.1-.2.steps.to.fold.it.down.
	.•.When.unfolded.–.it’s.truly.round.–.no.square.wheels’
	.•.Need.to.have.W/C.fold.too
	.•.Weather.resistant.
	.•.Long.bearing.life
	.•.Non.marking.tires
	.•.None.of.the.parts.rust
	.•.Quick.release.–.one.hand.operation
	.•.Quick.release.button.–.be.able.to.be.pushed.by.hand.
	.•.Non.grease.axel.–.Teflon.coating.instead
	.•.Weighs.less.than.2.lbs
	.•.Axle.should.be.tethered.–.prevents.it.from.rolling.underneath.a.car.or.other.object
	.•.Needs.secure.locking.mechanism
	.•.No.pinch.points
	.•.Has.color.switch./.locking.mechanism.–.green.locked.red.unlocked.(white.and.black.for.color.blind.people)
	.•.Maintenance.free.
	.•.Tires.provide.pneumatic.ride.
	.•.Wheel.folds.in.half
	.•.20.seconds.to.unfold
	.•.Snaps.into.place.
	.•.Tires.have.good.gripping.surface.for.ice.and.snow.–.possible.different.tread.designs
	.•.If.solid.tire.–.should.be.shock.absorbent
	.•.Secure.lock.in.both.quick.release.and.folding
	.•.Pull.handle.for.quick.release.for.those.that.can’t.push
	.•..Ability.to.be.tied.down.for.when.wheelchair.occupant.and.wheelchair.are.being.transported.by.ParaTransit.  (consumer.is.in.wheelchair).
	.•.Texture.on.push.rim.–.not.slippery.when.wet.but.doesn’t.collect.dirt.easily
	.•.Push.rim.farther.away.from.wheel
	Purchase Intent / Pricing Questionnaire for the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Design
	In addition to the design information gathered during the focus group discussion, participants were asked to indicate how much they would be willing to pay for the foldable wheelchair wheel and if they would purchase it for.that.price,.as.well.as.if.they.would.pay.a.specified.amount.(price.specified.by.Maddak),.and.if.they.would.like.to.receive it as a gift. For group 3, only 11 of the 12 participants data was utilized. Participant 31’s data was not utilized due to her lack of discussion and understanding d
	Participants from all three focus groups combined indicated that the mean price for the ideal foldable wheelchair wheel.should.be.approximately.$304,.the.median.price.indicated.was.$200.and.the.mode.price.indicated.was.$100..For.the.participant’s.indicated.price,.36%.definitely.would.consider.purchasing.the.ideal.foldable.wheelchair.wheel.for.that.price.and.50%.probably.would..Overall,.86%.of.participants.would.consider.purchasing.the.foldable.wheelchair.wheel.for.their.indicated.prices..At.the.manufacturer
	Participants made individual notes on the questionnaires that  indicated that they felt insurance should cover the cost of the wheel, and a few participants mentioned that the wheels should be sold individually or replacement wheels should be available. We also asked participants about their preference for certain types of tires, how many sets of.tires.they.have,.and.how.often.and.for.what.purpose.they.change.tires..There.was.approximately.a.50/50.split.on.preference for pneumatic or solid tires and most pa
	Questions asked of focus group participants and their responses are as follows:
	Question 1:  If the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel conceptualized by the group was available as a set (includes: 2 wheels, 2 tires, & 2 push rims) for purchase what do you think the price of this set should be?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	...$60
	...$100.(2)
	...$150
	...$199
	...$200
	...$300-400
	...$350.(2)
	...$500
	   Insurance
	 $236
	Mean:

	  Group 2 (14 participants):
	...$50
	...$100.(4*)
	...$180
	...$199
	...$200
	...$300
	...$395
	...$500.(3)
	...$1000
	..*One.participant.indicated.that.extra.wheel.should.be.included.with.the.original.wheelchair.purchase.
	 $302
	Mean:

	  Group 3 (11 participants):
	   $100
	...$125
	...$200.(2)
	...$250
	...$300
	...$350
	...$500.(2)
	...$525
	...$1000
	 $368
	Mean:

	Question 2:  If the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel was available as a set (includes: 2 wheels, 2 tires, & 2 push rims) at the price you stated in question #1, how likely is it that you would purchase it or recommend its purchase?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.4.36%
	..Probably.Would.4.36%
	..Probably.Would.Not.1.9%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.2.19%
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.5.36%
	..Probably.Would.9.64%
	..Probably.Would.Not.0.0%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.0.0%
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.4.36%
	..Probably.Would.5.45%
	..Probably.Would.Not.2.19%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.0.0%
	 All three groups combined:
	..Definitely.Would.13.36%
	..Probably.Would.18.50%
	..Probably.Would.Not.3.8%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.2.6%
	Question 3:  If the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel was available as a set (includes: 2 wheels, 2 tires, & 2 push rims) for a purchase price of $900.00 how likely is it you would purchase it?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.0.0%
	..Probably.Would.2.18%
	..Probably.Would.Not.4.36%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.5.46%
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	..Definitely.Would..0.0%
	..Probably.Would..5.36%
	..Probably.Would.Not.5.36%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.4.28%
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would..0.0%
	..Probably.Would..2.18%
	..Probably.Would.Not.6.55%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.3.27%
	 All three groups combined:
	..Definitely.Would..0.0%
	..Probably.Would..9.25%
	..Probably.Would.Not.15.42%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.12.33%
	Question 4:  Is the Ideal Foldable Wheelchair Wheel set (includes: 2 wheels, 2 tires, & 2 push rims) something you would like to receive as a gift from a friend or relative?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	.Yes.7.64%
	.No.4.36%
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	.Yes.14.100%
	.No.0.0%
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	.Yes.5.45%
	.No.6.55%
	 All three groups combined:
	.Yes.26.72%
	.No.10.28%
	Question 5:  Do you prefer pneumatic or solid wheelchair tires?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	..Pneumatic.5.45%
	..Solid.6.55%
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	..Pneumatic.8.57%
	..Solid.6.43%
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	..Pneumatic.6.55%
	..Solid.5.45%
	 All three groups combined:
	..Pneumatic.19.53%
	..Solid.17.47%
	Question 6:  How many different types of sets of wheels do you have?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	..1.(5)
	  2
	  3
	..Blank./.N/A.(4)
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	..1.(9)
	..2.(1)
	..Blank./.N/A.(4)
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	..1.(6)
	..2.(2)
	..Blank./.N/A.(3)
	 All three groups combined:
	..1.(5)
	  2
	  3
	..Blank./.N/A.(4)
	6a. If you have more than one set of wheels, how often do you switch your sets of wheels?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	  Weekly
	..Blank./.N/A..(10)
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	  Not often
	..Never.(3)
	..Blank./.N/A.(10)
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	..Every.6.months.(2)
	..Blank./.N/A.(9)
	 All three groups combined:
	  Weekly
	..Every.6.months.(2)
	  Not often
	..Never.(3)
	..Blank./.N/A.(29)
	6b. If you switch your sets of wheels, for what reasons do you switch them?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	..Maintenance.6.54%
	..Specific.Activity.0.0%
	  *4 participants left this question blank and 1 participant indicated that they switch wheels for
	..“different.terrain”
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	..Maintenance.2.14%
	..Specific.Activity.0.0%
	  *12 participants left this question blank
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	..Maintenance.2.18%
	..Specific.Activity.1.9%
	  *8 participants left this question blank
	 All three groups combined:
	..Maintenance.10.91%
	..Specific.Activity.1.9%
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	Strengths and Weaknesses of the Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Prototype
	Maddak demonstrated to focus group participants an Alpha Prototype of the foldable wheelchair wheel concept. Participants were asked to evaluate both the strengths and the weaknesses of specific components of the prototype (wheel,.tire,.and.push.rims)..Overall,.the.participants.in.the.three.focus.groups.were.satisfied.with.all.aspects.of.the.foldable wheelchair wheel prototype, other than its indicated purchase price. Here, please find a brief overview of the strengths and weaknesses of the prototypes as in
	Strengths
	.•.Like.the.shape.it.folds.to
	.•.Like.the.locking.mechanism
	.•.Smaller.size.means.it.can.fit.into.a.bag
	.•.Can.now.get.wheelchair.wheels.into.car.trunk.or.overhead.compartment.on.an.aircraft
	.•.Looks.cool
	.•.Tire.easy.to.replace
	Weaknesses
	.•.Requires.too.much.dexterity.and.too.many.steps.to.fold.and.unfold..
	.•.Convoluted.nature.of.steps
	.•.Concern.of.tire.deformation.in.shape.over.time
	.•.Concern.of.gravel.or.dirt.binding.mechanisms
	.•.Too.much.strength.and.dexterity.required.to.fold.and.unfold.the.wheels.as.demonstrated
	.•.Concern.on.hinge.failure.
	.•.Can.now.get.wheelchair.wheels.in.car.trunk,.overhead.compartment.on.aircraft.
	.•.Concern.in.ice.and.snow.(cold.weather).–.that.it.will.freeze.in.position.and.not.be.able.to.be.folded
	.•.Edges.at.folding.points.–.if.you.drop.it.–.will.it.hurt.you
	.•.Concerned.it.won’t.hold.up.bouncing.someone.down.the.stairs
	.•.Concern.of.gravel.or.dirt.binding.mechanisms
	.•.Concern.of.tires.stretching.over.time.–.increasing.the.frequency.of.tire.roll-offs
	.•.Needs.wider.tires
	Marketing Opportunities 
	.•.Being.able.to.travel.easily.by.airplane,.car,.train,.etc.–.for.example.stows.in.bag.in.aircraft.overhead
	..compartment.–.don’t.have.to.worry.about.baggage.handler./.storage.damage.
	.•.No.need.for.an.accessible.vehicle.–.can.travel.with.friends.in.their.vehicles
	.•.Sell.as.singles.instead.of.a.set.–.spare.wheel.for.travel.or.breakdown.–.easily.carried.or.stored
	.•.Composite.plastic.selling.point.–.washes.off.easily.and.you.don’t.have.to.worry.about.corrosion
	.•.In.advertising.–.show.pictures.of.summer.sun./.heat,.winter./.snow,.rain.and.being.used.indoors.–.show
	  environments and travel
	.•.Would.like.to.fit.in.a.bag-.inclement.weather.–.tires.and.wheels.get.dirty.–.place.in.bag.and.can.now.have.....wheels.in.the.front.passenger.seat.of.the.car.alongside.you.–.won’t.have.to.reach.as.much.–.don’t.have.to.worry..  about getting upholstery dirty
	First Purchase Intent / Pricing Questionnaire for Foldable Wheelchair Wheel Prototype Design
	In addition to the design information gathered during the focus group discussion, purchase intent and price point information was obtained. This data is from the first purchase intent / pricing questionnaire which was provided directly.after.discussion,.explanation,.and.demonstration.of.the.foldable.wheelchair.prototype.to.gather.initial.impressions. Participants were asked to indicate how much they would be willing to pay for both the ideal and prototype foldable wheelchair wheels. They were then asked if 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Questions asked of focus group participants and their responses are as follows:
	Question 1:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype shown to the group was available for purchase what do you think the price of it should be?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	..$100.(2)
	..$150
	..$350
	..$400.(2)
	..$500.(3)
	..$600
	..$1,200
	 Mean: $445
	Question 2:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype was available at the price you stated in question #1, how likely is it that you would purchase it or recommend its purchase?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.6.55%
	..Probably.Would.4.36%
	..Probably.Would.Not.0.0%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.1.9%
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.10.72%
	..Probably.Would.3.21%
	..Probably.Would.Not.1.7%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.0.0%
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.2.18%
	..Probably.Would.3.27%
	..Probably.Would.Not.5.45%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.0.0%
	  *1 participant left this question blank
	 All three groups combined:
	..Definitely.Would.18.51%
	..Probably.Would.10.29%
	..Probably.Would.Not.6.17%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.1.3%
	Question 3:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype was available for a purchase price of $900.00 how likely is it you would purchase it?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.3.27%
	..Probably.Would.2.19%
	..Probably.Would.Not.3.27%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.3.27%
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.2.14%
	..Probably.Would.4.29%
	..Probably.Would.Not.6.43%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.2.14%
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.0.0%
	..Probably.Would.0.0%
	..Probably.Would.Not.7.64%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.4.36%
	 All three groups combined:
	..Definitely.Would.5.14%
	..Probably.Would.6.17%
	..Probably.Would.Not.16.44%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.9.25%
	Question 4:  Is the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype something you would like to receive as a gift from a friend or relative?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	.Yes.9.82%
	.No.2.18%
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	.Yes.14.100%
	.No.0.0%
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	.Yes.6.55%
	.No.5.45%
	 All three groups combined:
	.Yes.29.81%
	.No.7.19%
	Second Purchase Intent / Pricing Questionnaire for Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype Design
	This data is from the second purchase intent / pricing questionnaire which was provided after further participant discussion and evaluation regarding strengths and weaknesses of the foldable wheelchair wheel prototype. Participants were asked to indicate how much they would be willing to pay for both the ideal and prototype foldable wheelchair wheels. They were then asked if they would purchase each for the price they had indicated. Participants were also asked.if.they.would.purchase.them.for.specified.amou
	-
	-

	Participants.responses.identified.a.mean.price.for.the.foldable.wheelchair.wheel.prototype.of.$458,.a.median.price.indicated.was.$400.and.the.mode.price.indicated.were.$200..For.the.participant’s.indicated.price,.35%.definitely.would.consider.purchasing.the.prototype.foldable.wheelchair.wheel.for.that.price.and.41%.probably.would..Overall,.76%.would.consider.purchasing.it.for.their.indicated.price..At.the.manufacturer’s.suggested.price.of.$900,.6%.of.participants.indicated.they.definitely.would.consider.pur
	-

	Questions asked of focus group participants and their responses are as follows:
	Question 1:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype shown to the group was available for purchase what do you think the price of it should be?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	.$100
	.$200
	.$299
	.$400.(2)
	.$500
	.$500-600
	.$600
	.$800
	.$1,200
	 *1 participant left this question blank
	 
	Mean: $505

	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	.$79
	.$100-500
	.$150
	.$200.(4)
	.$300.(2)
	.$500.(2)
	.$795
	.$1,000
	.$1,500
	  $445
	Mean:

	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	.$200.(3)
	.$300
	.$400.(3)
	.$500
	.$550
	.$600
	.$1,000
	  $432
	Mean:

	Question 2:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype was available at the price you stated in question #1, how likely is it that you would purchase it or recommend its purchase?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.4.36%
	..Probably.Would.5.45%
	..Probably.Would.Not.0.0%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.1.9%
	 *1 participant indicated that they would only purchase if driving and needed to pull into vehicle independently    and was easy to handle.
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.6.43%
	..Probably.Would.5.36%
	..Probably.Would.Not.3.21%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.0.0%
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.2.18%
	..Probably.Would.4.36%
	..Probably.Would.Not.4.36%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.0.0%
	 *1 participant left this question blank
	 All three groups combined:
	..Definitely.Would.12.35%
	..Probably.Would.14.41%
	..Probably.Would.Not.7.21%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.1.3%
	Question 3:  If the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype was available for a purchase price of $900.00 how likely is it you would purchase it?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.2.18%
	..Probably.Would.2.18%
	..Probably.Would.Not.5.46%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.2.18%
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.0.0%
	..Probably.Would.5.36%
	..Probably.Would.Not.7.50%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.2.14%
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	..Definitely.Would.0.0%
	..Probably.Would.0.0%
	..Probably.Would.Not.7.67%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.4.36%
	 All three groups combined:
	..Definitely.Would.2.6%
	..Probably.Would.7.19%
	..Probably.Would.Not.19.53%
	..Definitely.Would.Not.8.22%
	Question 4:  Is the Foldable wheelchair wheel Prototype something you would like to receive as a gift from a friend or relative?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	.Yes.8.73%
	.No.3.27%
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	.Yes.13.93%
	.No.1.7%
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	.Yes.7.64%
	.No.4.36%
	 All three groups combined:
	.Yes.28.78%
	.No.8.22%
	Question 5:  If using a foldable wheel, is a solid tire acceptable?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	.Yes.10.91%
	.No.1.9%
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	.Yes.12.86%
	.No.2.14%
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	.Yes.9.82%
	.No.2.18%
	 All three groups combined:
	.Yes.31.89%
	.No.5.11%
	Question 6:  Would you transfer your current everyday wheels out for a foldable wheel with solid tires?
	 Group 1 (11 participants):
	.Yes.9.82%
	.No.2.8%
	 Group 2 (14 participants):
	.Yes.10.77%
	.No.3.23%
	 *1 participant did not answer the question and indicated that it depends on the ride
	 Group 3 (11 participants):
	.Yes.4.36%
	.No.7.64%
	 All three groups combined:
	.Yes.23.66%
	.No.12.34%
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	APPENDIX E1 Demographic Profile of Participants by Group & Combined Chart 1: Focus Group A, 6/28/2011

	Participant #
	Participant #
	Participant #
	Participant #
	Participant #
	Participant #
	Participant #


	Age 20-29
	Age 20-29
	Age 20-29


	Age 30-39
	Age 30-39
	Age 30-39


	Age 40-49
	Age 40-49
	Age 40-49


	Age 50-59
	Age 50-59
	Age 50-59


	Age 60-69
	Age 60-69
	Age 60-69


	Age 70-79
	Age 70-79
	Age 70-79


	Male
	Male
	Male


	Female
	Female
	Female


	African 
	African 
	African 
	American


	Caucasian
	Caucasian
	Caucasian


	Marital Status
	Marital Status
	Marital Status


	Household Size
	Household Size
	Household Size


	Education Level
	Education Level
	Education Level


	Employment 
	Employment 
	Employment 
	Status


	Household 
	Household 
	Household 
	Income


	Disability
	Disability
	Disability


	Type of 
	Type of 
	Type of 
	Participant


	Quick Release 
	Quick Release 
	Quick Release 
	Wheels



	1
	1
	1
	1


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Widowed
	Widowed
	Widowed


	1
	1
	1


	Masters
	Masters
	Masters


	Full Time
	Full Time
	Full Time


	$30,000 -  
	$30,000 -  
	$30,000 -  
	$39,999


	Spinal Cord 
	Spinal Cord 
	Spinal Cord 
	Injury


	Consumer –  
	Consumer –  
	Consumer –  
	Assistance


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	2
	2
	2
	2


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	2
	2
	2


	Some 
	Some 
	Some 
	College


	Full Time
	Full Time
	Full Time


	$100,000 +
	$100,000 +
	$100,000 +


	None
	None
	None


	Prescriber
	Prescriber
	Prescriber


	N/A
	N/A
	N/A



	3
	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	3
	3
	3


	Some 
	Some 
	Some 
	College


	Full Time
	Full Time
	Full Time


	$40,000 - 
	$40,000 - 
	$40,000 - 
	$49,999


	None
	None
	None


	Insurance 
	Insurance 
	Insurance 
	Adjustments


	N/A
	N/A
	N/A



	4
	4
	4
	4


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Divorced
	Divorced
	Divorced


	1
	1
	1


	Some 
	Some 
	Some 
	College


	Unemployed
	Unemployed
	Unemployed


	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$19,999


	-
	-
	-


	Caregiver
	Caregiver
	Caregiver


	No
	No
	No



	5
	5
	5
	5


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	1
	1
	1


	Masters
	Masters
	Masters


	Part Time/ 
	Part Time/ 
	Part Time/ 
	SSI


	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$19,999


	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Sclerosis


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Assistance


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	6
	6
	6
	6


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Divorced
	Divorced
	Divorced


	1
	1
	1


	Some 
	Some 
	Some 
	College


	Full time
	Full time
	Full time


	$30,000 - 
	$30,000 - 
	$30,000 - 
	$39,999


	Cerebral 
	Cerebral 
	Cerebral 
	Palsy


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Assistance


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	7
	7
	7
	7


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	2
	2
	2


	Some 
	Some 
	Some 
	College


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$60,000 - 
	$60,000 - 
	$60,000 - 
	$69,999


	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Sclerosis


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Independent


	No
	No
	No



	8
	8
	8
	8


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Widowed
	Widowed
	Widowed


	2
	2
	2


	Bachelors
	Bachelors
	Bachelors


	Part Time
	Part Time
	Part Time


	$20,000 - 
	$20,000 - 
	$20,000 - 
	$29,999


	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Sclerosis


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Independent


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	9
	9
	9
	9


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Divorced
	Divorced
	Divorced


	4
	4
	4


	Bachelors
	Bachelors
	Bachelors


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$30,000 - 
	$30,000 - 
	$30,000 - 
	$39,999


	Paraplegic
	Paraplegic
	Paraplegic


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Independent 


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	10
	10
	10
	10


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	4
	4
	4


	Bachelors
	Bachelors
	Bachelors


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$50,000 - 
	$50,000 - 
	$50,000 - 
	$59,999


	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Sclerosis, 
	Back injury, 
	Stroke, 
	Heart attack, 
	Blurred vision


	Consumer –
	Consumer –
	Consumer –
	Assistance


	No
	No
	No



	11
	11
	11
	11


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	4
	4
	4


	High 
	High 
	High 
	School


	Full Time
	Full Time
	Full Time


	$80,000 - 
	$80,000 - 
	$80,000 - 
	$89,999


	None
	None
	None


	Prescriber
	Prescriber
	Prescriber


	N/A
	N/A
	N/A



	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	TOTAL


	0
	0
	0


	0
	0
	0


	4
	4
	4


	6
	6
	6


	1
	1
	1


	0
	0
	0


	4
	4
	4


	7
	7
	7


	1
	1
	1


	10
	10
	10


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-






	Chart 2: Focus Group B, 6/29/2011
	Chart 2: Focus Group B, 6/29/2011

	Participant 
	Participant 
	Participant 
	Participant 
	Participant 
	Participant 
	Participant 
	#


	Age 20-29
	Age 20-29
	Age 20-29


	Age 30-39
	Age 30-39
	Age 30-39


	Age 40-49
	Age 40-49
	Age 40-49


	Age 50-59
	Age 50-59
	Age 50-59


	Age 60-69
	Age 60-69
	Age 60-69


	Age 70-79
	Age 70-79
	Age 70-79


	Male
	Male
	Male


	Female
	Female
	Female


	African 
	African 
	African 
	American


	Caucasian
	Caucasian
	Caucasian


	Marital 
	Marital 
	Marital 
	Status


	Household 
	Household 
	Household 
	Size


	Education 
	Education 
	Education 
	Level


	Employ
	Employ
	Employ
	-
	ment 
	Status


	Household 
	Household 
	Household 
	Income


	Disability
	Disability
	Disability


	Type of 
	Type of 
	Type of 
	Participant


	Quick 
	Quick 
	Quick 
	Release 
	Wheels



	12
	12
	12
	12


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	1
	1
	1


	Doctorate
	Doctorate
	Doctorate


	Retired
	Retired
	Retired


	$10,000 -  
	$10,000 -  
	$10,000 -  
	$19,999


	None
	None
	None


	Caregiver
	Caregiver
	Caregiver


	No
	No
	No



	13
	13
	13
	13


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	2
	2
	2


	Bachelors
	Bachelors
	Bachelors


	Full Time
	Full Time
	Full Time


	$60,000 - 
	$60,000 - 
	$60,000 - 
	$69,999


	None
	None
	None


	Prescriber
	Prescriber
	Prescriber


	N/A
	N/A
	N/A



	14
	14
	14
	14


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	4
	4
	4


	Bachelors
	Bachelors
	Bachelors


	Full Time
	Full Time
	Full Time


	$80,000 - 
	$80,000 - 
	$80,000 - 
	$89,999


	None
	None
	None


	Prescriber
	Prescriber
	Prescriber


	N/A
	N/A
	N/A



	15
	15
	15
	15


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	3
	3
	3


	High 
	High 
	High 
	School


	Full Time
	Full Time
	Full Time


	$20,000 - 
	$20,000 - 
	$20,000 - 
	$29,999


	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Sclerosis


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Assistance


	No
	No
	No



	16
	16
	16
	16


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	3
	3
	3


	Associates
	Associates
	Associates


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$19,999


	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Sclerosis


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Independent


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	17
	17
	17
	17


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	2
	2
	2


	Bachelors
	Bachelors
	Bachelors


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$50,000 - 
	$50,000 - 
	$50,000 - 
	$59,999


	Artificial 
	Artificial 
	Artificial 
	knees, hip, 
	shoulder


	Caregiver
	Caregiver
	Caregiver


	No
	No
	No



	18
	18
	18
	18


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	1
	1
	1


	Some 
	Some 
	Some 
	College


	Unemployed
	Unemployed
	Unemployed


	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$19,999


	Diabetic
	Diabetic
	Diabetic


	Caregiver
	Caregiver
	Caregiver


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	19
	19
	19
	19


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	1
	1
	1


	Associates
	Associates
	Associates


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$19,999


	Stroke 
	Stroke 
	Stroke 


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Assistance


	No
	No
	No



	20
	20
	20
	20


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	1
	1
	1


	High 
	High 
	High 
	School


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$19,999


	Traumatic 
	Traumatic 
	Traumatic 
	Brain Injury, 
	Fibromyalgia, 
	Diabetes/
	Neuropathy


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Assistance


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	21
	21
	21
	21


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	1
	1
	1


	High 
	High 
	High 
	School


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$19,999


	Shattered 
	Shattered 
	Shattered 
	knee 


	Consumer –
	Consumer –
	Consumer –
	Assistance


	No
	No
	No



	22
	22
	22
	22


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	5
	5
	5


	<High 
	<High 
	<High 
	School


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	 - 
	 - 
	 - 


	Paraplegic
	Paraplegic
	Paraplegic


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Assistance


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	23
	23
	23
	23


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Divorced
	Divorced
	Divorced


	1
	1
	1


	High 
	High 
	High 
	School


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$10,000 -  
	$10,000 -  
	$10,000 -  
	$19,999


	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Multiple 
	Sclerosis


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Independent


	No
	No
	No



	24
	24
	24
	24


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	2
	2
	2


	Some 
	Some 
	Some 
	College


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$50,000 - 
	$50,000 - 
	$50,000 - 
	$59,999


	Spinal Cord 
	Spinal Cord 
	Spinal Cord 
	Injury


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Independent


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	25
	25
	25
	25


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	5
	5
	5


	Some 
	Some 
	Some 
	College


	Part Time
	Part Time
	Part Time


	$20,000 - 
	$20,000 - 
	$20,000 - 
	$29,999


	None
	None
	None


	Caregiver
	Caregiver
	Caregiver


	No
	No
	No



	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	TOTAL


	1
	1
	1


	1
	1
	1


	3
	3
	3


	5
	5
	5


	3
	3
	3


	1
	1
	1


	9
	9
	9


	5
	5
	5


	2
	2
	2


	12
	12
	12


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-






	Chart 3: Focus Group C, 6/30/2011
	Chart 3: Focus Group C, 6/30/2011

	Participant #
	Participant #
	Participant #
	Participant #
	Participant #
	Participant #
	Participant #


	Age 20-29
	Age 20-29
	Age 20-29


	Age 30-39
	Age 30-39
	Age 30-39


	Age 40-49
	Age 40-49
	Age 40-49


	Age 50-59
	Age 50-59
	Age 50-59


	Age 60-69
	Age 60-69
	Age 60-69


	Age 70-79
	Age 70-79
	Age 70-79


	Male
	Male
	Male


	Female
	Female
	Female


	African 
	African 
	African 
	American


	Caucasian
	Caucasian
	Caucasian


	Marital 
	Marital 
	Marital 
	Status


	Household 
	Household 
	Household 
	Size


	Education 
	Education 
	Education 
	Level


	Employment 
	Employment 
	Employment 
	Status


	Household 
	Household 
	Household 
	Income


	Disability
	Disability
	Disability


	Type of 
	Type of 
	Type of 
	Participant


	Quick 
	Quick 
	Quick 
	Release 
	Wheels



	26
	26
	26
	26


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Divorced
	Divorced
	Divorced


	5
	5
	5


	Some
	Some
	Some

	College
	College


	Part Time
	Part Time
	Part Time


	$20,000 -  
	$20,000 -  
	$20,000 -  
	$29,999


	None
	None
	None


	Caregiver
	Caregiver
	Caregiver


	No
	No
	No



	27
	27
	27
	27


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	1
	1
	1


	Some
	Some
	Some

	College
	College


	Retired
	Retired
	Retired


	$30,000 - 
	$30,000 - 
	$30,000 - 
	$39,999


	Arthritis 
	Arthritis 
	Arthritis 


	Caregiver
	Caregiver
	Caregiver


	No
	No
	No



	28
	28
	28
	28


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Widowed
	Widowed
	Widowed


	1
	1
	1


	Some
	Some
	Some

	College
	College


	Full Time
	Full Time
	Full Time


	$20,000 - 
	$20,000 - 
	$20,000 - 
	$29,999


	Deaf in left 
	Deaf in left 
	Deaf in left 
	ear (hearing 
	aid) 


	Caregiver
	Caregiver
	Caregiver


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	29
	29
	29
	29


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	4
	4
	4


	High 
	High 
	High 
	School


	Full Time
	Full Time
	Full Time


	$100,000 + 
	$100,000 + 
	$100,000 + 


	None
	None
	None


	Prescriber
	Prescriber
	Prescriber


	N/A
	N/A
	N/A



	30
	30
	30
	30


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	4
	4
	4


	Associates
	Associates
	Associates


	Homemaker
	Homemaker
	Homemaker


	$80,000 - 
	$80,000 - 
	$80,000 - 
	$89,999


	None
	None
	None


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Assistance


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	31*
	31*
	31*
	31*


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	4
	4
	4


	High 
	High 
	High 
	School


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	Spina Bifida 
	Spina Bifida 
	Spina Bifida 


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Assistance


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	32
	32
	32
	32


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Divorced
	Divorced
	Divorced


	1
	1
	1


	High 
	High 
	High 
	School


	Part Time
	Part Time
	Part Time


	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$10,000 - 
	$19,999


	Paraplegic
	Paraplegic
	Paraplegic


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Assistance


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	33
	33
	33
	33


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	2
	2
	2


	High 
	High 
	High 
	School


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$70,000 - 
	$70,000 - 
	$70,000 - 
	$79,999


	Spinal Cord 
	Spinal Cord 
	Spinal Cord 
	Injury  


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Assistance


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	34
	34
	34
	34


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Single
	Single
	Single


	1
	1
	1


	Bachelors
	Bachelors
	Bachelors


	Full Time
	Full Time
	Full Time


	$80,000 - 
	$80,000 - 
	$80,000 - 
	$89,999


	Post-polio 
	Post-polio 
	Post-polio 
	Paraplegic 


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Independent


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	35
	35
	35
	35


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	2
	2
	2


	Some 
	Some 
	Some 
	College


	Part Time
	Part Time
	Part Time


	$30,000 - 
	$30,000 - 
	$30,000 - 
	$39,999


	Bilateral 
	Bilateral 
	Bilateral 
	Amputee 


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Independent


	No
	No
	No



	36
	36
	36
	36


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Divorced
	Divorced
	Divorced


	1
	1
	1


	Bachelors
	Bachelors
	Bachelors


	SSI
	SSI
	SSI


	$30,000 - 
	$30,000 - 
	$30,000 - 
	$39,999 


	Paraplegic
	Paraplegic
	Paraplegic


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Independent


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	37
	37
	37
	37


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	Married
	Married
	Married


	3
	3
	3


	Doctorate
	Doctorate
	Doctorate


	Full Time
	Full Time
	Full Time


	$80,000 - 
	$80,000 - 
	$80,000 - 
	$89,999


	Paraplegic/
	Paraplegic/
	Paraplegic/
	Spinal Cord 
	Injury 


	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Consumer – 
	Independent


	Yes
	Yes
	Yes



	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	TOTAL


	1
	1
	1


	1
	1
	1


	4
	4
	4


	3
	3
	3


	3
	3
	3


	0
	0
	0


	4
	4
	4


	8
	8
	8


	1
	1
	1


	11
	11
	11


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-


	-
	-
	-






	* Participant 31’s data was not utilized due to her lack of discussion and understanding of the focus group topic area.
	* Participant 31’s data was not utilized due to her lack of discussion and understanding of the focus group topic area.

	Chart 4: All Participants Combined
	Chart 4: All Participants Combined

	All
	All
	All
	All
	All
	All
	All

	Participant 
	Participant 
	Recap 


	Age 20-29
	Age 20-29
	Age 20-29


	Age 30-39
	Age 30-39
	Age 30-39


	Age 40-49
	Age 40-49
	Age 40-49


	Age 50-59
	Age 50-59
	Age 50-59


	Age 60-69
	Age 60-69
	Age 60-69


	Age 70-79
	Age 70-79
	Age 70-79


	Male
	Male
	Male


	Female
	Female
	Female


	African 
	African 
	African 
	American


	Caucasian
	Caucasian
	Caucasian


	Disability
	Disability
	Disability


	Quick 
	Quick 
	Quick 
	Release 
	Wheels



	Age
	Age
	Age
	Age


	2
	2
	2


	2
	2
	2


	11
	11
	11


	14
	14
	14


	7
	7
	7


	1
	1
	1



	Sex
	Sex
	Sex
	Sex


	17
	17
	17


	20
	20
	20


	 
	 
	 



	Ethnicity
	Ethnicity
	Ethnicity
	Ethnicity


	4
	4
	4


	33
	33
	33



	Disabilities
	Disabilities
	Disabilities
	Disabilities


	Spinal cord injury (4), Multiple Sclerosis (7), Cerebral Palsy, Para
	Spinal cord injury (4), Multiple Sclerosis (7), Cerebral Palsy, Para
	Spinal cord injury (4), Multiple Sclerosis (7), Cerebral Palsy, Para
	-
	plegic (6), Back injury, Stroke (2), Heart Attack, Blurred Vision, Ar
	-
	tificial body parts, Diabetic, Traumatic brain injury, Fibromyalgia, 
	Shattered knee, Arthritis, Deaf, Spina Bifida, Bilateral Amputee 



	# of Participants 
	# of Participants 
	# of Participants 
	# of Participants 
	with Quick 
	Release Wheels 


	19
	19
	19
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	APPENDIX E2
	APPENDIX E2
	APPENDIX E2

	Abbreviated Transcript of June 28, 2011 Focus Group*
	Abbreviated Transcript of June 28, 2011 Focus Group*

	*(Superfluous comments removed for clarity)
	*(Superfluous comments removed for clarity)

	I. Introduction: Purpose of the Group 
	.•.Introduce.the.paperwork.and.review
	.•.Confidentiality
	.•.Image.Release
	.•.Social.Security
	.•.Human.Subject
	.•.Process.
	.•.Tell.them.they.are.being.recorded.on.both.audio.and.video
	.•.Have.the.participants.introduce.themselves.
	II. Current Status
	.•.What.type.of.chair.do.you.use.when.you.travel,.and.why?
	  .Quickie.–.folding.or.otherwise.for.almost.everyone
	m

	   Invacare for one person, using a Quickie on a loan right now
	m

	.•.What.kind.of.push.wheels.do.you.have?
	   Push rims are metal, spokes plastic
	m

	   Tires are pneumatic
	m

	   Wire spokes, plastic wheel
	m

	  .Plastic.rims,.solid.tires.at.store.–.fewer.pneumatics
	m

	   Use more Guardian chairs / wheels
	m

	.•.What.issues.confront.you.when.you.are.traveling.and.you.need.to.stow.or.store.your.wheelchair?
	   Getting it to fit in a car trunk
	m

	   Getting used to fitting it into a van storage well without falling over
	m

	  .On.planes,.they.put.it.in.a.small.spot.in.the.cabin.when.traveling.standby.–.sometimes.doesn’t.fit
	m

	   Total weight of the chair can be too heavy for some
	m

	.•.What.problems.do.you.experience.when.removing.the.large.wheels.from.your.wheelchair?
	  .Rarely.takes.wheels.off,.but.when.you.do.you.get.really.dirty
	m

	   Bearings seize up, sometimes don’t work well
	m

	  .Not.something.you.want.to.do.routinely.–.takes.too.much.time
	m

	.•.What.are.the.environments.that.you.find.yourself.in.when.you.are.confronted.with.this.particular.problem?
	   Needing to put the chair in a small space
	m

	 Car
	...
	n

	 In between seats in a car
	...
	n

	 Upper shelf in an Amtrak train
	...
	n

	   Throw pieces into a car if cartop carrier doesn’t work or if you don’t have one
	m

	.•.What.are.the.safety.issues.you.deal.with.when.removing.your.wheels?
	  .If.bearings.don’t.work,.you.can.bend.the.frame.or.wheels.can.fall.off
	m

	   If you can’t get them back on, then it’s a safety hazard
	m

	  .Spokes.have.“exploded”.on.wheels.before.–.shot.spokes.everywhere
	m

	.•.Are.there.any.security.issues.that.you.have.when.removing.and.storing.your.wheelchair.wheels?
	  .Not.too.many.–.more.concerned.about.security.of.the.entire.chair
	m

	   Can accidentally leave wheels outside of the car and drive away
	m

	.Similar.with.leaving.pieces.of.chair.(cushion).on.a.plane.–.could.leave.wheels
	...
	n

	.•.How.many.of.you.have.24".wheels?
	   All 6 participants with wheelchairs had 24 inch wheels 
	m

	.•.How.many.of.you.have.25".wheels?
	   0
	m

	.•.How.many.of.you.have.26".wheels?
	   0
	m

	.•.What.type.of.wheels.have.you.tried.before?.(Make.a.list.of.the.different.wheels.and.ask.the.following.for.each.....type.of.wheel)
	.•.Brand./.type.is.whatever.comes.standard.on.the.Quickie
	   Some are plastic, some have spokes 
	m

	  .Some.are.different.sizes
	m

	.•.What.did.you.like.about.these.wheels?
	  .Wider.grip.–.better.handle.on.the.push.rim
	m

	  .Foam-filled.–.nice,.there’s.no.air.in.it
	m

	   Durable
	m

	   Easy to clean
	m

	   Rigid
	m

	   Insurance pays for them
	m

	.•.What.are.the.limitations.of.these.wheels?
	  .Some.don’t.like.foam-filled.–.not.enough.cushion
	m

	   When tread goes down, the brakes don’t work and need to be adjusted
	m

	  .Not.always.appropriate.for.different.types.of.terrain
	m

	 Sand
	...
	n

	.•.What.are.the.bad.aspects.of.these.wheels?
	   Heat up pretty quickly if you’re going downhill
	m

	.•.Why.did.you.change.from.that.wheelchair?.Wheels?
	III. Ideal Product (Concept Definition)
	Now.we.are.going.to.design.a.ideal.quick-release,.foldable.manual.wheelchair.wheel;.which.includes.the.hub,.spokes,.rim, push rim, and solid tired.  
	 
	.•.So.if.you.had.the.ability.to.design.the.perfect.foldable.quick-release.manual.wheelchair.wheel,.what.does.the.....device.need.to.have.for.you.to.consider.it.effective?
	  .Lock.in.place
	m

	   Have to be easy enough to fold yourself
	m

	   If solid tire, should be shock absorbent
	m

	   The wheels should stay smooth
	m

	  .Be.covered.by.insurance.–.low.enough.price.to.be.covered
	m

	.•.In.what.activities.do.you.see.a.need.for.a.foldable.quick-release.wheel?
	  .Getting.in.and.out.of.car.more.easily.–.create.other.opportunities.that.aren’t.currently.considered
	m

	 Shopping
	...
	n

	.Recreation.–.play.tennis
	...
	n

	  .Don’t.have.to.worry.about.accessible.vehicle.–.can.hang.with.friends.who.may.not.have.an.accessible.chair
	m

	  .In.a.car.–.can.move.it.around.in.confined.spaces.more.easily
	m

	   Can transport chair more easily when person is not sitting in the chair
	m

	.•.In.what.environments.do.you.see.a.need.for.a.foldable.quick-release.manual.wheelchair.wheel?
	  .On.an.airplane
	m

	.Keep.wheels.–.let.them.take.the.frame
	...
	n

	 Have a pouch or storage case for foldable wheels
	...
	n

	.•.What.does.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.need.to.do?
	  .Lighter.or.the.same.weight.as.standard.wheels
	m

	   Have tire / tread options
	m

	  .Fold.with.one.or.two.steps.–.not.multiple.steps.to.fold.it.down
	m

	   Be foldable with limited strength
	m

	   Needs to stay round when unfolded
	m

	   Would like to have the frame / backrest fold up to go along with the wheels
	m

	   Secure lock in both quick release and folding
	m

	.•.What.disabilities.or.functional.limitations.can.a.person.have.and.still.be.expected.to.work.with.or.use.the
	..foldable.quick-release.manual.wheelchair.wheel?
	   Arthritic hands
	m

	  .Neurological.disabilities.that.cause.rigidity.in.hands./.fingers.–.something.you.might.not.need.fine.motor...   skills for.
	m

	.•.How.would.you.define.a.quick-release.wheel?
	  .Push-button.–.one.hand
	m

	   Would like the quick release to not be so greasy
	m

	.•.How.would.you.define.a.foldable.wheelchair.wheel?
	   Wouldn’t want to have a seam that things could get stuck in
	m

	.•.What.should.the.wheel.look.like?
	   Fold in half
	m

	   Could be like twisting or collapsing a garden hose
	m

	   Fold into quarters
	m

	   Seamless
	m

	.•.What.other.functions.other.than.quick-release.and.easy.to.store.does.the.wheel.need.to.be.able.to.do?
	   Could ride in sand
	m

	  .Push./.Pull.–.Backwards./.Forwards
	m

	  .Different.size.push.rims./.Option.for.a.push.rim.altogether.for.different.users
	m

	.•.What.would.make.this.wheel.reliable?
	  .Not.affected.by.weather
	m

	  .Long.tread.life
	m

	   Folding is easy
	m

	  .Long.bearing.life.–.10.year
	m

	   Falls within insurance coverage range
	m

	.•.What.would.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.need.to.do.for.you.to.consider.it.dependable.under.daily.use?
	  .Very.sturdy.–.on.wheelchair.and.being.tossed.around.in.storage
	m

	.Tire.isn’t.loose.or.floppy.–.don’t.want.to.trade.sturdiness.for.foldability
	...
	n

	  .Non-marking.tires
	m

	   Have to work at least a year without issue
	m

	.•.What.would.a.foldable.quick-release.we’ll.have.to.be.able.to.do.for.you.to.consider.it.predictable.and.consistent?
	  .Adaptable.to.different.environments./.where.you.go
	m

	   All tire functions work for 10 years
	m

	 Bang into metal elevators
	...
	n

	 Get caught on thresholds
	...
	n

	 Ride on sidewalks
	...
	n

	 Store easily in an airplane
	...
	n

	.•.How.would.you.judge.durability.of.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel?
	   Fall down stairs and not break
	m

	  .Can.exchange.for.another.wheel.if.it.wears.out
	m

	 Significant wear shouldn’t be visible for 6 months
	...
	n

	.•.How.do.you.see.the.wheel.being.quick-release?
	  .One-hand.operation
	m

	  .Wheelchair.“kickstand”.or.other.device.to.hold.the.wheelchair.stable.while.you.are.releasing.the.wheel
	m

	.•.How.would.you.do.that?
	  .Push.a.button.–.one-button.operation
	m

	 Finger
	...
	n

	 Thumb
	...
	n

	 Center / palm of your hand
	...
	n

	 Elbow
	...
	n

	.•.What.size.should.the.wheel.be.for.you.to.consider.it.foldable?
	  .Collapse.24".to.16"
	m

	  .Foldable.“in.half”.–.down.to.12"
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.want.to.store.the.wheel?
	  .On.the.back.of.the.chair.frame
	m

	   Be able to put it in the back seat / on the floor in the back
	m

	   In a HUGE purse
	m

	.•.How.much.should.the.wheel.weigh?
	   Around 5 pounds
	m

	   No less than 3 pounds
	m

	  .15.pounds.max
	m

	.•.How.would.the.wheel.be.transported.when.not.on.the.wheelchair?
	   The person using the chair
	m

	   Caregiver
	m

	   Whoever is putting the chair in the trunk
	m

	.•.What.would.make.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.secure?
	  .Locking.device.on.the.wheelchair
	m

	.•.When.off.the.wheelchair?
	.•.When.off.the.wheelchair?
	  .Safety.lock.–.audible.or.otherwise.to.tell.you.when.it’s.back.on.the.wheelchair.properly
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.happen.with.securability.to.provide.a.level.of.safety?
	   Has to be compatible with a locking system
	m

	 Transit
	...
	n

	 Ambulance / Medical vehicle
	...
	n

	   Compatible with all brakes
	m

	.•.Should.there.be.anything.to.provide.limited.access.to.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.for.only.the.user.or.the.....assistant?
	  .Some.say.no.–.a.lock.might.be.an.extra.step.that.you.have.to.take.care.of
	m

	  .Kids.might.tamper.or.pull.quick-release,.but.not.sure.what.to.do.about.it.other.than.add.another.locking...   mechanism
	m

	.•.What.parts.of.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.need.to.be.physically.comfortable?
	   Tire
	m

	   Push rim
	m

	   No pinch points when folding
	m

	   No sharp edges
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.seen.easily?
	   Quick release
	m

	   How and where to fold it
	m

	   Any release buttons
	m

	   Where the wheel fits onto the chair
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.touched.easily?
	   Folding mechanism
	m

	   Push rims
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.reached.easily?
	   Quick release / quick release button
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.grabbed.easily?
	   Push rims
	m

	  .Frame.of.the.chair.when.wheels.are.off.the.chair
	m

	  .Edge.of.the.wheel.when.folded.down.–.for.storage
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.grasped.easily?
	  .Tire.–.when.folded.and.off.the.chair
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.held.easily?
	   The folded wheel
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.be.pulled.easily?
	  .Wheels.off.the.quick.release.–.make.it.lightweight.so.it.can.be.pulled.easily
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.be.pushed.easily?
	   Quick release
	m

	   Pushing the tire back on the chair
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.be.lifted.easily?
	  .Lifting.the.wheelchair.to.put.the.wheel.back.on
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.be.turned.easily?
	  .Axle
	m

	  .If.it’s.a.twistable.fold.(like.a.garden.hose),.then.the.wheel.should.be.turned.easily
	m

	.•.What.should.be.done.to.make.the.foldable.quick-release.wheelchair.easy.to.learn.how.to.use?
	   Instruction manual
	m

	.Only.a.few.steps
	...
	n

	   Should be intuitive
	m

	   DVD
	m

	 Many think a DVD would mean it’s too complicated
	...
	n

	   Dealer network to show you how to use it
	m

	.•.Who.should.do.the.training?
	   Vendor / Dealer
	m

	.•.What.materials.(resources).are.needed?
	  .Online.support
	m

	   Hotline
	m

	  .“Cheat.sheet”.to.go.with.the.chair
	m

	.•.How.much.training.should.be.needed.to.provide.the.user.the.ability.to.use.the.device.properly?
	   10 or 15 minutes
	m

	  .Less.than.an.hour.with.full.hands-on.training
	m

	.•.How.should.the.wheel.be.maintained?
	   Serviced by the dealer
	m

	   No maintenance needed
	m

	   Cleaning only
	m

	.•.How.should.you.have.to.clean.the.wheel?
	   Garden hose
	m

	   Typical household cleaning methods
	m

	  .Wheelchair.washing.machines.–.be.able.to.tolerate.the.chemicals.and.hot.water.used
	m

	.•.Should.the.device.be.a.repairable.or.replaceable.product?
	   Both
	m

	.Repair.should.be.first.option.–.if.it.can’t.be.repaired,.then.it.should.be.replaced
	...
	n

	.•.Who.(user,.caregiver,.technician).will.repair.the.device?
	   Dealer
	m

	.•.(If.replaceable).Who.should.replace.the.wheel?
	   Manufacturer
	m

	.•.Should.there.be.after.sales.service.of.the.device.by.either.the.distributor.or.manufacturer?
	   Warranty
	m

	 More than 1 year
	...
	n

	.3-5.years.(majority.in.this.range)
	...
	n

	 10 years or more 
	...
	n

	  .Some.would.be.OK.purchasing.an.extended.warranty
	m

	.•.What.type.of.after.sales.service.do.you.expect?
	   Manufacturer should call and follow up to see if consumer likes the product
	m

	  .Air.cushion.replacement.within.a.few.days.(no.vendor.involvement)
	m

	.•.How.much.are.you.willing.to.pay.for.this.service?
	   Insurance should pay / cover the repair
	m

	  .Nothing.(most)
	m

	Now we ask you to fill out the GREEN pricing questionnaire without discussion with anyone.
	IV. Show and demonstrate the prototype
	After the demonstration of the prototype and participants have finished asking clarification questions pass out the Blue questionnaire to get the immediate reaction:
	.•.Let’s.now.talk.about.the.device..What.are.your.general.and.initial.impressions.of.what.you.have.seen?.
	  .Impressed.(several)
	m

	   Good possibilities
	m

	  .Potential.(several)
	m

	   Too much work, and they didn’t collapse enough to make it worthwhile
	m

	   Thought more was going to come of it
	m

	  .Think.it.might.be.expensive.–.might.be.a.luxury.item
	m

	V. Strengths & Weaknesses
	Now that you’ve seen the device and how it works, how would you judge its ability against the ideal criteria we previously.discussed?.Let’s.look.at.the.device.from.two.perspectives;.first.from.its.weaknesses,.then.from.its.strengths..
	-

	What are the weaknesses:
	What are the weaknesses:

	.•.What.are.the.weaknesses.of.this.wheel.that.prevent.it.from.being.the.foldable.quick-release.wheelchair.wheel.....that.you.were.picturing.in.our.Ideal.product.discussion?
	   Insurance might not cover it
	m

	  .Colored.dots.might.wear.off
	m

	   How does the foldability work in the winter / snow
	m

	  .If.you.drop.the.axle.when.it.comes.out,.wouldn’t.be.able.to.pick.it.up
	m

	 Would like it to be tethered
	...
	n

	  .Folding.process.isn’t.as.simple.as.it.appears.–.more.difficult/complicated.than.the.ideal.product.developed
	m

	 Too many steps
	...
	n

	.•.Some.people.thought.the.steps.added.some.safety
	  .Have.to.complete.step.A.before.step.B.–.if.you.don’t.do.it.in.order,.it.doesn’t.work
	m

	.Would.like.more.flexibility.in.the.folding.process
	...
	n

	.•.What.prevents.this.prototype.from.being.an.effective.foldable.quick-release.wheelchair.wheel?.
	  .Tire.looks.like.it.might.come.off.easily
	m

	.•.What.doesn’t.appear.to.be.reliable.about.this.wheel?
	  .Axle
	m

	  .Lever.would.wear.out.very.fast.if.you.keep.having.to.move.it.back.and.forth.all.the.time
	m

	  .Rubber.–.unless.it’s.strong.material,.it.may.not.keep.its.shape
	m

	   No tread on the tire
	m

	   Tire doesn’t look wide enough
	m

	.•.What.don’t.you.like.about.the.portability.of.the.wheel?
	   Not as collapsible as a couple people would want it
	m

	.•.What.doesn’t.seem.to.be.very.durable?
	   No tread
	m

	   Rubber tire isn’t wide enough
	m

	.•.What.parts.of.the.wheel.might.chip,.crack?
	  .Lever
	m

	  .Axle
	m

	   Rims
	m

	  .Part.where.the.separation.of.the.wheel.is.(covered.by.the.wheel.so.won’t.even.be.able.to.see)
	m

	.•.What.parts.of.the.wheel.might.rust,.fade,.where.it.is.being.used?
	   If plastic, should be ok
	m

	   Rim might rust
	m

	   In folded state, things might jam get caught in joints
	m

	.•.Where.might.the.wheel.wear.after.long.term.use?.
	   Pivot points
	m

	   Tire itself
	m

	.•.What.isn’t.very.safe.about.the.wheel?
	   Tires being thin
	m

	   Might pinch a finger in the lever or pivot
	m

	   If hand rims are removed for preference, is the wheel still stable / safe
	m

	   If you drop it, it might hurt you
	m

	.•.What.is.it.that.prevents.this.wheel.from.being.easy.to.learn.how.to.use.it?
	   Multiple steps
	m

	 Will take some practice
	...
	n

	   Must do steps in particular order
	m

	.•.What.aspect.of.learning.to.operate.the.wheel.appears.to.be.difficult?.
	  .Dealers.might.need.special.tools.to.repair.the.tires.–.learning.new.tools
	m

	  .When.are.you.going.to.use.the.lever?.–.not.clear.
	m

	.•.What.parts.of.the.device.do.not.look.acceptable?.
	   No
	m

	.•.What.is.it.about.the.wheel.that.isn’t.acceptable.to.others?
	   No 
	m

	.•.What.aspects.of.the.device.seem.unpleasant?.
	   No
	m

	.•.Does.any.aspects.of.the.wheel.seem.embarrassing.to.you?.
	   No
	m

	.•.What.aspects.of.the.device.could.lead.to.user.fatigue?
	  .Picking.up.dropped.axle
	m

	   Repetitive motions of folding
	m

	.•.What.aspects.of.the.device.could.cause.it.to.operate.unreliably?
	  .Dropping/loss.of.axle
	m

	.•.What.is.not.easy.to.repair.and./.or.maintain?
	  .Retreading.of.the.tire.–.putting.a.new.tire.onto.this.device
	m

	.•.What.environments.won’t.the.wheel.function.in?.
	  .Cold.weather.and.moisture.–.will.it.freeze.in.that.position?
	m

	.•.What.interactions.between.the.wheel.and.environment.might.damage.the.environment?
	  .No,.but.environment.might.affect.the.wheel
	m

	.•.What.interactions.between.the.wheel.and.environment.might.injure.a.person?
	   Pinch points
	m

	 Pivots
	...
	n

	 Gap between tire and rim when folded
	...
	n

	What are the strengths:
	What are the strengths:

	.•.What.makes.this.wheel.appear.to.be.effective?
	   Wheel can go anywhere
	m

	 Easy to pick up, hold, and carry
	...
	n

	.•.What.appears.to.be.reliable.about.the.wheel?
	   Folds down well
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.durability.of.the.wheel?
	  .Looks.durable.–.can.bang.it.on.the.floor.to.fold.it
	m

	   Can chuck it in the car
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.wheel.that.provides.you.a.sense.of.security?
	  .Locks
	m

	 There are a number of locking steps
	...
	n

	 Doesn’t freely fold and unfold even when unlocked
	...
	n

	.•.What.appears.to.be.safe.about.the.wheel?
	  .Yes.–.although.complicated,.the.process.helps.ensure.safety
	m

	.•.What.is.easy.to.learn?
	   It’s very easy to learn for most people
	m

	 For some it’s just a question of if you want to do it all the time
	...
	n

	.•.What.seems.to.be.comfortable.about.the.wheel?.
	   Weight
	m

	   Shape
	m

	 Easy to manipulate and maneuver, especially in closed spaces
	...
	n

	 Would like it to fit into a bag
	...
	n

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.looks.of.the.wheel?
	  .Looks.cool
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.operations.of.the.wheel?
	   Smooth folding 
	m

	  .Lightweight
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.wheel.that.seems.to.be.easy.to.repair.and/or.maintain?
	   Tire seems relatively easy to replace
	m

	.Other.stuff.seems.more.difficult.to.repair
	...
	n

	.•.What.environments.would.you.use.the.wheel.in?
	  .Office
	m

	   Home
	m

	   Planes, Trains, Automobiles, Ferry
	m

	.Concern.–.for.some.public.transit,.fewer.spokes.would.put.more.stress.on.those.points.when.you.secure...    the chair
	...
	n

	.•.What.environments.would.the.wheel.best.perform.in?
	   Shopping
	m

	   Community
	m

	  .Daily.Living
	m

	  .Anything.except.beach./.rougher.terrain
	m

	VI. Prototype Evaluation questionnaire
	Now.we.ask.you.to.fill.out.the.YELLOW.questionnaire.and.again.please.no.discussion.
	 
	VII. Marketing:
	 
	.•.What.are.the.likely.environments.that.this.wheel.would.be.used.in?
	   Using it by myself if I needed it, only time worth it
	m

	  .Traveling.on.an.airplane.–.no.one.will.take.your.wheelchair.without.your.wheels
	m

	 Can take wheels with you easily on the plane
	...
	n

	   For younger, more active people
	m

	.•.After.reviewing.this.wheel.what.other.individuals.or.disabling.conditions.or.functional.limitations.could
	..benefit.from.this.wheel?
	   MS
	m

	   CP
	m

	   Spinal cord injury
	m

	.•.What.level.of.functional.abilities.would.a.person.need.(physical,.cognitive,.sensory)
	   Need to understand process to fold / unfold
	m

	   Need enough upper body strength to lift / handle 4 pounds
	m

	.If.you.are.self-propelling.or.able.to.remove.your.hubs,.you.probably.have.this.strength
	...
	n

	.•.What.functional.limitations.(physical,.cognitive,.sensory).would.a.person.need.to.preclude.them.from.using.....the.wheel?
	  .You.need.fine.motor.skills.to.insert.pin./.axle
	m

	.•.What.other.activities.of.daily.living.could.this.wheel’s.technology.be.used.for?
	   Easy access getting into the shower/tub
	m

	   Daily living
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.expect.to.see.this.wheel.in.use?
	  .Everywhere.except.rough.terrain
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.expect.to.obtain.information.on.this.wheel?
	   Dealer
	m

	   Manufacturer
	m

	   Therapist
	m

	   Internet
	m

	   Advertising
	m

	   Retailer
	m

	   Disability Magazines
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.expect.to.purchase.the.wheel?.
	  .Local.vendor.(Sheridan.Surgical)
	m

	   Internet purchase
	m

	.Maybe.even.as.an.after-market.product
	...
	n

	.•.Where.would.you.like.to.see.this.wheel.sold?.
	  .Local.vendor.(Sheridan.Surgical)
	m

	   Not in a pharmacy or other standard store
	m

	.•.Who.do.you.believe.would.purchase.this.kind.of.wheel?
	   People who are active or who would like to be more active than they currently are
	m

	   Caregivers who struggle with storing / transporting current wheels
	m

	  .Someone.who.would.rather.have.this.wheel.than.an.expensive.car.topper
	m

	.•.Who.would.prescribe.this.kind.of.wheel?
	   Would like the ability to purchase yourself, unless you might need a doctor / therapist to recommend
	m

	.•.How.would.you.finance.the.purchase.of.this.device?
	   Insurance
	m

	   Personal
	m

	.•.Who.influences.your.purchase.decisions?
	   Therapist
	m

	   Friends / family / caregivers
	m

	.•.Are.there.any.issues.or.concerns.that.we.may.have.missed?
	  .Temperature.extremes
	m

	.Does.heat.warp.tire./.wheel?
	...
	n

	.Does.cold.cause.joints./.pivots.to.freeze?
	...
	n

	.•.Are.there.any.issues.that.you.would.like.to.comment.about.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.itself?
	   Don’t forget the carry bag 
	m

	   Would like to see multiple colors
	m

	.•.If.this.wheel.were.to.be.sold.to.you,.what.comments.would.you.like.to.make.to.the.manufacturer.so.they.....could.address.your.issues.before.the.product.is.finished?
	   Easier / less complicated / Quicker to fold / put on chair
	m

	   Treads are important for tire
	m

	  .Would.like.purchase.options.–.not.just.after.market
	m

	   Wider tires
	m

	  .Like.to.see.it.to.be.less.expensive
	m

	  .Would.like.separation.points.to.stand.out.less.(white.on.gray)
	m

	  .Tether.for.the.axle.so.you.can’t.drop.it.and.have.it.roll.away.from.you.or.roll.under.the.car
	m

	   Dealer training 
	m

	   Serviceable at dealer level to keep time to repair down
	m

	Thank.you.for.taking.the.time.to.work.with.us.on.this.exciting.new.product..Your.comments.will.be.written.into.a.final report and given to the manufacturer.  
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	I. Introduction: Purpose of the Group 
	.•.Introduce.the.paperwork.and.review
	.•.Confidentiality
	.•.Image.Release
	.•.Social.Security
	.•.Human.Subject
	.•.Process.
	.•.Tell.them.they.are.being.recorded.on.both.audio.and.video
	.•.Have.the.participants.introduce.themselves.
	II. Current Status
	.•.What.type.of.chair.do.you.use.when.you.travel,.and.why?
	  .Pride.Stylus,.folding.wheelchair,.bring.in.out.of.truck.by.himself.Getting.a.TiLite
	m

	   Quickie, helps me move with my feet and not use the wheel
	m

	   Quickie, fold up with quick release wheels, best could get at the time
	m

	   Breezy, first one, likes it
	m

	   Invacare, 
	m

	   Quickie, too big for him, hard for him to get it into a the car and break it down
	m

	.•.What.kind.of.push.wheels.do.you.have?
	   Pneumatic tires, mag wheels, airless inserts
	m

	   Spoke wheels 
	m

	.•.What.issues.confront.you.when.you.are.traveling.and.you.need.to.stow.or.store.your.wheelchair?
	   Doesn’t fit in every vehicle’s trunk
	m

	   Fold up chair is stowed
	m

	  .Easy.wheelchair.to.get.into.a.vehicle.(Quickie),.but.it.falls.apart.and.requires.tune-ups.and.repairs.every.time..   its opened and closed, not very durable
	m

	.•.What.problems.do.you.experience.when.removing.the.large.wheels.from.your.wheelchair?
	  .Mine.don’t.come.off.(most.people.agreed.they.don’t.take.them.off)
	m

	   Cumbersome, requires balance and strength
	m

	.•.What.are.the.environments.that.you.find.yourself.in.when.you.are.confronted.with.this.particular.problem?
	   Stick with poor weather conditions
	m

	  .If.don’t.take.them.off.all.the.time.they.gets.stuck
	m

	.•.What.are.the.safety.issues.you.deal.with.when.removing.your.wheels?
	  .Have.to.sit.in.a.different.chair.to.get.them.off
	m

	   Most have never removed them
	m

	.•.Are.there.any.security.issues.that.you.have.when.removing.and.storing.your.wheelchair.wheels?
	   Does not lock in properly when it is put back on
	m

	.•.How.many.of.you.have.24".wheels?
	  .1.(many.did.not.know.the.size.of.their.wheels)
	m

	.•.How.many.of.you.have.25".wheels?
	   None
	m

	.•.How.many.of.you.have.26".wheels?
	   1
	m

	.•.How.many.of.you.have.another.size.wheel?
	   None but 6 did not know the size of their wheels
	m

	.•.What.type.of.wheels.have.you.tried.before?.(Make.a.list.of.the.different.wheels.and.ask.the.following.for.each.....type.of.wheel)
	   Never tried another type / size of wheel
	m

	  .I.didn’t.know.they.had.different.types.of.wheels.I.could.choose.from
	m

	.•.What.did.you.like./.good.aspects.about.these.wheels?
	   Pneumatic tires
	m

	   Don’t get flats, no air in tires
	m

	.•.What.are.the.limitations./.bad.aspects.of.these.wheels?
	  .Difficult.to.push
	m

	   Heavier because not air
	m

	  .Difficult.to.get.through.doorways.(too.narrow)
	m

	   No treads
	m

	   Air tires wear if you don’t keep pressure up on them
	m

	   Spin when wet
	m

	III. Ideal Product (Concept Definition)
	Now.we.are.going.to.design.a.ideal.quick-release,.foldable.manual.wheelchair.wheel;.which.includes.the.hub,.spokes,.rim, push rim, and solid tired.   
	.•.So.if.you.had.the.ability.to.design.the.perfect.foldable.quick-release.manual.wheelchair.wheel,.what.does.the.....device.need.to.have.for.you.to.consider.it.effective?
	   Push button quick release
	m

	  .Lightweight.(2.lbs)
	m

	   Release easily for someone who doesn’t have fine motor control in fingers
	m

	   When you put it on it stays on
	m

	   Customized wheel to injury
	m

	   Wheel fold right in half
	m

	  .Customized.based.on.dexterity.of.user
	m

	  .Long.lasting,.not.easily.damaged.for.5.years
	m

	  .Security.locking.mechanism.so.wheels.can’t.be.stolen.(voice.activated)
	m

	.•.In.what.activities.do.you.see.a.need.for.a.foldable.quick-release.wheel?
	   Getting / fitting it into a car
	m

	   Easy to put in the trunk of a car/fit into car
	m

	.•.In.what.environments.do.you.see.a.need.for.a.foldable.quick-release.manual.wheelchair.wheel?
	   Woods/wilderness
	m

	   Use as a spare tire
	m

	   Airplanes
	m

	.•.What.does.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.need.to.do?
	   Quick release
	m

	  .Durable.(5.years)
	m

	   Work like wheels now / last
	m

	  .Lightweight
	m

	  .Maintenance.free.(no.flat.tires)
	m

	  .Get.through.bad.weather.conditions.(snow,.ice,.rain).and.avoid.slipping,.skidding,.breaking.issues,.stuck.in...   the mud and snow
	m

	  .All-terrain.wheel
	m

	  .Easily.cleanable.(hose.it.off)
	m

	.•.What.disabilities.or.functional.limitations.can.a.person.have.and.still.be.expected.to.work.with.or.use.the..foldable.quick-release.manual.wheelchair.wheel?
	 

	   Stroke individual
	m

	   Car accident victim
	m

	   Spinal cord injury
	m

	   Anyone who needs / wants to use a wheelchair
	m

	   Use hands
	m

	   Multiple sclerosis
	m

	.•.How.would.you.define.a.quick-release.wheel?
	  .Comes.off.the.body.quickly.and.easily.without.not.a.lot.of.strength.involved,.and.no.one.having.to.teach.it
	m

	   No use of wrenches / tools
	m

	.•.How.would.you.define.a.foldable.wheelchair.wheel?
	  .Button.you.press.that.it.pops.off.the.body.and.folds.the.wheel.in.half.like.a.book
	m

	.•.What.should.the.wheel.look.like?
	   Fold in half like a book
	m

	  .“Can’t.picture.how.it.will.fold”
	m

	   Should have hand rims
	m

	  .“All-terrain.wheels”.that.are.light.with.a.lot.of.thread
	m

	   Secure frame that doesn’t collapse 
	m

	.•.What.other.functions.other.than.quick-release.and.easy.to.store.does.the.wheel.need.to.be.able.to.do?
	  .Would.have.to.take.abuse./.rough.use.(removal./.storage./.replacement)
	m

	   Should withstand pressure from being slammed on the ground
	m

	  .Should.withstand.weather./.extreme.temperature.(no.rust)
	m

	.•.What.would.make.this.wheel.reliable?
	  .Warranty.(5.years)
	m

	  .Put.through.series.of.tests.(Climate./.pressure)
	m

	   Give to individuals to test
	m

	   Doesn’t collapse / fold / come apart when I don’t want it to
	m

	   Can kick it
	m

	   Endorsed by reliable agency etc.
	m

	   Tested by handicapped association
	m

	  .Safe.(stable.wheel.to.handle.repeated.folding)
	m

	   No pinch points when folding
	m

	.•.What.would.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.need.to.do.for.you.to.consider.it.dependable.under.daily.use?
	   Doesn’t fall apart or collapse
	m

	  .I.can.fold.it.up.4-5.times.a.day
	m

	  .Stranger.comes.up.to.help./.you.try.and.take.the.wheel.off,.easy.to.put.together./.not.complicated
	m

	  .Keep.It.Simple.Stupid.(KISS)
	m

	.•.What.would.the.wheel.have.to.do.for.you.to.consider.it.to.be.foldable?
	   Same size I have now
	m

	  .24".down.to.12"
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.want.to.store.the.wheel?
	   Back seat
	m

	   Small trunk
	m

	   Front seat
	m

	   Under the seat
	m

	   In a bag
	m

	.•.How.much.should.the.wheel.weigh?
	   2 lbs per wheel
	m

	.•.How.would.the.wheel.be.transported.when.not.on.the.wheelchair?
	   In a bag
	m

	   Front / back / trunk of car
	m

	.•.In.what.kind.of.environments.would.the.wheel.have.to.fit.into.when.not.on.the.chair?
	   Airplane overhead compartment
	m

	   Boat
	m

	   Train
	m

	  .House.(I.transfer.to.an.electric.chair.in.the.house)
	m

	.•.When.off.the.wheelchair?
	  .Locking.system
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.happen.with.securability.to.provide.a.level.of.safety?
	   Color switch
	m

	   Noise / audio cue
	m

	.•.Should.there.be.anything.to.provide.limited.access.to.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.for.only.the.user.or.the.....assistant?
	   Key lock
	m

	   Computerized lock
	m

	   Thumbprint
	m

	   Code you can set yourself
	m

	.•.What.parts.of.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.need.to.be.physically.comfortable?
	   No pinch
	m

	   Rubber grip
	m

	   Interchangeable hand grips
	m

	  .Texture.on.push.rim.so.not.slippery.when.wet.but.doesn’t.collect.dirt.etc..easily
	m

	   Push rim further away from wheel
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.seen.easily?
	   Reflector to be seen at night
	m

	   Folding mechanism
	m

	   Release mechanism
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.touched.easily?
	   Quick release section
	m

	   Foldable release point
	m

	   Push rims
	m

	   Unlocking / locking mechanism
	m

	   Tires
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.grabbed.easily?
	   Quick release
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.grasped.easily?
	   Break
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.be.pulled.easily?
	   Quick release
	m

	   Wheel
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.be.pushed.easily?
	  .Quick.release.(both.push.and.pull.options)
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.be.turned.easily?
	   Wheel itself
	m

	.•.What.should.be.done.to.make.the.foldable.quick-release.wheelchair.easy.to.learn.how.to.use?
	   Diagram
	m

	   Video on YouTube
	m

	   Someone show me
	m

	   Audio tape
	m

	   Train sellers
	m

	.•.Who.should.do.the.training?
	  .Dealers.who.sell.them.to.me.(multiple.agree)
	m

	   Manufacturer representative
	m

	   Therapist
	m

	   Video / diagram on the wheel or wheelchair
	m

	.•.What.materials.(resources).are.needed?
	   Video
	m

	   Numbered steps
	m

	.•.How.much.training.should.be.needed.to.provide.the.user.the.ability.to.use.the.device.properly?
	  .Minimal.(5.minutes,.15.minutes);.More.than.that.it.won’t.be.worth.it
	m

	.•.How.should.the.wheel.be.maintained?
	  .Easily.lubricated.(oil)
	m

	   Maintenance free
	m

	.•.How.should.you.have.to.clean.the.wheel?
	   Hose it down
	m

	   Damp cloth
	m

	   Motorcycle wheel cleaner
	m

	.•.Should.the.device.be.a.repairable.or.replaceable.product?
	   Repairable
	m

	   Both
	m

	.•.Who.(user,.caregiver,.technician).will.repair.the.device?
	   Manufacturer
	m

	  .Locally
	m

	.•.(If.replaceable).Who.should.replace.the.wheel?
	   Dealer
	m

	  .Fix.on.own
	m

	.•.Should.there.be.after.sales.service.of.the.device.by.either.the.distributor.or.manufacturer?.If.so,.what?
	   Scheduled maintenance
	m

	  .Forever.replaceable.at.no.expense
	m

	   Attainable parts
	m

	.•.How.much.are.you.willing.to.pay.for.this.service?
	   No, should be included in price of the chair
	m

	Now we ask you to fill out the GREEN pricing questionnaire without discussion with anyone.
	IV. Show and demonstrate the prototype
	After the demonstration of the prototype and participants have finished asking clarification questions pass out the Blue questionnaire to get the immediate reaction:
	.•.Let’s.now.talk.about.the.device..What.are.your.general.and.initial.impressions.of.what.you.have.seen?.
	  .Too.much.dexterity.and.strength.required
	m

	   Too many steps
	m

	   Too many steps
	m

	  .Too.much.dexterity.and.too.many.steps
	m

	   Can be very promising
	m

	   Very promising
	m

	   Awesome
	m

	   Too many steps
	m

	   Too many steps
	m

	  .Concerns.about.losing.axle
	m

	   Good
	m

	   Collapsible not foldable
	m

	  .As.a.one.handed.person,.not.effective.for.me
	m

	V. Strengths & Weaknesses
	Now that you’ve seen the device and how it works, how would you judge its ability against the ideal criteria we previously.discussed?.Let’s.look.at.the.device.from.two.perspectives;.first.from.its.weaknesses,.then.from.its.strengths..
	-

	What are the weaknesses:
	What are the weaknesses:

	.•.What.are.the.weaknesses.of.this.wheel.that.prevent.it.from.being.the.foldable.quick-release.wheelchair.wheel.....that.you.were.picturing.in.our.Ideal.product.discussion?
	.•.What.prevents.this.prototype.from.being.an.effective.foldable.quick-release.wheelchair.wheel?.
	   Too many steps, too intricate
	m

	  .Unable.to.use.it.if.have.poor.eyesight.or.dexterity.
	m

	   Would not be able to use with one hand
	m

	  .Lose.axle.
	m

	  .Weather.(if.cold)
	m

	  .Lack.of.a.break
	m

	   Worried about separation of tire from rim
	m

	.•.What.doesn’t.appear.to.be.reliable.about.this.wheel?
	  .Seems.more.difficult.than.the.wheelchair.now
	m

	  .Couldn’t.get.axle.out.consistently
	m

	  .Freezing.rain.may.make.axle.stick
	m

	.•.What.don’t.you.like.about.the.portability.of.the.wheel?
	  .Shape.changed.but.still.cumbersome.as.an.“oval”
	m

	.•.What.doesn’t.seem.to.be.very.durable?
	  .Locking.mechanism
	m

	   Can lose a part
	m

	  .Hasn’t.been.tested.in.freezing.weather.conditions.(metal.might.not.bend)
	m

	   Too many moving points
	m

	.•.What.parts.of.the.wheel.might.chip,.crack?
	   Wheel itself if not made out of metal
	m

	  .Joints.that.flex
	m

	.•.What.parts.of.the.wheel.might.rust,.fade,.where.it.is.being.used?
	   Not if made out of plastic
	m

	  .Axle./.pin.
	m

	.•.Where.might.the.wheel.wear.after.long.term.use?.
	   Weaken from folding
	m

	  .The.axle.removal
	m

	  .Locking.mechanism.flipping.up.and.down;.joint.may.wear
	m

	.•.What.isn’t.very.secure.about.the.wheel?
	   Rubber part of the wheel itself and metal has air between it
	m

	  .How.much.weight.can.it.handle?.Can’t.handle.a.lot,.too.thin
	m

	   No locking mechanism to prevent theft
	m

	.•.What.isn’t.very.safe.about.the.wheel?
	  .Difficult.for.end.user.to.put.in.and.out.of.the.car
	m

	  .Axle.looks.like.it.can.break.
	m

	.•.What.is.it.that.prevents.this.wheel.from.being.easy.to.learn.how.to.use.it?
	  .Difficult.because.so.many.steps
	m

	  .Locking
	m

	   Balance challenge
	m

	.•.What.isn’t.very.comfortable.about.the.wheel?.
	   Don’t like the tire
	m

	   Drop / lose the pin
	m

	  .Tread.is.small.(bad.for.snow./.icey.conditions)
	m

	.•.What.parts.of.the.device.do.not.look.acceptable?.
	  .Looks.like.only.a.summer.chair
	m

	.•.What.is.it.about.the.wheel.that.isn’t.acceptable.to.others?
	   No
	m

	.•.What.aspects.of.the.device.seem.unpleasant?.
	   No
	m

	   Steps required / process
	m

	  .Extra.weight.
	m

	.•.What.specific.action(s).are.most.difficult.to.perform?
	   Relocking
	m

	   Folding of the wheel itself
	m

	.•.What.aspects.of.the.device.could.lead.to.user.fatigue?
	   Folding the wheel if don’t have balance, strength and eyesight
	m

	.•.What.aspects.of.the.device.could.cause.it.to.operate.unreliably?
	  .The.axle
	m

	   If it unfolds
	m

	   Separation of wheel from rim
	m

	   Things could get stuck in the wheel
	m

	.•.What.is.not.easy.to.repair.and./.or.maintain?
	   Moving parts
	m

	  .Removal.of.the.axle.pin
	m

	.•.What.don’t.you.like.about.the.wheel’s.aesthetics?
	   No
	m

	.•.What.environments.won’t.the.wheel.function.in?.
	   Mud, rain, snow, ice
	m

	.•.What.interactions.between.the.wheel.and.environment.might.damage.the.device?
	   Snow and ice
	m

	   Gravel or curbs
	m

	.•.What.interactions.between.the.wheel.and.environment.might.damage.the.environment?
	   No
	m

	.•.What.interactions.between.the.wheel.and.environment.might.injure.a.person?
	   No
	m

	What are the strengths:
	.•.What.makes.this.wheel.appear.to.be.effective?
	   Size and shape it collapses to
	m

	   Aesthetics
	m

	   How it collapses
	m

	  .Lightweight
	m

	.•.What.appears.to.be.reliable.about.the.wheel?
	  .Extra.locking.lever.
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.portability.of.the.wheel?
	   Smaller size
	m

	   Could just throw it in a bag
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.durability.of.the.wheel?
	  .Looks.durable
	m

	   Doesn’t rust
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.wheel.that.provides.you.a.sense.of.safety./.security?
	  .Locks.up.well,.makes.me.feel.secure
	m

	.•.What.is.easy.to.learn?
	   As long as have balance
	m

	  .Came.off.the.chair.easily
	m

	.•.What.seems.to.be.comfortable.about.the.wheel?.
	   More space between wheel and push rim
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.looks.of.the.wheel?
	  .Looks.like.a.normal.wheel.if.didn’t.see.it.collapse
	m

	  .Like.how.it.looks
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.operations.of.the.wheel?
	  .Likes.shape.it.collapses.into
	m

	  .I.like.how.she.took.it.off.the.chair
	m

	  .Like.how.it.locks.into.place
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.wheel.that.seems.to.be.easy.to.repair.and/or.maintain?
	  .Appeared.wheel.was.self.sufficient,.require.little.maintenance.
	m

	   Easier to change wheel in collapsed wheel
	m

	.•.What.environments.would.you.use.the.wheel.in?
	   Dry, indoor, even surface
	m

	   Competition/sports 
	m

	VI. Prototype Evaluation questionnaire
	Now.we.ask.you.to.fill.out.the.YELLOW.questionnaire.and.again.please.no.discussion.
	 
	VII. Marketing:
	 
	.•.What.are.the.likely.environments.that.this.wheel.would.be.used.in?
	   Indoors
	m

	  .Outdoors
	m

	   Summer environment
	m

	   Clear / easy / smooth
	m

	   Competitive / sport wheel for racing
	m

	.•.After.reviewing.this.wheel.what.other.individuals.or.disabling.conditions.or.functional.limitations.could
	..benefit.from.this.wheel?
	  .Low.level.paraplegic.
	m

	.•.What.level.of.functional.abilities.would.a.person.need.(physical,.cognitive,.sensory).necessary.to.use.the.wheel
	  .Dexterity
	m

	   Eyesight
	m

	   Memory/memorize
	m

	   Mental capabilities
	m

	.•.What.functional.limitations.(physical,.cognitive,.sensory).would.a.person.need.to.preclude.them.from.using.....the.wheel?
	  .Limited.hearing,.eyesight
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.expect.to.see.this.wheel.in.use?
	   Cities
	m

	   Indoors
	m

	   Apartment
	m

	   Community
	m

	   Nursing homes
	m

	   Rehabilitation centers
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.expect.to.obtain.information.on.this.wheel?
	   Wheelchair dealers
	m

	   Internet
	m

	   TV Commercials
	m

	   Physical therapists
	m

	   Primary physicians 
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.expect.to.purchase.the.wheel?.
	  .Buffalo.Wheelchair
	m

	   Dove Medical
	m

	  .Online.(most.economical.but.can’t.go.through.insurance
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.like.to.see.this.wheel.sold?.
	   Dealers
	m

	  .Retailers.(Walmart)
	m

	   Anywhere you can buy a bicycle 
	m

	.•.Who.do.you.believe.would.purchase.this.kind.of.wheel?
	   Travelers
	m

	   Those without accessible vans
	m

	.•.Who.would.prescribe.this.kind.of.wheel?
	   Neurologist
	m

	   Family physician
	m

	   Rehab doctor
	m

	   Physical therapist
	m

	.•.How.would.you.finance.the.purchase.of.this.device?
	  .Insurance.(Should.but.probably.wouldn’t.qualify)
	m

	   Credit Card
	m

	.•.Who.influences.your.purchase.decisions?
	   Commercials
	m

	   Physicians
	m

	   Medicare
	m

	   Family
	m

	   Nursing Home Administration
	m

	   Price
	m

	.•.If.this.wheel.were.to.be.sold.to.you,.what.comments.would.you.like.to.make.to.the.manufacturer.so.they.....could.address.your.issues.before.the.product.is.finished?
	  .I.would.like.a.pocket.on.the.wheel.for.the.axle.so.it.doesn’t.get.lost
	m

	  .Wheel.design.to.fold.into.the.wheelchair.rather.than.be.removed.(collapse.completely)
	m

	  .Chain.attached.to.the.axle.pin
	m

	   More lightweight
	m

	  .Keep.axle.pin.in.there.and.bend.it.down
	m

	  .“Let.me.test.it.for.a.few.months”
	m

	  .Love.the.concept.of.the.wheel
	m

	   People should be given a trial to see if it is usable
	m

	   Wouldn’t hold up bouncing someone down the stairs in it
	m

	Thank.you.for.taking.the.time.to.work.with.us.on.this.exciting.new.product..Your.comments.will.be.written.into.a.final report and given to the manufacturer.  
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	I. Introduction: Purpose of the Group 
	.•.Introduce.the.paperwork.and.review
	.•.Confidentiality
	.•.Image.Release
	.•.Social.Security
	.•.Human.Subject
	.•.Process.
	.•.Tell.them.they.are.being.recorded.on.both.audio.and.video
	.•.Have.the.participants.introduce.themselves.
	II. Current Status
	.•.What.type.of.chair.do.you.use.when.you.travel,.and.why?
	  .Light.and.compact,.travel
	m

	  .Older-transport.wheelchair.with.companion
	m

	  .Young-independent
	m

	  .Regular.manual.wheelchair.–.Ambicare
	m

	  .TiLite.–.Rigid.frame.with.quick.release.wheels
	m

	  .Regular.–.Quickie,.with.quick.release.wheel
	m

	   Quickie
	m

	   Quickie
	m

	.•.What.kind.of.push.wheels.do.you.have?
	   Spinergy 
	m

	   Quickie Wheel
	m

	.•.What.issues.confront.you.when.you.are.traveling.and.you.need.to.stow.or.store.your.wheelchair?
	   Gets scratches on the wheelchair
	m

	  .Parts.are.popping.off.small.front.wheels
	m

	  .Large.wheel.spokes.are.bent,.loosen,.or.broken
	m

	   Stowage in the bottom of the plane damages
	m

	.•.What.problems.do.you.experience.when.removing.the.large.wheels.from.your.wheelchair?
	   Bearing falls apart
	m

	  .Difficult.to.get.back.on
	m

	   Buttons don’t release; get stuck
	m

	  .Doesn’t.lock.when.put.it.back.on.and.wheel.falls.off
	m

	.•.What.are.the.environments.that.you.find.yourself.in.when.you.are.confronted.with.this.particular.problem?
	   Park
	m

	   Home
	m

	  .Car.(physically.draining,.slows.me.down/makes.me.late)
	m

	.•.What.are.the.safety.issues.you.deal.with.when.removing.your.wheels?
	   Almost fall out of car trying to get wheels on
	m

	   Balance issue
	m

	  .If.the.wheel.doesn’t.lock.into.place.it.gets.wobbly.and.almost.falls.off
	m

	.•.Are.there.any.security.issues.that.you.have.when.removing.and.storing.your.wheelchair.wheels?
	   Takes a long time and dangerous in dark parking lots
	m

	.•.How.many.of.you.have.24".wheels?
	   2
	m

	.•.How.many.of.you.have.25".wheels?
	   1
	m

	.•.How.many.of.you.have.26".wheels?
	   0
	m

	.•.How.many.of.you.have.another.size.wheel?
	   None but 4 did not know the size of their wheels
	m

	.•.What.type.of.wheels.have.you.tried.before?.(Make.a.list.of.the.different.wheels.and.ask.the.following.for.each.....type.of.wheel)
	   Wire spoke wheels versus plastic
	m

	.•.What.did.you.like.about.these.wheels?
	   Wire doesn’t collect as much snow
	m

	   Wire doesn’t get as dirty
	m

	.•.What.are.the.good.aspects.of.these.wheels?
	   Not as heavy
	m

	  .Aesthetically.pleasing.(plastic.is.clunky)
	m

	.•.What.are.the.limitations./.bad.aspects.of.these.wheels?
	  .Likes.plastic.better.as.far.as.functionality.–.easier.to.grab
	m

	   Nuisance, spokes come out and bend / break
	m

	   Can’t reach through to pick something up if plastic
	m

	III. Ideal Product (Concept Definition)
	Now.we.are.going.to.design.a.ideal.quick-release,.foldable.manual.wheelchair.wheel;.which.includes.the.hub,.spokes,.rim, push rim, and solid tired.   
	.•.So.if.you.had.the.ability.to.design.the.perfect.foldable.quick-release.manual.wheelchair.wheel,.what.does.the.....device.need.to.have.for.you.to.consider.it.effective?
	  .Lightweight.(1-2.lb,.or.at.least.comparable.to.current.wheel)
	m

	   Durable, function the same all the time rather than corrodes / malfunctions
	m

	  .Heavy.duty,.withstand.different.surfaces/in.and.out.of.cars
	m

	   Don’t fold up when rolling
	m

	  .Quick.to.set.up.(1-1.5.minutes)
	m

	  .One.piece,.not.more.than.that
	m

	   Good gripping surface on tire for use in ice / snow, good treads
	m

	   Be able to stay in chair when removing wheels, hold chair in place
	m

	.•.In.what.activities.do.you.see.a.need.for.a.foldable.quick-release.wheel?
	   Weather conditions
	m

	   Up and down curbs
	m

	   Potholes
	m

	   Sidewalks with cracks in them
	m

	   Ramps that require traction
	m

	  .Withstand.“speed.bumps”./.”lips”
	m

	.•.In.what.environments.do.you.see.a.need.for.a.foldable.quick-release.manual.wheelchair.wheel?
	   Everyday functioning
	m

	  .Easier.to.fit.into.a.car.or.trunk.(two-door)
	m

	.•.What.does.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.need.to.do?
	  .Lock.firmly.in.the.locked.position
	m

	  .Get.on.and.off.as.easily.and.quickly.as.you.can.(minute.or.less)
	m

	  .Affordable
	m

	   Accommodate the tire
	m

	   Interchangeable tires
	m

	   Easily foldable
	m

	   Stays folded
	m

	.•.What.disabilities.or.functional.limitations.can.a.person.have.and.still.be.expected.to.work.with.or.use.the..foldable.quick-release.manual.wheelchair.wheel?
	 

	  .Limited.dexterity.and.upper.body.strength
	m

	.•.How.would.you.define.a.quick-release.wheel?
	  .One.handed.release,.one.motion
	m

	.•.How.would.you.define.a.foldable.wheelchair.wheel?.What.would.it.look.like?
	   Folds in half like a book / clam
	m

	  .“I.don’t.know”.Many.agreed
	m

	   Collapses down into folded position
	m

	  .Like.an.umbrella
	m

	.•.What.other.functions.other.than.quick-release.and.easy.to.store.does.the.wheel.need.to.be.able.to.do?
	   Interchangeable based on season
	m

	  .Solid.hand.rim.(depending.on.grip,.bigger.or.smaller),.coating.that.doesn’t.chip./.break
	m

	  .Lightweight
	m

	.•.What.would.make.this.wheel.reliable?
	   Materials, lightweight and sturdy
	m

	   Minimal repairs necessary
	m

	  .Reliable,.don’t.need.to.do.much.to.tires.other.than.fill.with.air.and.oil.axle,.low.maintenance.
	m

	   Solid rubber not filled with air
	m

	   Pneumatic tire is smoother
	m

	   Don’t want rubber to stretch and wear out
	m

	   If folds more than once needs to be sturdy when unfolds
	m

	   Pops right back into shape
	m

	.•.What.would.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.need.to.do.for.you.to.consider.it.dependable.under.daily.use?
	   Wheel doesn’t collapse
	m

	   Wheel doesn’t pop
	m

	   Doesn’t want spoke to break
	m

	.•.How.do.you.see.the.wheel.being.quick-release?.How.would.you.do.it?
	   Requires one hand
	m

	  .Pull.(can’t.press.to.release)
	m

	  .Come.off.quick.and.easily.with.push.button.and./.or.handle.to.pull
	m

	   Put button on the inside of the wheel for security
	m

	  .Locking.mechanism
	m

	.•.What.size.should.the.wheel.be.for.you.to.consider.it.foldable?
	   Half the size of the wheel
	m

	   Shorter of a regular wheel
	m

	   Fold in thirds
	m

	   Fold in quarters
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.want.to.store.the.wheel?
	   Cubby’s on the side of the car door
	m

	   Trunk
	m

	   Backseat
	m

	.•.How.would.the.wheel.be.transported.when.not.on.the.wheelchair?
	   Container
	m

	   Carrying case
	m

	   A little purse
	m

	   Snaps on wheelchair
	m

	.•.In.what.kind.of.environments.would.the.wheel.have.to.fit.into.when.not.on.the.chair?
	   In the trunk of a vehicle
	m

	   Storage in bus or train
	m

	.•.Who.should.be.responsible.for.transporting.the.wheel.when.not.on.the.wheelchair?
	   Not the wheelchair user
	m

	   Whoever is storing it
	m

	.•.What.would.make.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.secured?
	  .Locking.mechanism.so.the.wheel.doesn’t.collapse
	m

	   Good brakes so wheels don’t move
	m

	   Folding process would not include folding plastic or metal spokes
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.happen.with.securability.to.provide.a.level.of.safety?
	   No pinch or sharp points
	m

	.•.Should.there.be.anything.to.provide.limited.access.to.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.for.only.the.user.or
	..the.assistant?
	   Combination locking mechanism that others don’t know
	m

	   Padlock
	m

	  .Unique.axle
	m

	.•.What.if.any.parts.of.the.wheel.needs.to.be.secured.to.provide.the.user.or.the.assistant.maximum.use?
	   Folding points when open must be secure
	m

	  .Locking.mechanism
	m

	.•.What.parts.of.the.foldable.quick-release.wheel.need.to.be.physically.comfortable?
	  .Hand.rims.(unanimous.response)
	m

	 Aluminum, gets damaged and gouges hands
	...
	n

	 No pinch points
	...
	n

	.Material.doesn’t.get.cold.(heated./.cooling.hand.rims)
	...
	n

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.seen.easily?
	  .Locking.mechanism.(multiple.agree)
	m

	  .Pop-off.mechanism
	m

	   Air hole for filling
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.touched.easily?
	  .Locking.mechanism
	m

	   Hand grip
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.reached.easily?
	   Air hole for filling tires
	m

	   Hand rims
	m

	  .Locking.mechanism
	m

	.•.What.on.the.wheel.needs.to.be.grabbed.easily?
	   Hand rims
	m

	   Breaks
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.be.pulled.easily?
	   Mechanism that operates folding process
	m

	   Release
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.be.pushed.easily?
	   Wheel
	m

	  .Push.button.releasing.wheel.(but.not.too.easily.pressed)
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.be.lifted.easily?
	   Wheels themselves
	m

	.•.What.needs.to.be.turned.easily?
	   Wheel must roll
	m

	   Bearings
	m

	.•.What.should.be.done.to.make.the.foldable.quick-release.wheelchair.easy.to.learn.how.to.use?
	  .Demonstrations.(video,.CD,.live)
	m

	   Three or less steps
	m

	   Manual
	m

	.•.Who.should.do.the.training?
	   People that sell the wheelchair
	m

	.•.What.materials.(resources).are.needed?
	  .Online.video
	m

	   Instruction booklet and video
	m

	.•.How.much.training.should.be.needed.to.provide.the.user.the.ability.to.use.the.device.properly?
	  .Very.little.(5-10.minutes)
	m

	   Needs to be obvious / intuitive 
	m

	.•.How.should.the.wheel.be.maintained./.cleaned?
	   Soap and water
	m

	   Simply
	m

	  .Low.maintenance.(rinse./.hose.it.down)
	m

	   Fit in the dishwasher
	m

	.•.Should.the.device.be.a.repairable.or.replaceable.product?
	   Repairable
	m

	.•.Who.(user,.caregiver,.technician).will.repair.the.device?
	   Handy consumer can do it
	m

	  .Vendor.(should.provide.spare.tire)
	m

	.•.Should.there.be.after.sales.service.of.the.device.by.either.the.distributor.or.manufacturer?
	   Yes, vendor and manufacturer
	m

	.•.What.type.of.after.sales.service.do.you.expect?
	   5 year warranty
	m

	   Yearly inspections
	m

	   Anything above normal wear and tear
	m

	.•.How.much.are.you.willing.to.pay.for.this.service?
	  .Only.issues.that.aren’t.normal.wear.and.tear
	m

	Now we ask you to fill out the GREEN pricing questionnaire without discussion with anyone. 
	IV. Show and demonstrate the prototype
	After the demonstration of the prototype and participants have finished asking clarification questions pass out the Blue questionnaire to get the immediate reaction:
	.•.Let’s.now.talk.about.the.device..What.are.your.general.and.initial.impressions.of.what.you.have.seen?.
	   Quite unique, I liked it
	m

	   It was great
	m

	   I thought it was amazing
	m

	   Modern technology is great
	m

	   I found them quite interesting
	m

	   Unique
	m

	  .Completely.different.than.I.was.thinking.about.a.foldable.wheel
	m

	   Innovative
	m

	   I’m not sure how I feel about it
	m

	   Pretty clever
	m

	   Not sure of its advantage
	m

	   Very interesting concept
	m

	V. Strengths & Weaknesses
	Now that you’ve seen the device and how it works, how would you judge its ability against the ideal criteria we previously.discussed?.Let’s.look.at.the.device.from.two.perspectives;.first.from.its.weaknesses,.then.from.its.strengths..
	-

	What are the weaknesses:
	What are the weaknesses:

	.•.What.are.the.weaknesses.of.this.wheel.that.prevent.it.from.being.the.foldable.quick-release.wheelchair.wheel.....that.you.were.picturing.in.our.Ideal.product.discussion?
	   It is a collapsible wheel not folding
	m

	.•.What.prevents.this.prototype.from.being.an.effective.foldable.quick-release.wheelchair.wheel?.
	   Too many steps
	m

	   Too heavy
	m

	   Took too long
	m

	  .Didn’t.like.how.the.axle.popped.out,.it.wasn’t.attached
	m

	  .Afraid.of.losing.the.axle
	m

	   Freezing in bad weather
	m

	  .Lose.balance.popping.it
	m

	  .Difficult.for.able.bodied.person.to.fold.it,.seems.like.a.daunting.task
	m

	   Doesn’t like rubber tire on outside, it will stretch
	m

	   Special occasion tire
	m

	.•.What.doesn’t.appear.to.be.reliable.about.this.wheel?
	  .Trouble.with.axle.
	m

	.•.What.don’t.you.like.about.the.portability.of.the.wheel?
	   I don’t think it will save that much space
	m

	   Weighs too much
	m

	.•.What.doesn’t.seem.to.be.very.durable?
	   Hinges might clog with something
	m

	.•.What.parts.of.the.wheel.might.rust,.fade,.where.it.is.being.used?
	   It’s plastic, nothing
	m

	  .Extra.lever.piece.
	m

	.•.Where.might.the.wheel.wear.after.long.term.use?.
	  .Folds.(corners)
	m

	   Wheel rubber might crack in poor weather
	m

	.•.What.isn’t.very.secure.about.the.wheel?
	   If forget locking mechanism 
	m

	  .Losing.the.axle
	m

	.•.What.isn’t.very.safe.about.the.wheel?
	   Could get fingers stuck in folding portions / pinch
	m

	   Hit to the floor
	m

	  .Worry.tire.might.fall.off.wheel
	m

	.•.What.is.it.that.prevents.this.wheel.from.being.easy.to.learn.how.to.use.it?
	   Not an easy process
	m

	   Have to hit it hard to close
	m

	   If had to instruct new person every time it would be time consuming
	m

	.•.What.aspect.of.learning.to.operate.the.wheel.appears.to.be.difficult?.
	  .Exact.place.to.put.hands.to.fold.it
	m

	.•.What.isn’t.very.comfortable.about.the.wheel?.
	  .Process.of.taking.it.off.collapsing
	m

	   Requires upper body strength
	m

	  .Axle.rolling.away
	m

	   Folding / pinching 
	m

	.•.What.parts.of.the.device.do.not.look.acceptable?.
	   None
	m

	.•.What.is.it.about.the.wheel.that.isn’t.acceptable.to.others?
	   None
	m

	.•.What.aspects.of.the.device.seem.unpleasant?.
	  .Get.hands.dirty.on.the.axle
	m

	.•.Does.any.aspects.of.the.wheel.seem.embarrassing.to.you?.
	   No
	m

	.•.What.isn’t.easy.to.operate./.actions.most.difficult.to.perform?
	  .Pulling.axle.out./.putting.it.back.in.(many.agree)
	m

	  .Actual.folding.process.and.unfolding.process.(many.agree)
	m

	.•.What.aspects.of.the.device.could.lead.to.user.fatigue?
	   Collapsing it every time in and out of the car, multiple times during the day
	m

	   Upper body fatigue, pulling, pushing
	m

	.•.What.aspects.of.the.device.could.cause.it.to.operate.unreliably?
	  .Axle.is.not.consistent.in.removal.and.insertion
	m

	.•.What.is.not.easy.to.repair.and./.or.maintain?
	   Getting dirt and grime out of nooks and crannies
	m

	   Couldn’t change tire by yourself, would need maintenance
	m

	  .Can’t.use.different.types.of.tires
	m

	.•.What.environments.won’t.the.wheel.function.in?.
	   Snow, ice, slush, cold weather
	m

	.•.What.interactions.between.the.wheel.and.environment.might.damage.the.device?
	   Bad weather, salt
	m

	.•.What.interactions.between.the.wheel.and.environment.might.damage.the.environment?
	   None
	m

	.•.What.interactions.between.the.wheel.and.environment.might.injure.a.person?
	   Possible pinch points if don’t hold wheel correctly
	m

	   Dots might fade and don’t know where to collapse points are
	m

	What are the strengths:
	What are the strengths:

	.•.What.makes.this.wheel.appear.to.be.effective?
	   Get it into the trunk
	m

	   Put in overhead compartment of plane
	m

	   Can probably attach to the wheelchair
	m

	   Fit into smaller places
	m

	   Can close trunk lid
	m

	.•.What.appears.to.be.reliable.about.the.wheel?
	   Stay true / round with level engaged
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.portability.of.the.wheel?
	   More choices / options to transport
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.durability.of.the.wheel?
	   Not proven yet, hard to gauge 
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.wheel.that.provides.you.a.sense.of.security?
	   Can’t collapse when on chair
	m

	  .You.have.control.when.you.have.the.axle
	m

	.•.What.appears.to.be.safe.about.the.wheel?
	   Even if don’t press lever down, wheel will still hold it’s shape
	m

	   Won’t have to deal with flats
	m

	.•.What.is.easy.to.learn?
	   Process, just depends on physical ability
	m

	.•.What.seems.to.be.comfortable.about.the.wheel?.
	   Hand rims
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.looks.of.the.wheel?
	   Aesthetically pleasing
	m

	   Cool looking
	m

	   Shiny
	m

	   Easy to carry
	m

	   Modern
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.operations.of.the.wheel?
	   Versatility
	m

	   Amazing design but…
	m

	.•.What.do.you.like.about.the.wheel.that.seems.to.be.easy.to.repair.and/or.maintain?
	   Easier to change the tire if in the folded position
	m

	   Can’t repair on my own, would need to take it into vendor
	m

	.•.What.environments.would.you.use.the.wheel.in?
	   Sidewalks
	m

	  .Travel.(multiple.agree)
	m

	 Train, plane, bus, car, motorcycle
	...
	n

	.•.What.environments.would.the.wheel.best.perform.in?
	   Warm weather
	m

	VI. Prototype Evaluation questionnaire
	Now.we.ask.you.to.fill.out.the.YELLOW.questionnaire.and.again.please.no.discussion.
	 
	VII. Marketing:
	 
	.•.What.are.the.likely.environments.that.this.wheel.would.be.used.in?
	   Travel
	m

	   Warm weather
	m

	   Smooth surfaces
	m

	  .Overpacked.vehicles
	m

	.•.After.reviewing.this.wheel.what.other.individuals.or.disabling.conditions.or.functional.limitations.could
	..benefit.from.this.wheel?
	   Someone with a caregiver who can collapse
	m

	.•.What.level.of.functional.abilities.would.a.person.need.(physical,.cognitive,.sensory)
	   Upper body strength required
	m

	.•.What.functional.limitations.(physical,.cognitive,.sensory).would.a.person.need.to.preclude.them.from.using.....the.wheel?
	   Upper body weakness
	m

	.•.What.other.activities.of.daily.living.could.this.wheel’s.technology.be.used.for?
	   Spare tires
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.expect.to.see.this.wheel.in.use?
	   Airports
	m

	   With a collapsing chair
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.expect.to.obtain.information.on.this.wheel?
	  .Internet.(Google)
	m

	   Hospitals
	m

	   Vendor
	m

	   Medical goods supplier
	m

	   Physical Therapist
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.expect.to.purchase.the.wheel?.
	   Medical supply store
	m

	   Durable medical equipment suppliers
	m

	  .Depends.on.if.insurance.covers.it.or.not.(limited)
	m

	.•.Where.would.you.like.to.see.this.wheel.sold?.
	   Sears, Home Depot, Walmart
	m

	   Bicycle stores
	m

	.•.Who.do.you.believe.would.purchase.this.kind.of.wheel?
	   Someone who travels a lot
	m

	   Young people
	m

	   Someone who wants cutting edge everything
	m

	.•.Who.would.prescribe.this.kind.of.wheel?
	   Doctor
	m

	   Physical Therapist
	m

	   Physicians assistant
	m

	.•.How.would.you.finance.the.purchase.of.this.device?
	   Get a friend to purchase it for you
	m

	   Cash, credit card
	m

	  .Insurance.(depends.on.wording.of.justification,.if.priced.appropriately)
	m

	.•.Who.influences.your.purchase.decisions?
	   My son
	m

	  .Other.wheelchair.users
	m

	   Someone who had one and let them use it
	m

	   I would make the decision
	m

	   TV ads
	m

	.•.If.this.wheel.were.to.be.sold.to.you,.what.comments.would.you.like.to.make.to.the.manufacturer.so.they.....could.address.your.issues.before.the.product.is.finished?
	  .Innovative.idea,.if.whole.wheelchair.collapsed.it.would.be.great.(multiple.participants.agreed)
	m

	   I wouldn’t use it every day but it would be nice to have
	m

	   Ability to rent would be nice
	m

	  .$900.is.too.much
	m

	Thank.you.for.taking.the.time.to.work.with.us.on.this.exciting.new.product..Your.comments.will.be.written.into.a.final report and given to the manufacturer.  
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	Step 1: Consumer Recruitment
	The.KT4TT.places.a.strong.emphasis.on.consumer.input..To.ensure.our.market.research.addresses.the.mass-market.customers.for.new.products,.the.KT4TT.recruits.people.comprising.a.“representative.sample”.of.the.United.States.population..Recruitment.from.the.general.population.is.done.primarily.through.mass.media.advertising.(television.and.newspaper.ads)..Recruitment.of.people.with.low.vision.and.the.elderly.is.accomplished.by.utilizing.the.Western.New.York.Independent.Living.Project’s.database.of.consumers,.p
	Focus.Group.participants.for.the.Maddak.groups.received.remuneration.in.the.amount.of.$75.for.their.time.Participants.also.received.light.refreshments.(sandwiches,.soda,.snacks,.etc).at.the.sessions..
	 

	The key screening / recruiting questions for the participants were: 
	 1) Do you use a manual wheelchair?
	 2) Does your wheelchair have quick release wheels?
	 3) Which statement best describes how you transfer out of your wheelchair and into and out of vehicles?
	 In order for a person to be considered for these focus groups, they must use a manual wheelchair. Clinicians that   attended must assess then prescribe or recommend manual wheelchairs.  
	 Participants were also asked demographic information including: gender, birth date, ethnicity, marital status,    vocation, household size and annual household income.
	Step 2: Alpha Focus Groups (June 2011)
	Focus groups are used in research to generate hypotheses, gather information, or to compliment more quantitative analyses. Alpha focus groups are the first groups conducted for a particular product or topic, while Beta focus groups are conducted later in the process. Alpha focus groups involve consumers in defining product requirements and setting priorities for product design. Three or four Alpha focus groups, each consisting of twelve to fifteen participants, are.necessary.to.identify.product.requirements
	-
	-

	From our Alpha or Concept Definition Focus Groups, we provide the manufacturer with primary market research. Participants.in.these.groups.are.asked.to.participate.in.an.open.forum.discussion.led.by.an.experienced.focus.group.moderator..The.three.primary.topic.areas.include.(1).the.current.status.of.the.technology.area.being.discussed.from.the.participants’.perspective..In.other.words,.how.do.consumers.currently.address.the.need.being.discussed,.(2).the.description.of.what.their.ideal.product.to.perform.that
	-

	The focus group participants undertake an evaluation of product concept models prepared in advance for the groups. A brief description of each model is read to each group. Each model is presented separately and discussed. Lastly,.purchase.intent.and.price.point.questions.will.be.asked.of.the.participants.for.both.the.Conceptualized.Ideal.Product and for the concept models shown. Upon completion of the groups, we analyze the information gathered from the groups and formulate a report for the manufacturer. Th
	Step 3: Beta Focus Group (To Be Determined)
	Beta focus groups primarily allow the refinement of a product’s appearance through a critique of key design features of a prototype. They also provide an opportunity to rank a product’s function and design features previously identified in concept definition focus groups. Beta focus group participants are a representative sample of the Alpha focus group.participants..Two.Beta.groups.of.twelve.participants.each.are.usually.sufficient.
	-

	Beta groups provide the ability to obtain quantitative data on the previously collected qualitative information and allows that data to be applied to the prototype being evaluated. Basically they answer the question as to whether or not a prototype addresses the top function and design features a product must have to be deemed desirable by the consumer..Beta.groups.provide.us.with.the.ability.to.score.how.well.a.prototype.meets.consumer.expectations.and.gauge.consumer.interest.in.the.product.along.with.thei
	The Beta group activity is captured, analyzed, and relayed to the manufacturing company in a concise and timely report..In.effect.our.Beta.focus.groups.choose.the.final.overall.design.and.functionality.of.the.device.







